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Preface to FILLOSSOFEE: Breakfast with Grandpa
Nana tells me I had better stop telling people we have nine grandchildren because we have
eleven, and I better stop telling people we have four great-grandchildren, because we have five.
In fact, all totaled, we have four daughters and one son between us, I think. At this stage of the
game, I’m not sure about anything.

I guess that’s a round-about-way to say that I’m capable of forgetting, or giving misinformation,
without the intention of misleading, because I simply forget sometimes. I’m thankful I didn’t
have a job that required me to be on my toes 24-7. It’s probably the reason why I phonetically
spelled the word, ‘philosophy’ in the title book because my opinions, sometimes, have changed
from one year to the next. I hesitate describing my opinions as ‘wrong’ because they are just …
opinions.

Actually, how many times have we been in discussions with people where the person with the
loudest voice, or the better sound bites, wins the point of the discussion? Invariably, someone’s
anger steers the conversation to their advantage, and voices are raised, or misinformation is
given purposely to slant the discussion to their advantage, like ‘fake news’ does. How do we
counteract ‘Fake News’. Well, you don’t really. The best we can do under the circumstances is
be honest and prepared. At 73 years old, I felt that you, my progeny, might want to know some
of the things in life that I have scooped up over the years. I’ll try my best not to be argumentative
or ‘pontificate’, if that is possible. Since I’m writing I can’t ‘yell’ the words to you at least.
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I mean, how often do I get to tell someone that the moon is receding away from the earth at the
same velocity that our finger nails grow without getting a ‘so what’ comment thrown back at me.
All I have to say is just because Albert Einstein has a bad hair day virtually every day that
doesn’t mean his constituents should’ve listened to him. I’m no Einstein, but I will ask you to
listen, or in this case, read.

What you’re about to read is my philosophy of life, so to speak, and the title of this work
FILLOSSOFEE, is spelled phonetically on purpose. It has only one letter that does not have a
duplicate, and that letter is ‘I’, as in you or me. I envisioned all the other letters have duplicates
as in the second F, O, S and E. I envisioned further that these duplicates are being reflected in a
mirror by the ‘first’ letter which faces the mirror and thus creating the duplicate image.
Furthermore, I envisioned smoke is rising from the bottom of the page creating the illusion that
the contents of the book are just a bunch of words that create ‘smoke and mirrors’, much in the
same way we do when we expound unmercifully about our thoughts on imponderables at a
poolside gathering or a barbeque. This is not to say my ideas are full of deceit, or I’m trying to
impress with semantics, although I do love presenting arguments (or discussions) sometimes
uses big words to impress rather than to instruct. Beware of that in yourselves and in others.
Hopefully, this book will encourage you to think; that is to develop your own set of ethics, and
be able to articulate why you believe what you believe.

So, what prompted me to write this book in the first place? Well, I did it for a couple of reasons.
But the main reason was because I felt that you, my progeny, don’t really care about the things
that I do. I mean, you do, at times, but you don’t want to put in the effort to talk about things that
are important to me. I mean, I was talking to one of the managers at restaurant the other day, and
5

he mentioned to me that he saw four women quietly sitting at a table one evening waiting for
their drinks, and texting on their iPhones, and laughing. He watched them with interest as they
were separately musing over their texts while their thumbs worked overtime on their tiny
keyboards. Curious, because they weren’t paying attention to each other, just their phones, he
queried them as to what they were doing. They said they were texting each other, and then
giggled like 5th graders.

The manager was absolutely flabbergasted at what they were doing, and walked away convinced
that this new technology was threatening society’s ability to effectively communicate with each
other. It seemed to him they were not capable of looking at each other while having a simple
conversation. To him that night was an eye-opener in that he became aware that he was not part
of this new world where texting has replaced letter-writing, and where single words, acronyms
or mojis were the preferred method of communication.

As for myself, I’m finding it hard to tout the merits of today’s technology and its ability to teach.
I’m somewhere in between being excited because of this new technology and mourning the
demise of the old methods of learning from books and picking up the do’s and don’ts of life
through experiences. Today I can instantly find what I’m looking for on the internet, which I
think is a great method of learning. But all too often I see kids today playing Roblox or Bubble
Witch on their laptops rather than reading a good Charles Dickens novel, or a current-day classic
like The Kite Runner or Spy Camp. The manager was 40 years my younger and he absolutely
was against iPhones because “People are ignoring each other while using them”. He said
wherever he goes he sees everyone on their iPhones – in the store shopping, in the stands
watching their sons play baseball; and, worst of all, while driving. He says no one will look
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anyone in the eye anymore and have an honest conversation. He felt they were not capable
because this new technology were destroying their ability to communicate effectively.

Now, I don’t want to be like my parents, who constantly reprimanded me for not living up to
their expectations, or their standards. Don’t forget they grew up in the Swing Era during the
depression and WW II days, and they hated that I tried to emulate Elvis Presley and called my
music ‘the devil’s work’ because this new wave of music called ‘Rock ‘n Roll’ was escorting
their ‘Swing Music’ out of the record stores and off the AM airways, although I preferred FM –
less atmospheric interference, I thought. My parents, as I remember, made many negative
comments about my long hair and sideburns. I know that’s hard for you to believe since I’m as
bald as the King of Siam today. But back in the day I had a full head of hair and they wanted me
to be more presentable, like Frank Sinatra, and felt my ways were disrespectful. Drawing from
that experience I’m trying hard to see the merits of texting, the internet and iPhones, although I
will put a stake in the ground when I see someone wear their pants below their hips. For the life
of me I don’t see how they can keep their private parts from flapping in the breeze.

Anyway, I told this manager that I saw my 9-year old great-granddaughter the other day looking
at a book that was lying on the floor, and I told her that I was pretty sure it didn’t need batteries
or a password and that she could just pick it up and read it if she wanted to. She looked at me as
if I had two heads, but then picked the book up, and paged through it pretty quick before she
threw it back down.

I told him that she gets her propensity for using the PC or an iPhone from her mother, my
granddaughter. I told him that my granddaughter’s thumbs are the strongest part of her body
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being she can type faster with her two thumbs than I can with ten fingers even though I can
type 120 words a minute on a keyboard on my computer. He thought it was amusing when I
told him that she once got billed for 13,000 text messages and on average she gets billed for
6,000 monthly text messages. Of course, she has unlimited texting, so it doesn’t matter moneywise,
but if you figure the worst month, and divide by 30, that averages out to be 433 texts a day,
including Sundays. I told him my calculations may be a little off, but, assuming 20 seconds per
message, the time spent on texting came to almost 2½ hours a day, and that’s just on the cell
phone alone. I figured miscues and misunderstandings accounted for most of the conflicts
associated with this type of social networking, and a simple ‘k’ for ‘okay’ would be considered a
single text message as far as the telephone company is concerned. But that might only reduce the
time to 1½ hours a day, which is still a bit much, and that’s not including other networking
processes like emailing, phone calls and, God-forbid, personal face-to-face conversations.

I have to say that talking to this manager left me a little discouraged thinking about where our
society is headed, but I also felt validated in my beliefs because I wasn’t alone in the way I
thought, although I do believe in some of the merits of the internet, especially the search engines
associated with it.

I don’t want to pick on this one granddaughter because other family members, including myself,
have some of the same attributes, although maybe not as prolific. I approached many of you with
questions, like ‘who is Copernicus’ (don’t worry - I’ll keep your anonymity). I did so because
you had the same texting habits and, if you remember, you shrugged, or didn’t answer me at all.
Some of you actually said ‘no’ while your gaze never left the iPhone screen. Still, I bet if I asked
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you a question about the Kardashians you could give me a half hour dissertation on who they are.
The last I heard they are famous for being … famous.

Anyway, your social networking skills are so superior to mine and I’m jealous. It’s intimating in
a way, and it could be, if I’m honest with myself, the reason I’m writing this book. As I get older
I’m feeling more and more that ‘my way’ is the ‘old way’. And doing it ‘my way’ may not be
the ‘best way’. What I do know, or think I know, is that most of you would be hard pressed to
express your ideals about life in general, and I’m trying to be more relevant in your lives by
asking questions about important things you should know, or do, or have an opinion about. I’ve
taken a long look at some of my own principles and ideals which have led me to share with you
my philosophies of life. If you’re interested in any of these things you read, and want to talk to
me, I give you permission to call or text me any time. Calling me is better, or course.

I know some days it’s an effort just putting one foot in front of the other, but it’s healthy to take
a time out in life, especially when we’re dealing with the extremes. We perceive that some issues
are extreme because we have a tendency to make mountains out of mole hills, don’t we?
However, consistency and moderation and harmony should be our goals in everything we do.
And I do believe that the best way to determine how you are doing is to measure how you
behave during the rough times. I have often felt that a person’s character shouldn’t be measured
on what they do when things are going well, but rather what they do during the times when
things are going wrong.
&&&&&&
My favorite characters in drama have always those swing characters who behave notoriously bad
during the good times but, when push comes to shove, their real natures save the day. They are
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heroes in a way. As my 4 year old great-grandson might say, ‘He’s a good guy.’ He measures
everything against the behavior of Spiderman who can do no wrong in his eyes. To my dismay,
sometimes I’m a ‘bad guy’ just because I can’t jump from building to building. But I’m a ‘good
guy’ sometimes too, usually just after I bribe him with a chocolate ice cream cone. I wish life
was that way.

Anyway, my conversation with my new friend at the restaurant had me thinking how you, my
dear children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren, indulge in social networking maybe a little
too much. Even my 9 year-old great-granddaughter puts me to shame when operating a
computer, or taking a selfie, or playing a game like ROBLOX, not that any of that should be the
measure of my social networking skills, but I do think her brain gets twisted somehow when she
spends so much time playing games on her PC. For some of you, it’s your iPhone or Smartphone
or tablet, or maybe it’s more than one device because you can multitask very well.

I read an editor’s letter by Steven Orr in the August, 2018 edition of the Better Homes and
Garden that has influenced me on this matter. He stated, in part, that we are always on our
iPhones no matter where we are. We could be at the airport, or out shopping, or sitting down at a
restaurant. He’s a people watcher, like I am, and he thinks that modern society uses their cell
phones a little too much. “I see them smiling over a funny post or a text from a friend … (or)
getting angry over a Facebook post.... We are in a near constant state of reaction.

“So what’s the opposite of reaction? Action, of course. And to take action requires thought,
strategy, and planning. To be inspired, we need to carve out time to think. We often feel that we
don’t have the time to be creative.”
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Now, far be it for me to stand against one of the wonders of the Common Era. However, I have
come to the conclusion that YouTube, Facebook, emails, texting, Twitter, Instagram, etc., are not
always good just because it scratches our instant gratification itch. Sometimes, because of the
excessive time and attention we apply to them, they are a handicap to our learning processes. We
observe FAKE NEWS on the internet, for example, and focus on the kernel of truth it showcases
and uses it as a model of ‘knowing’ simply because it was posted online. I can provide a sound
bite or two of my own on Wikipedia, and it’s poetic resilience would find a home with someone
who will go to the top of a mountain and shout its ‘truthfulness’ even though it’s riddle with
mistakes. If we use the internet, like a library or a newspaper, we can avoid those type of
mistakes simply by being concerning about what we read and do some fact checking of our own.
I do believe if we use this technology, that is, the internet, and use newspapers, and other outlets
of learning, to explore the wonders of the world, then those internet networks could be a good
thing.
&&&&&&
I do realize that just as tones of voice can hijack a conversation on the phone, choice of words
in texting can do the same thing. And if we convey the same message at a face-to-face
meeting, our body language can take on a meaning that’s very different from the actual text.
Sometimes, you can’t get information anywhere else unless you have in-the-flesh
communication because you want that tone of voice, or humphing while folding the arms, to
read between the lines, so to speak. These non-verbal cues can take us to different conclusions.
Silence could have a host of meanings in a verbal conversation, but if you’re silent during
texting you get lambasted for being conceited or angry or who knows what. I think there’s no
denying the advantages of face-to-face communication in lieu of any other method. It should
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be the preferred way of conversations, and take texting as a secondary means of
communication. Where else can you get a healthy dose of sarcasm, or cynicism, or humphing?
They are all identifiable traits that we all exhibit in one tone or another, or in one gesture or
another.

I’m guessing the way we text, and what we text, will change over time, as we learn with words
or symbols how to be sarcastic, or cynical, or funny. I guess we can use italics, or underline, or
highlight the words, or use emojis, or punctuation, like capitalization or exclamation points, to
emphasize what, or how, we feel. In the future we’ll be looking up details in the ‘Strunk &
White’ manual on the right way to text or email. In fact, I’m sure they have some of that
already. But for now I have to do my own ‘humphing’ or ‘foot-stomping’ to get me point
across, or your attention, and I’ll have to take comfort in knowing my granddaughter hates it
when people respond to her texts with a ‘k’ instead of ‘okay’. She shouldn’t have told me that,
by the way, because I send her a ‘k’ message every chance I get now.

Anyway, if we are going to attach ourselves to the progress of this new technology, I think the
rules of electronic engagement need to be defined. From now on I think I’ll capitalize a word
to emphasize what I’m trying to say, or give an exclamation point when I’m trying to put
emphasis on an idea. Maybe I’ll to send an emoji that sticks out his tongue next to a key word
to express my feelings about the word, or sentence, or idea. Or a happy face, maybe. Stay
tuned. We’re going to have fun with this, I can see.
&&&&&&
I guess I shouldn’t complain too much about this new technology since I already have egg on
my face for opposing the internet in the very beginning. Most of you know that I have a
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substantial reference library and I was experiencing its obsoleteness before it was obsolete, as the
internet provided a better, and more extensive, querying capability than my paper library did. I
used to love my dictionaries, along with my history, math, and science books. I can still use
them, I suppose. However, once I tapped into the ability to find whatever I needed to know
whenever I wanted it on the internet, quickly and with such precision, I gladly embraced the new
medium. For example, I just looked up on thesaurus.com another word for thesaurus since my
old thesaurus didn’t have that entry. Amazingly, ‘onomastic’ just came back as an answer to
my query. Hmmm. I’ll have to check the ‘etymology’ of that word. Ooo! I just did. It’s late
16th Century Greek.
&&&&&&
It’s actually a miracle to me how I can put up a query in GOOGLE and quickly get a message
that says I have accessed a million and a half sites that have the information I just asked about.
In fact, I just did it by looking up any article that had George Washington in it, and the query
came back in less than two seconds with 660 million hits. Of course, it came back with articles
and reports that have those two words in it without regard to whether I was searching for
George Washington, the President, or the words ‘Georgette Manning just married Phillip
Washington’. It didn’t care if the two words were separated by one or more other words in the
article. If I put parenthesis around the two words, the query comes back with articles just about
‘George Washington’ only, the president, the town, the street, or whatever. I did it just now
and of those 660 million hits dwindled down to 54 million hits. IMPRESSIVE! .

I query on the internet every chance I get now, and use my easy access dictionary and thesaurus
icons when I want instant gratification on a number of grammatical questions. My ‘Strunk and
White’ is being replaced with searches such as ‘a while’ versus ‘awhile’, and affect vs. effect
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queries. I know Wikipedia has its problems, but I use it repeatedly, as I do paypal, and my online bank accounts. I pay my bills whenever I can online. The internet is a wonder, and I love it.
I’ve been modernized in that sense, but I haven’t given up on the ‘old way’. I’ll always opt for
that face-to-face.
&&&&&&&&
Stephen Orr points out that a new Pew Research Center poll says teens are online every chance
they get. And “According to a 2017 study, Americans spent almost six hours a day on their
Smartphone or other devices absorbing information.” In essence, information swirls out there
in cyberspace like tons of confetti being hurled from rooftops floating nowhere in particular
and landing on us whether we want it or not. Our children “are consuming a large portion of
info that they haven’t sought out,” Mr. Orr says. “It is coming at them in algorithms that
choose what we should see. It’s leaving us with a lack of original thought.”

He continues by saying, “We are now so trained to expect everyone to be on their phones in
grocery store lines, elevators, or when walking down the street that it seems odd when
someone isn’t.”

But he assures us that “… as soon as you stop for a minute, you’ll end up thinking. Real
thoughts – your own – will start seeping back in … and most important, inspiration and
creativity will return and flourish.”

I certainly hope so. Personally, I believe texting will evolve into something saner as we learn
how to use the technology. Since conflicts, miscues, or misunderstandings account for quite a bit
of the texts we do, once we solve the interpretation issues, and accept a simple ‘k’ for ‘okay’, we
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will realize that typing with just two thumbs is as important to communication as typing on a
regular keyboard.
&&&&&
It matters to me that I know why I do things. It’s important to me that I’m not skipping through
life without purpose, else how am I to know if I’ve arrived at my destination, assuming I have a
destination? I feel a need to tell you why I’m doing something, especially something important to
me, but when I’m given the shoulder-shrug, or an apathetic response to a query I have, it bothers
me that you’re out there in the world not knowing, or worse, not caring where you are, or what
you think, or what to do next. If you consider me odd, it’s probably because I’m reacting to the
indifference you might feel to something I care a lot about.

Life intrigues me, and I try to understand my life by having a reason for my actions. I’m not
always in tune with what is current but, if apathy is a way of life, then I’ll be making a lot of
mistakes without the learning process that goes along with it. Or I’d be making zero mistakes
because I won’t be doing (or risking) anything. This lack of industry I see in some you is
probably the reason why you have this lack of knowledge of history and the sciences, outside of
the social networking technology. Hopefully, I’m not being a fuddy-duddy like my parents were
and you’ll accept my questions. They are intended to inspire, more than inquire.
&&&&&&
I don’t think you’re ever too old to learn something stupid. I’ve done it many times. In fact, I’ve
gotten myself into trouble a lot of times with you by exploring human behavior a little too
strongly, perhaps. For example, I taught Leah, my great-granddaughter, when she was about four
years old, to yell out in the grocery store at the check-out line, “Hey, people, we’re gonna eat
tonight,” not because it was funny (because it was), but because I wanted her to be ‘out there’
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and not afraid to confront the world. Still, if nothing else, Leah learned what it meant to have a
sense of humor that day - maybe not a good one, necessarily, but a sense of humor, nevertheless.
By the way, she was elected ‘class clown’ in fourth grade, a product of her upbringing by her
father and me, I imagine.

But maybe my sense of humor is not exactly what Nana or her parents want. Oh, well. Let me
quote Randle McMurphy (i.e., Jack Nicholson) in One Flew Over the Coo-Coo’s Nest: “At least
I tried.”
&&&&&&
In any event, I see two cultures emerging in today’s environment and they are clashing head on.
It’s not necessarily ‘young versus old’ as is customary in society when there is a changing of the
guards in music, movies or other cultural mores. I see it more of conservative versus liberal. I
guess the best way to look at it is through an Aesop parable and apply it to today’s ideology. You
see life as either a grasshopper or an ant. The conservatives might explain how the grasshopper
sees the ant working hard in the heat of summer every day, busy building his house and finding
supplies to keep him alive during the winter. The grasshopper scoffs at the ant because he thinks
the ant’s a fool for NOT having fun and NOT playing the summer away like the grasshopper is.
When the winter comes, the ant is warm and eats what he wants, and plays a few games perhaps
with other ants. The grasshopper is not prepared for the winter and has no shelter and freezes to
death. I, being the conservative fool I am, don’t have sympathy for the grasshopper’s ill-fate
because he should’ve worked harder, like the ant, to prepare for the winter that was to come.

Some people, like some liberals, for example, would express the first half of the story much same
way. That is, the grasshopper laughs at the ant for working hard in the heat of summer every day,
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busy building his house and finding supplies to keep him alive during the winter. When the
winter comes, the ant is warm and eats what he wants. But here is where the interpretation is
different. The grasshopper calls a press conference and demands to know why the ant should be
allowed to be warm and well fed while others are cold and starving. He gets the sympathy he’s
looking for and receives ‘entitlement’ packages to keep him warm and well fed.

Now, for those who really know me, cynicism is not my way of life, and certainly the moral of
the story is NOT to look for entitlements, but rather people should be responsible for their own
chosen behavior, and that’s how I would interpret the parable. Perhaps, I haven’t been a good
role model in this respect, and it took me a generation (or two) to realize some of my mistakes. So
be it. Mistakes are to be made in life, but I like to think they are mostly made in the act of
exploring. If you have a tendency to be introspective, don’t measure yourself on how many times
you have fallen but rather how many times you have gotten up. Follow the old adage – “It’s better
to have loved and lost than never to have loved at all”.

I strongly suggest if you sense a lack the industry or passion in yourself, then define what’s
important to you and step up your game. Make a mark whether it be in sports, music, history, or
whatever. Don’t look for entitlements. Be your own person. And don’t be afraid to admit you have
faltered. If you have fallen down, just get up and try again.
&&&&&
You usually think, speak and then act, in that order. At least that’s the way my psyche works and
I’m assuming it’s a human nature kind of thing. I’m assuming your predispositions for doing
things is much the same as mine. You think before you speak, or know if you want to get the best
results in anything you should think before you speak. It’s a testament to who you are. You may,
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for example, be so in tune with your beliefs because you have thought out every angle, every
consideration or possibility, and discussed it fully with your mentors, that when the moment
arises and you must act, you seemingly act spontaneously, and with precision, and without
thinking when, in reality, you have been fully prepared for this moment for some time without
really knowing it. If this is the case, then, you’re okay. You’re in tune with your beliefs. But most
of the time you don’t do that. Most of you act spontaneously without preparation, and go for the
instant gratification moment. Hopefully, this book will help in turning that around.
&&&&&
Now, I ask you to please forgive me if I bounce around a bit. For example, the last chapter delves
into reincarnation, but I also couldn’t help talk about it in the ‘Free Will’ section. Also, you’ll
spot references on it in other sections for obvious reasons. Also, the way I present some of these
topics may be too advanced at your age, presently, so I’m hoping you’ll wait until you get older,
and wiser, where you will find this book somewhere in between informative and entertaining.
More than that, whenever you read it, I hope you find joy in your journey to enlightenment. My
ideas and thoughts are meant to provoke, not to replace.

I start by talking about the search for truth. Hopefully, this will lead us into seeking the hard-toreach conclusions in life like ‘who is God’ and ‘what is our place in the universe? Or I ask
practical questions like, ‘is killing another human being wrong?’ and I explore exclusions. And if
you do have exceptions like ‘it’s okay to kill in self-defense,’ that doesn’t mean you can NOT
attain the absolute truth about it. Same holds true for other things in life, like issues as that pertain
to ‘equality’, or who do you root for, the Yankees or the Red Sox, and why? I’m sure the latter is
easier than the former.
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I do believe it’s important we push our psyches to the limit on issues that will ultimately define
us. In some cases we vote on important matters that are in public dispute. Hopefully, when the
voting results are in, we live with the consequences because the majority rules. That’s the
democratic way. For example, do we want capital punishment as part of our retribution system?
It will help define the State that you live in, so it is something you should be able to talk about.
For example, points of view might flourish differently in Texas than in New Jersey. You might
think, for example, the way the majority of Texans think, but you are in the minority somewhere
else. So, when you really think about it, sometimes it’s not the conclusion that is so important.
It’s the search for the conclusion that really matters. And the more passion you have for the issue,
the more active you are in producing the results.

Also, you might ask what if finding the answer to any question disrupts your serenity? If that’s
the case, you’ve probably come to the crossroads where your personal search for your own truth
has begun. It’s much better to find the truth than never to have known the possibilities. You may
not like the answer, but that’s the way the cookie crumbles. Please know, although I have nothing
new to offer, I hope you’re interested in what I have to say. I’m only prodding you along.
Actually, you’re the one leading the way in this new technology. The time has come to use the
new technology to develop your own philosophy of the different issues in life. Don’t be afraid to
explore. It’s been said by people with more smarts than I, “Seek and you shall find.”

History has been shaped by discoveries. Yesterday it was the car, the phone and the plane. Today
it’s the internet and communication via texting and emailing, and using the internet. So use it,
but look at history in the process. Find out who Copernicus is on your own. Use this book as a
journey for you, one in which mistakes are to be embraced, not avoided. We avoid dangerous acts,
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but explore the universe, so let’s explore the universe together. Some say we’ll blow ourselves up
in the process of this search. But I say we’ll come to an understanding of not only who we are,
but why we are here, and we might even save ourselves in the process.

For what it’s worth, I can hear Sheldon Cooper’s mother from the sitcom, “The Big Bang
Theory”, lecturing me now in the background saying, “And that is your opinion.”
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CHAPTER ONE

TOPIC: MY PARENTS
I guess the best place to start my journey is with my parents. I don’t reminisce too much about my
mom and dad, so let’s see where this leads us. My dad grew up during the depression with nine
siblings, and he served in WWII as did his five brothers. He had four sisters, two of which were
nuns (Sisters of Charity). I’ve been told, during the worst of times in the 1930s, my five uncles
and my dad shared five pairs of shoes, which meant one boy got to stay home from school one day
of the week because they didn’t have enough shoes to go around. My dad eventually went to MIT,
but he never got to finish college because of the war and family responsibilities. By some news
media accounts, he was part of the ‘greatest generation’. He enlisted in the Army to fight for liberty
and justice, and for God and country, and to get a decent pair of shoes, of course. Being that he
only had eyes for my mother, they married before the war was over. She went to Texas where he
was stationed and they ‘tied the knot’, so to speak.

That’s about all I know about my dad, at least before I came along. As far as my mother was
concerned, her heart belonged to my dad. Over many objections from her father, she headed out to
Texas towards the end of the war answering the call of a man with many promises, and much hope.
She wanted to seize the day, and the life that was being played out in advertising, the movies, and
the churches, by everyone, everywhere; that is, life was going to be good. Everyone figured that life
had been terrible for so long, that is since 1929, that there was only one way to go in life, and that
was up. There would be no more wars or depressions after WWII, and marrying a GI was the
patriotic thing to do at the time. She would have a family of 4.1 people, a car in every garage, and a
chicken in every pot, a sentiment left over from the President Hoover days. My dad was the
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cavalier Prince Charming, who could dance up a storm and talk to kings and make her dream come
true. He was the spitting image of Sean Connery, who nobody heard of at the time, and she had a
spirit that anything was possible and she dared dream big along with him.

My sister was born in 1944 while the war was still raging, and I was born in ’46 right after the war.
In 1951 the four of us moved to Levittown, Long Island. My dad was well into his career as a
salesman at the Denison Manufacturing Company in the late 1950s, and while selling paper
products, when minimum wage was at $1 per hour, and when I was in 7th grade, he made the
average yearly salary for all industries, which was around $3500.

TOPIC: GROWING UP CATHOLIC
When I was younger, I used to think about things like Free Will, life, death, Heaven, Hell, and the
like. I know you guys probably haven’t thought much about these kinds of things, but considering I
was introduced to a Heaven and Hell at a very young age where bodies burned in an eternal fire,
maybe it wasn’t so unusual for me to wave my hand across a burning flame to see just how much it
hurt when fire burned the flesh. Hell is a hard concept for anyone at any age, let alone six or seven
years old. It makes adults say funny things like, ‘Johnny, if you do that one more time, you’re
going to burn in Hell.’ What a Hell-of-a-thing to say to a kid.

Anyway, my parents had three more children in the ‘50s making me the second oldest of 5
children. In total, I had one brother and three sisters. During my adolescence we said the rosary
bedside as a family. If someone was sick, he or she got to lay down in their bed while we all
huddled on our knees by their bed to say the rosary. We were quite close that way, but that didn’t
last as my father lost his job, and he finally lost the house in Levittown, Long Island, right after I
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graduated from high school. When I was a sophomore in high school, that’s when I remember my
parents arguing excessively, and I couldn’t wait to be out on my own. But, that aside, my real angst
came at an early age due to the psychological drama that surfaced due to the Catholic dogma that
was being drilled into me at the time. My world was filled with wonder, but I had to live alongside
the anxiety of trying to figure out if I was going to Heaven or Hell, which was a fiery place with
burning flesh and gnashing teeth. Trying to figure out where I was going while trying to comply
with the Judeo/Christian demands of the day brought on much anxiety. Truth, as I came to believe
during that time, was relative. The concepts of Heaven, Hell, and God swirled around in my head
like a swarm of question marks and exclamation points. Keep in mind, being brought up Catholic
during the ‘50s was quite mind-blowing in and of itself. It was sort of the end of the Victorian age
of religious temperament where a ‘cat-n-nine-tails’ was brazenly displayed on a wall in the Mother
Superior’s office. Or, maybe it was just a picture of it on the wall that I’m remembering. My mind
is not so clear on that. It wasn’t a bad deterrent, nevertheless, even though they never used it on me.
The concept just needed to be presented somehow to make it an effective controlling device of my
behavior and beliefs. It just hung there for the mind to explore the possibilities of what it could do
if I wasn’t a good little boy.

Now, I don’t want to be taken the wrong way. I know it’s popular to lambast a catholic upbringing
when you’ve had such an experience back in the ‘50s. And I know what I’m saying may sound like
I’m complaining about my upbringing from Catholic grammar school, but I’m not, really. The
Sisters of Charity were (and are) wonderful people, and they instilled in me a degree of passion
about life that I could not have gotten elsewhere, even though my knuckles were smacked plenty of
times with a ruler because I wrote with my left hand, or if I became too unruly. These people were
there to show me the ‘right’ way of doing things, and they believed wholeheartedly in what they
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were doing, although they might not have believed it was ‘sinister’ for me to sign my name with
me left hand.

Actually, the idea that being a lefty was ‘sinister’ or evil had long been abandoned. They actually
didn’t believe that a student was evil if he or she were left-handed, but it was a general feeling one
would be better off being right-handed, an idea that was probably left over from the Victorian Age.
As an aside, in 1976, August 13 was designated as Lefthanders Day by Left-Handers International
to promote awareness of the inconveniences facing left-handers in a predominantly right-handed
world. It celebrates our uniqueness and differences. Since 42.7 percent of all statistics are made up
on the spot, I’ll quote Wikipedia on the subject. It says that left-handers comprise about seven to
ten percent of the world's population. Now, talk about discrimination, left-handed people are forced
to use right handed tools, most scissors are made for right-handed people, and in America they
must ride on the right side of the road and, probably the most damaging of all, these left-handers are
viewed as clumsy and awkward, and they are far more likely to develop schizophrenia than righthanders, for reasons not well understood,

One of my sisters, 4 years my junior, became afflicted with the disease. She didn’t go to St.
Barnabas, as I did, but being left-handed had nothing to do with it I’m told. However, they (the
Sisters of Charity) finally gave up trying to convert me by the time I was in fourth grade. I was a
left-hander for life. At least I wrote with my left hand. In baseball, however, I threw, caught, and
batted right handed, so go figure.

For sure, though, going to Catholic grammar school taught me discipline. It seemed to me I was
always getting into trouble and I needed a heavy hand to control my behavior. However, in
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retrospect it’s hard to tell whether the establishment was really that puritanical, or whether my
behavior garnered the appropriate response. I remember one winter, for example, throwing a
snowball at a fellow student and missing the target and knocking off the Habit (hat) of one of the
nuns. I also remember when we marched down the hallway to one of John Phillips Souza’s
recordings I jumped crazily at the drop ceiling, until one day the tiles came tumbling down like a
row of dominoes. So, I guess my behavior needed some kind of control. Now that I mention it, I
wonder if the Cat N’ Nine Tails was made for right-handers. Hmm.

Now, don’t get me wrong about the Sisters of Charity. I loved my Aunt. I was drawn to her tender
personality and her love of humanity. She went by the name of Sister William Mary and, somehow,
she found the wherewithal to stand alone with courage in front of 36 rowdy, 12 year-old misfits
who were being brought up by the Depression and World War II survivors, like her, although not as
committed as she was in teaching proper behavior. She seemed to be misplaced in her life’s role as
a Catholic disciplinarian. However, she thought I was being shaped by the introduction of the
‘devil’s music’ during those glorious doo-wop days of ‘rock-n-roll’. Although she appeared to be
stern about the music, she secretly liked it, especially the Platters, The Everly Brothers and some of
Elvis’s music (I mean, come on – Hound Dog made number one on the billboard charts – really!?).
But she was charged with teaching us the do’s and don’ts of Catholic discipline, and even though
life’s energies were spilling over into music and sports, and everything else, she had to stick to the
catholic script. I mean, she had to teach the precepts of Heaven and Hell, but she did so with care,
and love. I suppose I could trace my early leanings towards the idea of the improbability of the
nature of Hell’s existence to her. I don’t think she believed that I was going to Hell if I died with a
mortal sin on my soul, although it did dominate my thoughts at the time. I doubt whether my Aunt
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really believed in all those Puritanical doctrines herself, but I don’t think she was prepared for me
either.
&&&&&&
So, there I was, early on in life, believing I would go to either Heaven or Hell depending on whether
I was good or bad here on earth. What did ‘good’ or ‘bad’ even mean. I knew, for example, that
eating meat on Friday was bad. I had to follow certain rules, the success or failure of which would
determine which one of those paths I would be on. So I had fish on Fridays mainly because I didn’t
want to go to Hell, obviously. It was such a cruel place to spend eternity for a few years of bad
behavior. All I knew then was I didn’t want my flesh to burn. And the gnashing of teeth! What was
that all about? To this day I don’t know what the ‘gnashing of teeth’ is.

Anyway, it was all very controlling, and nasty. And hurtful! And there was no one to save me
because everyone believed the same way. Being alone with this idea, of going to hell, that is, led me
to ponder the existence of God in a much different way than I would have if I had not been fed all
this nasty stuff of what God would do to me if I wasn’t a good little boy. Most assuredly there was
enough religious reasoning in school to determine that God existed, so I opted to think about what
would the hereafter be like if there were no God; that is, if there was nothing after death; just a
blank nothingness. How would that feel? I spent hours trying to feed that thought and the ‘feeling’
the concept of ‘nothing’ was a hard thing to put my mind around. It was like trying to go to sleep by
thinking about a thumb tack on the wall – and nothing else – just the thumb tack. Try it. It’s hard.
For me it was difficult to predict or understand what nothing would feel like because there was
nothing to feel. I had been under anesthesia for an hour to get my tonsils out one time, and it seemed
like seconds, and when I fell asleep at night just when the Sun went down, I’d wake up when the Sun
was coming up. Even though hours passed, it seemed like minutes, or seconds. So, I had some concept
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of time, but eternity? What was nothing supposed to feel like for all eternity? Do I believe in the
gnashing of teeth for all eternity, or nothing for all eternity? It was a philosophical conundrum that I
couldn’t resolve. Thinking about this was probably an exercise akin to Zen. I was probably in
meditation for a few seconds and I didn’t even know it. Or it’s possible I fell asleep and felt …
nothing.

Anyway, I really didn’t know God during those early years at school, except for the biblical God;
that is, I felt that He was to be feared. And how does one truly love if you have fear in your heart?
You can’t, of course, but that didn’t stop me from meditating on the idea of Him, and I would find
myself trying to go into a trance trying to feel Heaven and be with a master that I feared all the time.
Of course, I couldn’t. However, I did feel a twinge of certainty that I had better believe what they
were teaching me because, if I didn’t, I would certainly be risking an eternity of bliss for an
eternity at the other place.

With the understanding that the joy of Heaven is a sublime place beyond comprehension I hoped to
die for my country because in doing that I’d get a free bus ride there. Or at least, that’s what I was
being taught. I remembered spending many hours fantasizing that I was Davey Crocket swinging
my rifle at the communists as they were coming onto the shores of Long Island in boat loads. Of
course, I would immobilize hundreds of the enemy before being subdued, but I would always get
to go to heaven as a result. Who knows what would happen if I died the old fashion way, like
getting hit by a car or something like that. If that happened, I would go to purgatory, which meant I
died with venial sins on my soul. I wonder what would’ve happened if I did die for my country
when I had mortal sins on my soul. Hmm. If I didn’t die in battle who knows how long I’d have to
stay in purgatory before getting a lift to Heaven? So, back then, I avoided that issue all together in
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my fantasies. Dying for my country was the ideal way to go, and that’s what I hoped for. Knowing
how that’s how I thought back then, how can I blame jihadists for feeling the same way today?
&&&&&&
During that time of confusion, I felt that going to church didn’t make me a Christian any more than
boiling pasta made me a cook. I tried my best not to eat meat on Friday’s, which back then was
another no-no, or a mortal sin. I’m told that it is not grievous offense today as it was back in my
day. If I died back then with a hamburger in my belly I’d get an express ticket straight to Hell, for
sure. And I would always have anxiety after missing Mass because that meant I would have to
confess it to priests and they were not always in the confessional booth early in the week. So, I
needed to plan the event, going to confession, that is. I would have to work around the priest’s
schedule. If I couldn’t do it Monday or Tuesday, then I’d have to be extra careful walking across the
street during that time for fear of being hit by a cement truck or car. Since eating meat on Fridays
and not going to Church on Sundays were weekend faux pas, my soul was colored black until I
could get Father Ryan, or one of the other priests, to absolve me.

There was a time when I thought anything I did contrary to the establishment would put me in the
fast track to Hell. I remember going to confessional a lot during those days. But it was the day I
learned about Jesus telling the accusers of a woman who committed adultery that got me on a
philosophical journey that has lasted to this day. I remember reading “He that is without sin among
you, let him be the first to cast a stone at her,” and I went to bed crying at the profound justice and
mercy of that statement. That led me to think differently about death; about life; about God. It
wasn’t a matter of what would happen after death, but rather the focus shifted to the meaning of
life, the majesty of life, and the holiness of life. In no short order, I developed a philosophy that not
only killing another human being was wrong, but picking an argument, striking another, casting
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stones at perceived indiscretions of others, etc., etc. were behaviors that should be avoided, else
punished, somehow. Karma didn’t play a part in my life at this time, but the biblical passion did.
That was a powerful bible quote that steered the boat of a life long journey of seeking the truth with
a philosophical mind of a child.

I also thank my Aunt, and other teachers, for those catechism lessons where I learned, ’An eye for
an eye, and a tooth for a tooth’, were just Old Testament principals begging to be replaced with
somebody’s stoic ideas that would change the way people lived their lives. Jesus Christ’s lessons of
turning the other cheek, casting the first stone, and Judge not, are just a few of the wonderful,
philosophical principles He gave me to follow. I was told that if a man is so desperate as to steal my
coat, I should give him my other coat as well. I should love my enemies, do good to those who hate
me, bless them who curse me, and pray for those who have done me wrong and, get this, “Do unto
others as you would like to have done to you.” OMG! No wonder I cried like a baby when that
Priest gave the silver candle sticks to Jean Valjean in “Lès Miserables”. Mercy is a very
underplayed card in all matters of religion. I mean, with passages like that in the Bible, how could
some of the other dogmas take hold in the church? It just didn’t make sense.

For example, how could a place like limbo be invented by the clergy when it isn’t even mentioned
in the Bible, and then 800 years later a Pope says “Oops!” there is no such place? I actually thought
that unbaptized babies were doomed and my heart was filled with compassion for them sitting in
limbo for no apparent reason except they didn’t get sprinkled with water by their caregivers? And
what should I think about the people who were ‘gnashing’ their teeth with Hitler because they used
contraception, or divorced, or blasphemed, or ate meat on Friday and then got hit by a truck before
they could even digest it?
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These principles of the church were enough to scare the hell out of me. Actually, that’s exactly
what it did. I stopped believing in Hell a long time ago, and karma became my preferred method of
being reprimanded. Still, I remember in Second Grade learning about the many ways I could
commit a mortal sin, and the many ways I could go to Hell if I didn’t repent in front of a priest
before I died. I guess I was about seven at the time when it occurred to me that I had already
reached that ignominious age where I would be accountable for my actions. I realized I was
suddenly vulnerable to these rules and dogmas of my religion that I was learning like a good, little
boy. Seven was the age of reason, I was told, when my errors in judgment would not only be just
errors, but mistakes where serious restitution had to be made if I died. They were sins now, the
tally of which would determine whether I would go to purgatory or hell or heaven. It would be Hell
for all eternity if these indiscretions were severe enough.

Who would blame a kid for holding his hand above a lit candle to gauge the pain that he would
have to suffer if he entered the Kingdom of Doom. Actually, I was able to only take about a second
of pain before withdrawing my hand from the flame. Multiply that times an infinity of seconds and
that’s all I needed to know to make me stop sneaking Beef Jerkies into my room on Fridays. And I
made sure I went to bed early enough on Saturday nights so I could get ahead start for church on
Sunday mornings. But for me it stirred emotions and thoughts and questions that needed to be
answered. It was just a natural progression to raise my hand and offer rebuttals in class, as best as a
seven year old could, to establish a possible dialogue where I might be able to negotiate my fate, or
maybe find a loophole that would exclude me from such ridiculous rules that might have had some
scientific bearing back in the day, but no relevance today. However, no such exonerations came.
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Only excommunication was the likelihood if I didn’t shape up and buy into this bizarre maze of
rules and regulations on how to live my life the Catholic way.

As time went on, I simply felt all these regulations were just too hard to follow. So, I did the
obvious. I became contrary. And I was good at it. I could tell by the groans and sighs of the teacher
whenever I raised my hand to ask a question. My enthusiasm was sometimes met with “What is it
now, Robert?”

I remember one day I asked the question that got me a humongous groan and a trip to Mother
Superior’s office. “Why would a parent want their child to live past the age of seven,” I asked, “if it
were possible that their child would go to Hell for all eternity?” I don’t think I used those exact
words, but that was the spirit of the question, and I was able to convey that sentiment. I did think
the answer had something to do with Free Will, and God’s way, and … whatever. ‘Reconciliation’
was a word used by the teacher, I remember. Of course, to me I was looking for a definitive answer
that would wash away my fear, but there wasn’t any such rebuttal. So, I raised another question.

“What greater love could a parent have than to euthanize their child at the age of seven to ensure
their child would go to Heaven?” Of course I did not use the word ‘euthanize’; I probably used the
word ‘shoot’, ‘stab’, ‘kill’ or ‘murder’, but the point is, I got a fast push to the Principal’s Office
where I sat alone for a few minutes staring at a picture of cat-n-nine-tails while the Mother Superior
was being briefed as to why I was sent to her office. If my aunt wasn’t a teacher there, I probably
would’ve gotten expelled, or excommunicated even.
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Nevertheless, it does seem strange to me today that I would raise such an idea at an early age,
unless I was scared to all-Hell, no pun intended. Stranger still, even though a lot of time has passed
since I believed in some of those infernal points of dogma, I still hear them expressed today. I
mean, why put another human being through that emotional grinder, especially a child? I objected.

Another question, perhaps a little saner, is what do I have to do to get an eternity of Heaven for
my mere 70 or 80 years of good living? Actually, I only need one contrite day – the last day – to
reach nirvana. But assuming I didn’t go to Holy Communion for nine consecutive ‘First Fridays’,
how many coats do I have to give away? How many enemies do I have to love? And if I lived in the
15th Century, I might ask, “How many indulgences do I have to buy?” I mean, did I really deserve
going to the Principal’s Office that day? I was just raising a philosophical idea. No one really got
that point. That’s when I began to realize that hard-core religious people didn’t want your
philosophy if ran contrary to established beliefs. They didn’t want to explore. They wanted blind
obedience, not a place to sharpen your debating skills, as they thought I was trying to do. Little did
they know I was a frightened little boy trying to find acceptance in that world.

But even today, when I raise this issue of a seven year old dying at the hands of his or her parents
for apparently good reasons, I get looks of horror, like I’m King Herod, or something.
&&&&&&
When I look at my grammar school years, it feels like I was spoon-fed the catholic dogma during a
time when I was most impressionable. I think my captors had a ‘get them while they’re young’
philosophy. Targeting people while they’re young has been a very effective tool of consumer
industries like the tobacco and soda companies. I was fed and I absorbed the data, whether they be
god-facts, or misinformation, or fake news, and I placed them in cerebral pockets, like pieces on a
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chess board, and I maneuvered information in and out of my brain trying to make sense in a
senseless world. As time went on, I replaced certain pieces of data with new ‘facts’. For example,
the idea that eating meat on Friday was an affront to God, was a piece of misinformation that I
tossed out, and I made room for something more enlightening like, fighting for climate change,
which is also being challenged with new information.

I remember there was a time I was fearful of God and the unknown, and those horned Devils who
would egg me on to do bad things because they had a spot waiting for me ‘down there’ if I wasn’t a
good Catholic boy. I was never told where ‘down there’ was, by the way, yet I tried to visualize it.
I had undying loyalty back then because I trusted that the adults in my life had a handle on what
was what in the spiritual world. But, like I said before, I became a little philosopher, of sorts. It
was religion that was the driving force for most of my ideas because it tended to address the
extremes in my life. The soul, death, Heaven, Hell, these all became guiding lights for a brighter
future. There was a dogmatic pull as I learned the divine precepts when I was young and
impressionable. The visual and visceral things going on in the Bible, for example, had a residual
power that stayed with me for a very long time, and still does, I suppose.
&&&&&&
I used to think that I am the way I am because of my DNA. Although that may be true to a degree,
there was another factor that I’ve overlooked. I’ve learned that the environment has a lot to do with
who I am. I’ll know I’ll get into this later, but growing up as a Red Sox fan in the 50s and 60s,
when all my friends were Yankee, Dodger and Giant fans, probably helped shape me as well. I root
for the underdog constantly now, not because of DNA reasons, as some Yankee fans might believe,
but because I’ve been, until recently, badgered for rooting the way I do. Even now, because I’m a
Patriots fan, I’m a cheater because I root for them. Winning, I found out, and being at the head of
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the line, so to speak, is not a good place to be these days. People love to belittle those who have
succeeded. ‘The bigger they are, the harder they fall’ has replaced adages like, ‘If you first don’t
succeed, try, try again’. But what really shaped me was growing up as a Catholic; that is, going to
Catholic grammar school and High School taught me that cursing was taboo, which I try not to do.
Dishonoring my parents was also in violation of the 10 commandments, and usually headed the list
of sins when I went to confession. To this day I’m not sure if it is a mortal or venial sin if I violated
that rule. Another violation is not going to Church on Sunday. ‘Remember the Sabbath day’ is all it
says in the bible. It doesn’t say I must go to church on the Sabbath, it just says ‘remember’ the day.

I also learned minor things, like how to genuflect at the appropriate times when I was worshiping
God, and how to bless myself at appropriate times, ending with my right shoulder, of course. These
are little things, I know, but I was told these indiscretions could lead to bigger bloopers. Over time
I’ve come to believe that the statement ‘the truth shall set you free’ is a form of irony. I learned
‘the truth’ was relative, and in trying to find it was not an easy task. It was hard finding the truth if
you were not too probing with your questions.
&&&&&
While growing up catholic I interpreted things differently than the clergy, obviously. Later in life
when I read the Gnostic Gospels, the Book of Thomas, in particular, I was on my own. I think the
Gnostic Gospels were considered heresy, actually. But they are interesting, to say the least. In that
particular book it says, “If you bring forth what is within you, what you have will save you. If you
do not have that within you, what you do not have within you [will] kill you." There are several
translations, each slightly different, confounding the meaning of this passage. But I interpret this
statement to be saying … seek the truth, for if you find it, and bring it with you to the table at the
end of time, or anytime, it will save you. I guess, I don’t think it matters if what I bring to the table
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is the best apple pie, just that it is an apple pie. A lot of times it’s impossible to know the quality of
ideas. If it’s good, and doesn’t make me sick, and allows me to live another day, then I eat it. I
don’t think it matters that I can’t grasp everything there is to know about any topic. Good, better,
best. Who knows? And most days, as it pertains to inconsequential matters, my conclusions depend
on which side of the bed I get up on. And yes, I do misinterpret and, as a consequence, disharmony
evolves. And when that happens, I simply adjust my course and move on.
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CHAPTER TWO

TOPIC: IN SEARCH OFTHE TRUTH:
A true believe asks God: “Dear God, what is the meaning of life?”And God’s response is: “Have
you tried googling it?”

I sometimes think our technology is ahead of our capability to use it. Granted, it’s come a long way
since I was born. I sometimes wonder how my grandfather felt. He was born in 1888, and shook
hands with people who shook hands with Abraham Lincoln. He died in the 1970s, but he saw the
invention of the telephone, the plane, moving pictures, the car, the transistor and a host of other
things. I think his head must’ve spun in wonder. In fact, he invested (and lost) his entire savings on
a new invention called ‘television’. Too bad it wasn’t RCA or one of the ones that made it.

I guess I too have come a long way since I first used a manual typewriter with the handy bottle of
liquid ‘white out’ next to my gaudy typing machine to correct my mistakes. Even so, I often think
about those writers like Charles Dickens who wrote with just a quill (feather) and paper. Actually, I
don’t think he had pencils. He was ten times more prolific as I, and he didn’t nearly have the tools I
have. Impressive!

Even with this space-age technology, and with all the information available to us at our fingertips,
it is unlikely that any of us will become ‘Mr. Know-It-Alls’ in anything, unless we invent
something that wasn’t there before, and we’re the only ones who ‘know it’. We might become
experts, however, a notch or two down from a ‘know-it-all’ status, but being an expert on
something, versus not even trying, speak volumes to our laziness, not our mental abilities. I’m
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forever reminded that ‘the greatest generation’ (my father’s generation) would put us to shame
with their industriousness. And all of you, every single one of you, have a mind that can follow
your passion if you get your nose out of your iPhones. Be thankful because that’s not necessarily
true for everyone. You’ve been blessed with a brain that is capable of doing just about anything.

Our journeys of discovery should be all about the learning experience - the seeking, finding, and
enjoying the exhilarating moment when we’ve discovered something for the first time. It’s like
enjoying a goal we’ve just made in soccer after running and kicking the ball down the field and
having it land in the net because of precision passing.

Okay, so maybe I won’t learn all there is to know about any topic, but that’s okay. In fact, that
should be the number one rule going into this journey of seeking the truth about things. I had a
discussion about this with a friend the other day, and he asked ‘What’s the sense of taking the
journey if you’ll never know everything about anything?’ Of course, that was a rhetorical question,
and all I can tell you is what I told him: It’s not about learning everything; it’s about learning
something each step of the way.

A long time ago I read this statement that has a lot of meaning for me these days. “Stop beating
yourself up. You are a work in progress, which means you get there a little at a time. Not all at
once.” I don’t know who said that, but even though I’m in my late years, I still do feel I’m a work
in progress. I still get chills when I learn something important for the first time. It’s a childlike
experience that I never want to give up. And I hope you can feel the same way. I don’t know where
you’ll be, or how old you will be when you finally read this. Heck, I don’t know if I’ll be alive or
on a speed-of-light journey to Alpha Centauri when (and if) this is published. But if I’m around,
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and you have questions, I’d gladly answer them if I can, or we can sit down, put our feet up on the
table, and we can just philosophize. I’d love to do that. No smoke and mirrors, or at least not
intentionally.

&&&&&

A lot of times I’ve gained a perspective on life by trial and error – you know, learning from my
failures, and picking myself up after goofing up, that kind of thing. Of course, you can learn from
other peoples failures as well, but let’s stick with our own failures for now. And to be honest, it’s
easier to fail today because of misinformation that you can access on the information highway,
whether it be the print media, TV or the internet. It’s harder being a pundit or an expert today. If
you’re not a journalist, or in the trenches, you’re not taken seriously when you talk about the
Muslim way, or war, or religion, for that matter. However, today everyone has an opinion based
on the ease of getting information, accurate or otherwise. Not that information on the internet is
bogus all the time, but some of the information out there is, and you have to be discerning
sometimes. Heck, I guess you can say the same thing about a library. But we have a tendency to
say it’s true if it’s in print, more so than what’s spewed at a poolside barbeque. The internet is a
great source of information for both accurate and not so truthful stuff. Fake news, as some label it,
will always be a part of the information highway. I believe, knowing the checks-and-balances that
the print media holds over itself, makes them the leader of real news. However, whether we’re a
Wikipedia fan or get ‘facts’ the old fashion way through books, magazines, newspapers, or the TV,
we must sift through sound bites, some of which cater to our personal needs rather than a higher
standard. We have outright scams and misinformation that make or break politicians, or sway us in
what we buy, or who we love even. I think today we have to ‘not’ react quickly to new information
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in our search for truth because seeking it – the absolute truth, that is – is a worthwhile journey of
the mind even with all the risks of being misinformed. It’s a journey best taken without
preconceptions, but I know that is not possible.

Bias rules our minds, sometimes, and causes us to overlook the obvious. I know this book is a
hodgepodge of musings of a Grandfather, which can be boring and outdated, but here and there are
snippets of information where you might want to stop and take some time to mentally digest. You
don’t have to agree with me. In fact you might already have anchored your thoughts in a contrary
way – and that’s okay. Just take your time because, don’t forget, this is a long journey that’s going
to take a lifetime.

Oh, by the way, if you read names or references you’re not familiar with, make the time and google
them. Online learning can be fun. While searching for information about the Earth the other day, I
found out that the Earth’s rotation is slowing at a rate of approximately 17 milliseconds per
hundred years, which has the effect of lengthening our days, imperceptibly, of course. In fact, 17
milliseconds per hundred years is so slow that it could, if it doesn’t change, be as much as 140
million years before the length of a day will has increased to 25 hours.

And did you know that our moon, as a percentage of its size to the earth, makes it the largest
satellite of any planet in our solar system. In real terms, however, it is only the fifth largest natural
satellite. And the Earth is the only planet not named after a god. All the other planets in our solar
system are named after Roman gods or goddesses except for Uranus which is named after a Greek
god. Know, if Pluto is deemed a planet after this publication, it was named after the Roman god of
death. And of all the planets in our solar system, the Earth has the greatest density. Antarctica
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contains about 70 percent of the Earth's fresh water and 90 percent of the Earth’s ice. And it’s the
coldest place on earth at recorded temperatures of minus 136 degrees Fahrenheit.

And if you want to lose weight, all you have to do is just go to Hudson Bay in Canada because the
earth’s gravity is less there than anywhere else on earth, which has something to do with retreating
glaciers on the surface and the swirling magma deep in the core right below the Bay. And get this,
there’s more gold in seawater than you can imagine. There’s about 13 billionths of a gram in each
liter of seawater. And there’s enough undissolved gold on the sea floor to put $200,000 in the
pocket of every person on earth. Hmm. You could pay off your student loan, and I could pay off my
mortgage.

Anyway, all this information was gained by the internet, and because of the easy of getting this info,
I’m inspired to use it whenever I can. I’m sure 20 years from now what you’ll have in cyberspace
will be tons better than what we have today. Well, maybe not ‘tons better’, but better. Interestingly,
a few millennia ago, people didn’t have access to the information at their fingertips like we have
today, yet people still seemed to be more in tune with their ideas and philosophies back then. One
thing that comes to mind is a parable I read 35years ago which has the same powerful truth for me
today as it did back when I first read it. It was the Gnostic Gospels and in one of the books Jesus
was reported to have said “Let one who seeks not stop seeking until one finds. When one finds, one
will be disturbed. When one is disturbed, one will be amazed, and will reign over all."

Well, I hope you’re old enough to care about this, because when you fall into that ‘ah-ha’ moment
of discovery, you will feel a sense of power that you never felt before. Although I do realize there is
an esoteric meaning to the words, ‘will reign over all’, I still believe the entire statement has
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meaning today, as it did to the handful of people who have read it over the centuries. For me, when
I read it, I had that proverbial light bulb going off in my brain giving me a cathartic moment, a
‘wow’ cerebral experience, a special awareness where I felt I had gained an elusive knowledge,
something magnificent that would make me a better person somehow.

When you’ve gained a meaningful truth, one that changes your life in some unexplained way, it
will give you a power that goes beyond the ability to express it. And you may, at first, be disturbed
because of the years of training and thinking one way has just been challenged by this new
information. Slowly, emphatically, you’ll become amazed at this new ‘truth’ you’ve learned where
it has enough power to change you, not only your thoughts, but your behavior as well. This
cathartic moment is as valid today when trying to crack a DNA code, as it was back when people
were smashing wheat against rocks to make bread, or the discovery of the wheel, or fire.

Sometimes my mind works overtime on surface bait; that is, on an issue that has very little
consequence to me or anyone, and requires very little effort on my part to offer sound bites. Yet, I
must free myself from the technical garb that inhibits my philosophical mind.

No doubt it’s fun to be at pool-side, or among people who like to philosophize about things they
don’t normally talk about, like the meaning of life. Or ask the question, ‘Do I have a soul, and if I
do, what is it?’ I think I fair well delving into topics where my opinion is as good as anyone else’s.
I won’t be graded on my failure to come up with a correct answer because there are no ‘correct’
answers, just musings that fall into the general area of possibilities. The profound truth about life is
as obscure as knowing what Jesus did when he was a tweenie. Still, I love those great reveal
moments where everything seems so clear and understandable. I don’t get them often, but when I
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do it’s precisely at these moments I have to be careful. These cathartic flashes can be dangerous if I
rush to embrace this new understanding as a categorical absolute with no room for improvement or
changes. I have a tendency to do that; to force these new discoveries into patented road blocks in
moving further along in my philosophical awareness of things. It’s as if I have found the ‘truth’ and
nothing else exists. It’s a great feeling when I’m proven right, but there are times these new
discoveries, these absolute truths I’ve latched onto, have led me to mindlessly follow a narrow path
that requires too much compromise. It is precisely during those times that I must adjust the way I
think.

For example, let’s say I live by the truth ‘I shall not lie to anyone, anytime, anywhere.’ This is a
tough one, I know. Impossible to follow, actually, but that’s okay. No one said living ‘the truth’ is
easy. In this case, I have to water down the high standards to make it more manageable. For
example, I might argue that white lies might tend to stabilize a relationship, or an event, or even a
person. In time of war, it’s perfectly acceptable to lie or to deceive the enemy, right? The ‘win at
any cost’ rule, if there is such a rule, allows us to set aside our principles for the time being.

But even in peacetime we may stretch the truth a little to protect the feelings of others. For example,
your mother might ask you how she looks in her new dress. And let’s say you commit to a boldface
lie and say, ‘wonderful, beautiful’, even though she looks terrible in it. She buys the dress thinking
she looks great in it, and most everyone who sees her wearing it thinks the worst. She, in turn,
might even get embarrassed the way people look at her. So, do we lie to save someone’s feelings in
the moment, or do we become diplomatic in how we tell the truth? I opt for the latter.“Hey, mom.
Don’t buy that dress. There are other dresses that compliment you better.”
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TOPIC: ABSOLUTE TRUTHS
When you think about it, absolute truth, whose veracity is absolute, is unattainable at times. One
plus one is two. Unless you’re Abbot and Costello, the absolute truth concerning ‘One plus One’
will always be ‘two’. Some would argue, though, that we can never reach an absolute truth no
matter how hard you tried. I read “Plato and a Platypus Walk into a Bar” by Cathcart and Klein
the other day, where they make fun of the concept of ‘truth’, relative and absolute. In Relative
Truth they make fun through a conversation between Pat and Mike. It goes something like this:

Pat: Mike, I’m calling you from the freeway on my new cell phone.

Mike: Be careful, Pat. They just said on the radio that there is a nut driving the wrong way on the
freeway.

Pat: One nut? Hell, there are hundreds of them!

Pat, of course, is the guy driving the wrong way on the freeway, which reminds me of a quip
William F. Buckley, Jr. said on his show, The Firing Line. He said something to the effect about
him never being wrong even when he was driving down the entrance ramp the wrong way. He said
he wasn’t driving the wrong way, everyone else was.
&&&&&&
Another example from my journey; is killing another human being morally wrong? I think it is, but
the first road bump I hit when analyzing this is the possibility of me killing someone in selfdefense. Is that okay, or not? I might believe if Nana and I are taking a stroll down the street and
we get mugged, then it’s okay to take out my pistol (if I have one and a license to carry it) and kill
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the mugger who is waving a knife in front of us demanding our money. In fact, I don’t think twice
of it, and yet – and here’s the paradox – I feel my high standard of the wrongfulness of killing
another has not been violated even though I just snuffed out the life of a human being point blank,
and it was premeditated, cold blooded, and society would back me on that because it sanctions
killing if I’m being attacked by a mugger.

And what do I do when society disagrees with me, as in capital punishment, for example? I say ‘an
eye for and eye’ philosophy is wrong. To quote one of my heroes, Mahatma Gandhi, if you practice
the eye-for-an-eye principle, that only makes the whole world blind. Now, reading him and the New
Testament, I have to ask, do I hold onto my truth and keep my mouth shut just because the majority
believes in an exception to my established truth? Or do I act on my philosophy about not taking
another life, and oppose capital punishment, and try to motivated others and help society change its
views. I might form a picket line, for example, in front of the State Capital Building, or hand out
pamphlets stating why its laws are wrong in my opinion. Or, I may do nothing and just casually
point out my leanings at barbeque parties whenever the opportunity arises. It’s more likely that I’ll
keep my mouth shut publically. Still, if I do take a stand on such matters, maybe people like me
might change the conscience of an entire society if I keep at it. The point is, I believe seeking the
truth should be a way of life, whether I believe I can attain an absolute truth or not, or change the
public’s view or not. My search has nothing to do with established norms. My search helps define
who I am and what I stand for.

I suppose all of us embark on a journey of enlightenment in one way or another. It’s in our best
interest to make the effort to gain the best possible perspective on things that matter to us during
this lifetime, and not just when we’ve had three cups of coffee, or five shots of whisky, or when we
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lose a loved one from a heart attack or a natural disaster. We adopt a standard not because it’s
convenient, but because it’s the right thing to do. Seeking the truth about living standards, and
having a philosophy about life concerning those standards, makes me accountable for my actions.
Truths are not, necessarily, embedded in rules of government or churches, although those
establishments may certainly influence my definitions. We have standards simply because they
guide us in everything we do and say (and think).

When the wind is blowing in our face, we may have a hard time putting one foot in front of the
other. But it’s our principle that (should) keep us steady and on track. Still, it’s during those
‘damned-if-you-do-and-damned-if-you-don’t’ moments when our principles about how to live our
lives are tested. And during those moments our actions define us more than any other time.
Hopefully, we have mentors who can help us make the difficult decisions we need to make. But
that’s not always possible. That’s why it’s important to embark on the journey of enlightenment
ourselves, and develop and understand our principles on a host of issues, because we may have to
stand alone in such moments, and make decisions on the spot without any warning beforehand. It’s
hard enough to have the courage to do the right thing under fire, so if we don’t know what to do,
then odds are we’ll do the wrong thing. The path of least resistance is always the easier path to
take, and our actions may have serious consequences if we do.

Now, I’m not saying that you have to be impulsive, in a psychological sense. The words
‘spontaneous’ and ‘impulsive’ are synonyms, yes, but spontaneous has a degree of motivation from
our psyche, a self-generated act. Being impulsive is a sudden urge of feeling not governed by
reason. Acting impulsively is NOT what I’m talking about here. You can, I suppose, have a ‘flight
or fight’ urge when approached with a problem, and that urge can be performed based on hard core
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beliefs, and we respond subconsciously, so to speak. All I’m saying here is I’d hate to violate one
of my beliefs because I wasn’t prepared at ‘act’.

This is why I’m saying it’s important to think about the absolute truths in life and come to closure
on such things like ‘stealing is wrong’ and know the exceptions if there are any. Stealing a loaf of
bread so your child can live is different that stealing for the ‘rush’ you might get for committing
the act. Or, you go against your belief system because you fear the response. One such case is
where you stop a ‘bully’ and get punched for your efforts. You can embrace the fear, digest it, spit
it out and then, of course, you do the right thing. If you panic it’s almost impossible to act
rationally. It’s like jumping into a tornado. It spins you around and spits you out, and you’re like a
worn dish rag afterwards.

I maintain that having an ‘absolute truths’ established in your mind, like stealing and killing is
wrong, need to be well thought out before an occasion comes your way where you are put to the
test; that is, where you don’t have time to think, where you can change the events and not have the
events change you.

Here’s a case in point. Imagine, for a moment, a soldier who believes killing another human being
is wrong, kills his first human being in a war when he has never killed before. Worse still, imagine
this same soldier has his enemy in his sites and the enemy appears defenseless. Here, he might be
allowed the luxury to have that moment with himself to debate whether he should pull the trigger
or not. But on another day he may not have that luxury. Imagine further, a soldier is in this situation
because his father was a soldier, and his grandfather was a soldier, and he is trying to please them
but, unlike them, he doesn’t believe killing people in war is right, yet there he is on the battlefield
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anyway where ‘killed or be killed’ leads the list in the army’s operation manual. So, he pulls the
trigger anyway even though he’s categorically against killing another human being. And maybe this
is the first time he’s compromised on such a high principle and he continues killing other people as
long as he’s in the war, and each time it becomes easier and easier until his principle, his absolute
truth, just becomes fodder for a topic in a philosophy class, or a backyard barbecue. In other words,
war has changed him.

Actually, war can be a metaphor for life. Once we compromise it’s very hard to turn back and start
over. We don’t always have such dramatic situations that compromise our principles, assuming we
have the principles guiding us in our daily lives in the first place. Most of our principles are watered
down versions of something that started out in our lives as high ideals – hard to reach goals. Life
has changed us, and we don’t like it, necessarily. We have wives, children and co-workers who
rely on us, and might make us change our principles based on their needs. Don’t’ fret, though. If
we can’t maintain a principle then, sometimes, the best we can do is just hang in there, and adjust
them because the needs of others outweigh our needs.

In any event, that’s the reason I put ‘in search for the truth’ as the first chapter, so that we can think
about such things and get to know our humanity better, and when we talk about other principles in
later chapters they might carry more meaning and are easier to handle. If we lose our way we can
do what they do in making movies – we go back to square one and start over. We’ll reboot if we
don’t like the outcome. We can dDo it from a different angle, or do it better, maybe. Still, no one
likes being put into situations like our war example. In less demonstrative circumstances I am
dismayed at my own reluctance to do the right thing, like at a store when the teller gives me the
wrong change in my favor. I should instantly speak up, and most of the time I do say something,
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but there are a handful of times in my life that I didn’t. And like the times when I’m quiet when I
see someone being verbally bullied; or I might download a movie for free on the internet without
thinking twice about it. Little things, perhaps, but they add up. Hopefully, my honor and integrity
are not changed in the process. And if they are, I have the option to change back.

So, I must be careful because I have the tendency to limit my conflicts by having exceptions to the
rule. I might say, for example, a company and its executives have fleeced the public in their
gluttonous drive for profits, so it’s okay to ‘steal’ a few bits and bauds to watch a movie for free.
They won’t miss it with the money they’re making with their megahits and investments. But I
don’t consider the actors, directors or writers who get royalties when people like me purchase a
movie from the internet or store. Or, if I see someone getting bullied, I might say the person being
harassed has a mouth, and he or she can speak up for themselves, or I might use the Bible as my
defense and say I’m not my brother’s keeper. But that’s not what I really believe. I say we are our
brothers’ keepers to a certain extent, and we must speak up for them when they are defenseless.

Consider, for a moment, if a dictator quiets a community by bombing it with a chemical weapon,
killing thousands. Now isn’t this the highest form of bullying there is – a dictator against a whole
community using a bomb that kills thousands in the blink of an eye? This is just the kind of
moment when we should be ‘big brothers’ to the defenseless, I say. We should offer some kind of
resistance to this kind of bully. Do we take action, or do we avoid the problem by inaction. Both
decisions have consequences that will cost lives, but ethically there is only one answer. In this
case, it seems right to paraphrase Edmond Burke; “Evil prevails when good men do nothing.”
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I think evil people are on the move and, unless good people stop them, evil will prevail. I’m lucky I
can philosophize about things like this in a free environment. This country allows me to speak my
mind and ‘do’ something about what I believe, like join a group of people who have similar ideas,
for example. Maybe the people in the group not only speak freely about the similar ideals, but entice
action where we muster the courage to ‘do’ something notable. I thank God that my country allows
me to think for myself and if I come up with contrary ideas, so be it. I’m allowed to do that. Or, I
could be born into a world where principles are drilled in to me at an early age, and the idea of
thinking for myself, or joining a group to ‘do’ something about those ideals, are not options. I’m
met with resistance, death even, if I chose a contrary path. I might be burned at the stake as a
witch, or beheaded as a heretic. Fundamentalists and Jihadists are two examples today of groups of
people who are so rigid with their beliefs that they kill anyone who differs with them.

But let’s say I follow the dictates of my parents where I may just be riding in a rudderless ship in a
journey of life spouting off philosophies of my ancestors, and I may be with a people who believe a
point of philosophy is won by the person who yells the loudest, or speaks the most, or has the most
clever sound bites. Now, I know that’s a bit unfair, but I’m not really a cynic about these things.
I’ve learned from my parents and other teachers that I do owe it to myself to pay attention to the
details, because I have a tendency to get swallowed up in this confounding drudgery of pointcounter-point discussions, these tit-for-tats that we all get drawn into, and I’m drawn into ideas that
are not necessarily true. Over the years I’ve experienced that peoples’ egos and fantasies are the
driving forces behind important discussions on important issues, even mine. People do have a
tendency to keep mental score cards and they turn discussions into competitions. Now, I’ve done
that a handful of times, but I hope I’m not one of those people in general. And I hope you aren’t
either, because there’s so much to be learned in a matter of discourse.
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Of course, what matters to me does not necessarily matter to you. Granted, the journey of seeking
the truth is not always easy, but it’s a wonderful journey, nevertheless. What matters to you matters
to me as well, so if I pick a topic where I might get too rigid one way or the other, and use facts to
support an untenable position, and hold onto my truth like it’s an oak tree that doesn’t bend and
only breaks in the face of extreme pressure, then given me that pressure. Tell me I’m defending an
untenable position. Have an opinion that is contrary. I welcome it.

I have to let you know, though, when I’m wrong, I’m a bit of a baby. I have a tendency to hold on
too tight to an ‘untenable position’ and when I break or crack, I might even make up facts and call it
humor. So, a while ago, I convinced myself to hold onto my principles like I’m holding onto a
willow tree where there’s room to sway when the wind of change leads me to a more enlightened
plateau of reality – a clearer design of the universe and/or human behavior. If you hold onto an oak
tree, it will crack, or break, under the pressure. An example in physics might be like going from
Newtonian Physics to Relativity, where tweaking the processes allows me to march forward to a
better understanding of the ‘ultimate’ or absolute truths of life. Please … find them. Don’t ever be
bored or intimated to look for solutions when answers, seemingly, elude us.

Here’s a warning, though: certainty is not a given. As Colin Firth, actor in the Woody Allen’s
movie “Magic in Moonlight” once said in an interview to a New York Times reporter: “We must at
least understand that certainty is to be questioned.” Actually, he was referring to Woody Allen’s
points of view, but the point is well taken Mr. Firth. Certainty is to be questioned because time (e.g.
culture as it progresses through time) corrupts it and like iron may need rust repair.
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A case in point has just stirred me. I was in the service in 1965 and I asked a comrade why he
hated the black race so much. He didn’t hesitate in saying not to judge him because he was taught
by his parents to hate African Americans. This is one of the events in my life that opened my eyes
to the need of having a philosophy of life based on seeking the truth without anyone’s interference,
especially parents and spiritual caregivers. For the most part, what we are taught has value, but in
the case of my comrade in the Navy, as it relates to Blacks, he was led astray. Hate is never an
option for a truth seeker. It blinds, stifles, constipates and causes the gears of philosophical
progress to come to a grinding halt.

So, beware of what you are taught by your mentors or elders. Most of the time we inherit valuable
lessons from our caregivers and, hopefully, you have learned a few from me that are worthwhile to
embrace. With any luck, your search for truth will move you closer to knowing our human nature.
And I know the boundaries of human nature are both disturbing and wonderful depending on which
end of the behavioral spectrum you’re looking at. If you look to history, you may become confused
to learn we’ve committed atrocities in the name of “God” or “truth”, and I wonder how greed, lust
and other deadly ‘sins’ will play a part in the journey you take. Please don’t be disturbed at the
despicable things you’ll find out. However, if you travel wide in your searches you’ll also see the
opposite virtues that have glorified our natures, also attained in the name of ‘God’ and ‘truth’.

Did those in history seek truth first and then find God later? Or was the reverse true; that is, did
they adopt a God-platform before searching for the truth. The Crusades and Jihads are done in the
name of God, and the atrocities of war, as in WWII, were done with the forced banner of seeking
the Truth if you believe that the Nazis were trying to prove the Arian race was superior. Not great
moments in our human development in those cases, I’m afraid.
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So, how can TRUTH be attainable if we are perception-bound with a hundred different views,
some of which lead us astray? The Pollyanna in me wants to believe that we can understand and
police ourselves to the point where we can avoid those episodes of carnage. The Irish in me
believes just the opposite. Absolute truth may not be attainable in some cases, but that shouldn’t
stop us from continuing our search. How else are we going to find enlightenment?

TOPIC: THE MEANING OF LIFE – TO SEEK HARMONY
I’ve heard it said that truth is singular and any version of it is untruth. Given our five senses and
their capacity to perceive in error, and given our true natures to want things a certain way, it’s hard
to imagine I can ever fully attain a truth about any one topic or issue without exposing my human
vulnerabilities. I suppose I can go the distance on some issues. That is, I guess some truths are
black and white like, for example, if you ask the question, ‘Is there a God?’ and you proceed to
follow that question until you attain that truth. If you don’t ask for the qualities of God, it requires
either a ‘yes or ‘no’ answer, and most of the time faith will be the deciding factor as to whether
you’ve reached the absolute truth on the subject or, at least, you might think you have.

There has always been rough discussions between the atheist and fundamentalist, so it’s not
surprising that people on the ‘yes’ side rarely agree with people on the ‘no’ side. However, it
surprises me at times that rarely do people on the ‘yes’ side agree with other people on the ‘yes’
side. There are simply too many flavors of religion out there. Some Catholics, for example, laugh at
‘Jehovah Witnesses’ and wish they would go away, yet they both label themselves as Christians.
And then there’s Baptists verses Lutherans, and Methodists versus Presbyterians. I could on and on,
but the point is I don’t think a true philosopher of religion would ask ‘is there a God’, but rather
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‘who’ or ‘what’ is God (see Chapter Five). And that question has led to what some believe are over
30,000 distinct Christian denominations in approximately 240 countries, the Catholics leading the
way with almost 2.5 billion followers all over the world. I got that from Wikipedia, by the way, so
take it with a grain.

Since there’s another chapter that delves into the issue of the divine, I won’t elaborate too much
here except to ask how do I put my pitiful mind around a worthwhile point in a conflicted,
democratic and despotic world where one half says we must respect other’s opinions and religions
while the other half live with rigid beliefs and restricted freedoms? As a matter of discourse, it
doesn’t really matter. All that matters is what we think and believe and, hopefully, any differences I
have with anyone won’t cause disharmony on this planet. So, with that in mind, I take the next step
and say ‘I believe the reason for living is to provide, or seek to provide, harmony in this world’.

The paradox of that statement is allowing others the same freedoms without causing disharmony
within my own ranks, even if those beliefs or ideas run contrary to my hard-earned, soulful, and
social values and dogmas. Oh, sometimes I do believe IGORANCE is bliss, but to be ignorant is to
be in darkness in our brightest hour. And I’ve heard it said that only those who have been deprived
of freedom have the barest inkling of what it really is. Interestingly, the most peaceful of people
find it necessary to die to teach others that truth.

TOPIC: BEING FED MISINFORMATION (Fake News?)
In the early years of my Catholic indoctrination I was told what to believe, and how to believe, like
when to genuflect in church, and when to stand, that kind of thing. During that time those “holy
cow” moments, although infrequent, came to me like lightning bolts out of nowhere. Learning the
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normal dogma or religious precepts was like learning the multiplication tables. The flash cards told
me what to think, and it was a repetitive annunciation of beliefs written down by those who came
before me. “Bless me father, for I have sinned. It has been a million days/weeks/months since my
last confession…” It seems like a lifetime ago that I went to confession, but I remember reciting
the Apostle’s Creed: “I believe in God, the Father Almighty, creator of Heaven and earth. I believe
in Jesus Christ, his only Son, our Lord, who was conceived by the Holy Spirit, born of the Virgin
Mary, suffered under Pontius Pilate, was crucified, died, and was buried…” etc., etc. I got ten cents
when I was about 6 years old for learning the ‘Hail Mary’ and the “Our Father’. I don’t think I got
anything for learning the Apostle’s Creed, though.

When a non-Catholic idea came up, like reincarnation, for example, I dismissed it without further
examination. In other words, I was being a good catholic boy. I was too young to buck the
establishment. Too many of them and only one of me. However, I did have my moments of clarity,
but back then these new ideas weren’t anything I wanted to think about, and I certainly didn’t talk
about it. It would only get me an express trip to the principal’s office and another staring contest at
the Cat ‘n nine tails.

However, there was a time when I was out of secondary school when I can remember reading
Edgar Cayce. (more about him later chapters). He was an American Christian mystic who went
into trances and answered all sorts of questions from healing to reincarnation, wars, Atlantis, and
future events. I didn’t get past the first ten pages before I became so disturbed at what this ‘sleeping
profit’ had to say that I threw the book against the bedroom wall. The content of what I was reading
contradicted some doctrines my religious captors taught me during my formidable years. But it also
made incredible sense, and I was trapped in this dilemma of wanting to believe what I was reading,
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but feared if I did so I would go to Hell. Was this a ‘false profit’ that I read about in the Bible? Was
I being duped by such a person? Eventually his ideas rang true to me but I became angry, in a
subliminal way, at the idea that my life was founded on misinformation handed down to me by
people who gained their perspective on life from others who were spoon-fed misinformation by
people who were also spoon-fed misinformation, and so on down the line, and maybe it goes as far
back to the Nicene Council which was in the fourth century.

Feeling duped in a way, I investigate further about the Council of Nicea and Constantine, the 4th
Century dictator who the catholic clergy cow-towed to order to get him to stop persecuting
Catholics. Constantine was not in favor of people thinking for themselves, by the way, which
would, and did, lead to many disputes. The council of Nicaea, which Constantine pushed forward
and monitored, did away with any Christian hopes to think for one’s self, and the Gnostics, the
seekers of truth through knowledge, were pushed out of the limelight for good. And for all those
who came afterwards, a ‘shut-up-and-believe-what-we-tell-you-to-believe’ became the way of life
among the peasants and lower-class parishioners. My initial ‘feeling’, when I read Cayce, was that
this book had to be a profane work of the devil. I was disturbed to say the least. Then, almost as
quickly, I was amazed. I immediately picked up the book that I threw across the room, and
continued reading. I would read the Gnostic Gospel, The Book of Thomas, many years later, and I
remember looking back at this incident when I read, “At first you will be disturbed, but then you
will be amazed”, because that’s what exactly happened that night.
&&&&&
My life was never really the same after reading Cayce. I had more questions than answers
pertaining to new ideas that were not necessarily religious in nature. It woke up a sleeping mind
which was sort of dangerous. Just ask Nana, and she’ll tell you. I learned that to really explore new
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ideas meant I would never know the whole truth and nothing but the truth, and I would be making
many mistakes along the way as part of the process, mistakes that should not be avoided if I wanted
to learn.

Yes, I would be misinformed many times, but that only made me realize that shades of blue is still
blue. There would be times when new information would present mental or emotional conflicts, but
I learned that the path of discovery required a trial and error way of learning. I mean, there are
erasers on pencils for a reason, right? And I would make a lot of mistakes. Maybe I held on a little
too tight to idea. I learned along the way that it is okay to say, ‘I don’t know’, and that I could take
10 minutes of time out of my day to feel to climb on the pity-pot for being duped by someone else,
or for making a mistake on my own. However, anything more than 10 minutes is probably not good.

Hey, life does go on whether you have your nose buried in those iPhone or iPods, or not. And I’d
like to let you know that it bothers me that you don’t talk to me when playing a game on your
iPod, which could, and does, at times, last for hours. This philosophical voyage of seeking and
finding is not for lazy minds that want instant gratification, like those you experience on those …
machines. However, this journey of seeking and finding the truth, your truth, will never end even
though you think you’ve crossed the finish line or come to closure on ideas. When you discover
something new it’s like opening a door, and a most beautiful light shines in your face, whisking
you away in an endorphin-like pilgrimage into the unknown. By the way, in this search for what’s
what, you’ll find it easier to accept your own shortcomings. You’ll marvel at your own ignorance,
and will become humbled in this process. This apparent contradiction, where the search for the
truth only leads you to other searches, is worth exploring because there is nothing more dangerous
than someone, or a group of people, who think the journey of seeking the truth is over because they
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feel they have all the ‘facts’ they need. Twenty years ago if I wanted to know what people were
thinking I’d read the editorials. Today effigies of our politicians are being burned because of
differences in opinions. There is nothing more frustrating than to hear someone say that I am going
to Hell for my beliefs. I’m troubled when I see people being killed for believing differently than
those wielding the swords. From the Crusades to Aryan Supremacists to Jihadist … will we ever
learn?
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CHAPTER THREE

TOPIC: ANTS, HORNETS, MY THREE DAUGHTERS, AND THE EEOC
It’s hard to offer convincing evidence to push forward the premise that absolute truth exists in any
area of human existence given our propensity for compromise. When I think of my wonderful
daughters I am predisposed to sadness because I divorced their mother when my youngest was 4
years old, and I felt I wasn’t always there for them. I remarried and got divorced again. I was
determined to ‘get it right’, as far as marriage was concerned, which made me re-calibrate my life
and then I found Nana, or she found me, and we’ve been married ever since 1985, and today is
May 6th, 2019 as I write this edit.

My DNA daughters are spaced two years apart, and I’m saddened I missed a large portion of them
growing up. Being a great weekend father is not the same thing as being a good 24/7 dad. If I had
to put into one sentence what I wish to tell them now it’s this: cherish your children whether they
are sons, daughters, nephews or nieces, so when you say, “I wish they were younger again,” you’ll
say it with love in your heart and an understanding that a part of your life has been changed by
them, and you’ve done your job well as mentor.

And I wish I could help you boil down who you are in one sentence. Just try to seek harmony in
everything you do, and that’s about it. When I talk about abortion or capital punishment, or anything
beyond the sound-bits of ‘It’s a nice day’, please respect my opinion, and I will try and respect
yours. I’ve been wrong too many times to think my opinion is better than yours so don’t be afraid to
express yourself, at least in front of me. I know it can be difficult to respect the opinions of others,
especially when you try to respect the freedoms of others when that sentiment is not reciprocated? It
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would be different if we were ants building a pyramid, or a group of bees collecting honey for the
hive. Our disputes or differences would be non-existent because we are expected to put one foot in
front of the other and failure to do so would mean death. Our comrades would not accept failure.
They would assault, not assist.

So, let’s face it: entitlements are the way we deal with weaknesses, although some think we could
learn a few things from those critters who build nests in the ground and trees. I certainly did. Years
ago, when I was mowing the lawn and got too close to a hornets’ nest. One of the wicked, winged
soldiers attacked me. I figured I’d show them who was boss, so when I finished mowing, I got
garbage can with a lid that hugged or slipped over the top of the can. I went out to the tree where
the hive was built, cut the hive off the limb, and the hive fell helplessly into the garbage can. I
promptly closed the lid before any of the occupants knew what was going on. I manage to escape
injury and I thought that was that. I had won. I pushed the can aside and I forgot about it until the
next day when I saw the lid of the garbage bulging out. When I lifted the lid, four dead hornet
bodies fell to the ground and everyone in the hive were gone, Queen and all. Those four soldiers
that fell to the ground sacrificed their lives for the common good of the hive. That was an absolute
eye opener for me.

Now, granted, I know I’m not programmed to be as robotic as those hornets, but I do try to seek
the common good where harmony can be embellished. Or I think I do. I hope I do. But what does
that mean? In the moment of hardship, do I create sound bites to preserve my ideas, and the hell
with the rest of you? Do I use semantics, which always seem to get in the way? Do I use exceptions
to a rule to stymie the endeavors of others to come to ‘absolute’ conclusions? I hope I don’t. I hope
I try to seek those absolutes and be content with the practical fallout, or the counter-points, where
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the exceptions seem to be the rule since we try to accommodate every difference in every race, color
or creed imaginable. At an early age in grammar school I learned that most of the basic truths have
exceptions. Relatively had relevance beyond the sciences, and it was just a matter of time that I
entertained the thought ‘what makes my exception better than yours?’

Over time, the deliberations I’ve had at pool-side and by the barbeque hangouts has led me to think
that it might be useless in seeking absolute truths or philosophies of life if people sanction
exceptions to meet the intellectual or emotional needs of the day? Capital punishment? Selfdefense? Jihads? Abortions? Are we just bound by the desire to live a practical life, or are we
bound by higher values that govern our psyche, or our humanness?

I was confused in my youth because my only exceptions to the rule of killing another human being
was that it would be okay to do so in self-defense and in war. I justified these actions based on
what the class majority of the room believed. That’s when I developed the idea that the purpose of
life is to seek and create harmony. Try to do that if you live in a State where capital punishment is
the law of the land.

I remember trying to find peace in my search, but as I dug deeper and tried to accommodate the
points of view of others, all I found was chaos. I found myself at odds with people around me. My
opinion suffered as I tried to accommodate the opinion of others. I wasn’t a very debate team
member, I’ll tell you that. There were times that I thought my opinion was not as good as my
opponents, mainly because I felt others had a better understanding of the issues. I was rendered
impotent at the podium because I hadn’t done my homework as well as my opponents.
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The 70’s soon became a cultural revolution, a decade of contradictions as the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (EEOC) taught me that others are not as lucky as I am, and I needed to
respect the ideals or wants of the underprivileged. Having three daughters during that time only
made the issues more pronounced, and the need to embrace the needs and humanness of others had
to be felt as well as respected. All women. All races. But what about me? Somehow I got lost. I
was a white male in a world where I came to realize the importance of being a minority.
&&&&&&
We have the ability to accept new beliefs, or discard old ones, and most of us are flexible enough to
do that without pause because we accept the concept of ‘majority rules’. However, history has
shown us that not everyone adapts to change very well. The 2016 Presidential outcome in the
United States can be cited as a good example of that. So, let’s explore history to see what I’m
talking about.

TOPIC: CENTER OF THE UNIVERSE: COPERNICUS & ITALY’S FAILURE TO CHANGE
This idea of having that ah-ah moment leads me to probably the second most important lesson I
learned in life, which should be stamped on our birth certificates when we are born and that is:
Expect CHANGE! Why …? Because change is a way of life and it is inevitable no matter what we
do or what we become.

The academic pursuit of history teaches us a lot about human behavior, and one of the interesting
hand-me-downs from antiquity is the idea that the masses can’t handle the truth, especially
religious ones. We can’t be trusted to interpret new things correctly it seems. Messages are often
hidden between the lines, and it was assumed in history, and even today, that the clergy has better
interpretation skills than the people community – the common folk.
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There was a time in our history where most of the European world believed the earth was the center
of the universe and perfectly round, mainly because the clergy believed it and wanted everyone
else to as well. That was back in the day when the clergy interpreted everything for the peasants
because they couldn’t be trusted to think for themselves – a dangerous proposition having other
people think for you. Anyway, the peasants were told what to believe, and they did. The rules of
the Western Civilization was that God operated in perfect circles and put man in the middle of
everything, The Catholic Church taught us that everything in the cosmos revolved around
humankind here on earth, and when that premise was about to be put to the test about 500 years
ago, all Hell broke loose, so to speak.

First, let’s see where we are in history. The Dark Ages started from the fall of the Roman Empire
(500 AD) to the 1500’s (or so). It’s considered a time when people were intellectually nonprogressive. Although the creative mind prospered in the art world (painting, sculpture and writing)
in the Renaissance that followed, I go to a time where the roots of the rebellion to the religious
forces led to the freedom to explore the universe. Specifically it was a time the Western World was
governed by the fixed dogmas of the Roman Catholic Church.

We’re talking about a time when Italy was the center of Western Culture. Then along came a
Polish man, Copernicus, who seemed to keep Italy center stage if for no other reason than to let the
world know Italy’s, or the Vatican’s, obstinacy would lead to their downfall, at least when it came
to brain power. It would be nice to say that when Copernicus arrived on the scene he changed
everything on the spot, but he didn’t. It took time. He didn’t preach at the pulpit or do anything
courageous as some of his contemporaries did, but he did something remarkable on his deathbed in
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1543. What he did was, he published his life’s work titled, On the Revolutions of the Heavenly
Bodies, which put the Sun (not the Earth) at the center of the Universe. Like I said, at the time the
Catholic clergy, and hence the majority of yokels, believed the earth, and hence, man, was the
center of everything. Although Copernicus didn’t exactly hit the nail on the head, (the Sun is the
center of the Solar System, not the universe), his heliocentric theories started a thinking process
that Western civilization has never seen before or since, although some current-day pundits might
disagree as they cite the turn of 20th century’s transportation/communication age (e.g., the plane,
car, and telephone) as the greatest technological time-period of change. Some might even say that
later on in 20th century the internet spawned the greatest era of change, but for now let’s just say
the time period of Copernicus was the beginning of the end of the Vatican’s control of what we
could think.

It took a while after Copernicus’ revelation for things to really infect the consciousness of the
fiefdom. Aristotle’s (or the Church’s), Geocentric System was the dominant view of the world for
a century after Copernicus death. The heliocentric views he brought to the table did cause big-time
consternation with the elite at the time. The fact is, Copernicus’ theories remained relatively
obscure for a long time due to the church’s control on what the masses could speak, hear, or even
think. If they didn’t follow the geocentric cosmos theory, or spoke the heresies of these contrary
scientists, then, if they were lucky, would be excommunicated. If not-so-lucky they’d be burned at
the stake. So, it’s not surprising it took a century after Copernicus’ death for things to really
change.

The shade was finally taken off the lamp when Galileo came on the scene 100 years later and
pointed his newly developed telescope skyward and pronounced the geocentric system to be dead
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based on what he saw. However, he wasn’t so eager to pronounce his findings in the beginning. He
remembered what happened to a Venetian who lived about 50 years after Copernicus’ death, and
who was put to death by the Inquisition for heresy; that is, for extending the Copernicus model of
the way God really worked in the universe and beyond. His name was Giordano Bruno. He’s not an
historical icon today, like Aristotle, Einstein or Newton, but back in his day everyone knew he was
a Dominican friar, philosopher, mathematician, poet, and cosmological theorist, a not-so-quiet
giant who removed his priestly tunics in favor of becoming a truth-seeker. He said the stars were
just far-away suns that had their own solar systems where the planets of these systems could even
foster life. This was heresy, of course, and the Pope declared that his followers must believe that
man here on earth was the center of the universe, and human life was only on this planet, and
nowhere else, and God worked in perfect circles, not elliptical patterns, and that was that. Bruno
was eventually burned at the stake for his ‘religious’ beliefs (even though his theories where
scientific) in the Square of the Flowers in Rome on February16, 1600 for the crime of … thinking, I
guess.

So, for fear of reprisals for what had happened to Bruno 50 years before, Galileo didn’t do
anything for a while except to log in his experiments and be secret about his findings. As he
pointed his telescope skyward and followed individual dark spots around the sun, he became more
and more obstinate with his views. He finally came to the conclusion that the sun rotated about its
axis in twenty-seven-plus days. But these studies came at a high price. The sun damaged his eyes
and he eventually went blind. However, before that happened he saw these little dots of light in the
telescope that twinkled, which told him that they were far-away stars, and he saw little globes that
didn’t twinkle, but moved quite fast around our own sun, and surmised they were the other planets
in our solar system, and said so privately, to his peers. He saw the amazing moons of Jupiter
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moving around it, not the earth, and observed the phases of Venus, similar to our own moon, which
explained that the planets reflected sunlight, all of which further explained the Copernican system,
albeit a century after Copernicus published his book. Galileo also surmised from this data that the
stars were much farther away than the planets and, because they were so small, the universe was
incredibly big.

Still, he wasn’t about to make the same mistake Bruno made. As rumor had it, Bruno told bishops
and priests who condemned him to death, "Perchance your fear in passing judgment on me is
greater than mine in receiving it.” That didn’t help Bruno’s case, and although Galileo was not
about to be that smug, he proceeded cautiously and continued his studies by advancing Copernicus’
theories to actual truths of the day simply by viewing objects through a telescope. Seeing is
believing, he thought, but, maybe not. There were a bunch of doubting Thomases among the
clergy, and it was Galileo this time who was stirring the pot and it was about to get nasty.

When Pope Urban VIII took office, and thinking him friendly enough, Galileo published his
masterpiece, Dialogue on the Two Chief World Systems, which integrated his thoughts on the
Copernican system. However, Pope Urban wasn’t as friendly as Galileo thought. The Pope gave
him the same option the Church gave Bruno, and with the knowledge of what happened to Bruno,
Galileo renounced his views in favor of the contemporary Ptolemaic System, and agreed to recite
psalms each week for three years by trying to advance a contrary opinion. As the legend goes, after
disinheriting own his views in front of his opponents, he rose from his knees, stomped his foot and
muttered "Eppur si muove!" ("And yet it moves," referring to the Earth.).
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So, there you have it. Truth, or aversion of it, which had begun with Copernicus in 1543, and was
promoted to a posteriori knowledge (that’s a fancy way of saying empirical knowledge) around
1609 or so. In a scientist’s mind, Galileo primarily ended the debate with his trial in 1633 nearly a
century later. The religious résistance ultimately failed. Fortunately, at least in Western Europe, the
forces of the Renaissance and Reformation put the finishing touches to the temporal hold that the
Catholic Church had on the minds of its parishioners, although there were a few groups who
remained loyal to antiquity. In fact, Harvard, in the year of its founding (1636), stayed firmly
committed to keeping the Earth at the orbital center of all celestial bodies. In addition, Martin
Luther joined the Catholic Church in condemning Copernicus, but later Luther was
excommunicated for translating the Bible into German. Go figure.

Anyway, the scholars of Italy went to other places less restrictive in their search for knowledge.
Soon Germany, France and England led the intellectual way with names like Newton, Pasteur,
Laplace, Wallace, Darwin, Einstein and many more who became the well-known intellects of their
times. Italy, by contrast, contributed little to science from that point on and we can blame none
other than the Catholic Church for that. Needless to say, they lost millions of followers who
clamored for reform … for change.

The truth, when we least expect it, can be very disturbing, as the Vatican has shown us. As their
history has shown us, their resistance to change in the light of ‘the truth’ was devastating. The
Vatican couldn’t change as truth came floating into their sanctuaries and they, and Italy, paid the
ultimate price of losing their leadership both in the religious and scientific communities.
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As a side note, sometimes we go to war, fight our neighbors, and spend gads of money to silence
this kind of light, this kind of truth that shatter our current belief systems. We sometimes crucify
those who bring us the good news and, sometimes, after we get over being disturbed, we embrace
the feeling of amazement, and we hold on to the new-found truth so tightly we are blinded with
certainty of their veracity. We enter into that ‘bizarro world’ where we stiff-arm new information
for fear of losing our hard-gained insight. And the accuser becomes the accused, so to speak. I think
the best way we can float on the waters of knowledge is to brace ourselves for the choppiness of that
experience. After all, it’s the journey we are anticipating, not the destination.

TOPIC: SO, WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
The greatest minds progressed from the 1600s and worked freely towards understanding the
universe in full: light waves, gravitation, electricity, the atom. Every time a new ‘truth’ was
discovered, another fact came into view and nothing could be studied without the idea that progress
meant refinement of what we already knew. Writing is editing and creates a discipline of trying to
change things for the better. In this vain, one breakthrough led to another journey of discovery.
There was no subject that couldn’t be tackled. Medicine, astrology, geology, the universe, the mind
itself ... no discipline was taboo. The calculus, and other mathematical tools, were found and used
in the final say of what was or wasn’t.

If I travel 60 miles an hour towards another vehicle which is coming towards me at 30 miles an
hour and we collide with a force of 90 miles an hour, right? Just add one speed to the other. Simple
physics. Newtonian Physics, as they called it. In fact, in most matters of physical properties,
intellectuals scoured the universe and brought in their discoveries and bundled it under this one
brand-name called Newtonian Physics. It became the mother ship whose engine, full of experiments
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and truth-bending philosophies of how things work, guided us to all future discoveries of the known
universe and beyond. We were poised to find out other truths in an easier fashion because we had
found the temple of truth. Or had we?

TOPIC: EINSTEIN
It has long been understood that Einstein did more to advance the case of why one should braid
their hair than anyone else. Such a man was born in Germany and grew up as a humble patent clerk
in Bern, Switzerland. I’m going to talk about something where my knowledge base is lacking,
because I don’t know how to make sense out of nonsense like he could, but this is interesting
enough that I’m willing to stick my neck out a little. Here is where a bit of knowledge is
dangerous, so forgive me if I’m not ‘exactly’ correct in my statements.

Einstein broke away from the current-day ideas of space and time, and allowed us to see that there
was another temple of knowledge in parallel with Newtonian physics. If nothing else, he gave us a
better understanding of light and how gravitation distorts it, and curved space and time. Now, if
that is not enough, he also gave us bizarre concepts of what happens to us when we travel at
extremely high speeds, such as the speed of light. We cannot attain the speed of light, according to
his concepts, and formulas, because travelling at that speed would cause us to be infinitely heavy,
and we would need an infinite force to push us then. As far as I know, there is no such thing as an
infinite force, mainly because of the way the word ‘infinite’ is defined, or undefined, in
mathematics. Hence, we physically can’t go the speed of light unless there is another force out
there we need to tap into, like worm holes, or something like that.
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However, Einstein went further by saying even though our biological clocks were still ticking when
we approached the speed of light, it would slow down to zero in comparison to those who were
observing us from afar. Hard concept to grasp, so that’s why we say ‘approaching’ the speed of
light so we can allow the observers’ clock to tick as well as the travelers’ clock, although a lot
faster. For example, if we did approach the speed of light in our travels away from earth, or
towards the earth, we wouldn’t notice the time difference on the space craft we were traveling in but
we would returned a lot younger than those who would greet us. For example, if I left my pregnant
wife on earth and zoomed out to the nearest star at near the speed of light, which would take about
5 earth-years, let’s say, and stay there for a couple of months, and zoomed back again, I would
come back not knowing that I would have aged a few months while meeting my 9 or 10 year-old
son for the first time. Einstein also said that the speed of light is the same for all observers,
regardless of their motion relative to the source of the light, or speed. That flies contrary to
Newtonian physics, for sure. I mean, how could my biological clock approach zero to a stationary
observer – wouldn’t I be frozen in time? All this does not make sense to me. Yet, I accept its truth,
as a religious person accepts the truth in the word of the Bible. We believe things will work out
whether we are in a dentist chair, or driving a car, or flying in a plane, or getting a colonoscopy.
We have a natural faith in things we don’t understand. So, I put my faith in knowing that,
somehow, the math will work out with Einstein’s theories, just as you will continue to believe that
the force of the wind blowing your hat off and into the sewer drain is a way of explaining that God
has a sense of humor.

Surprisingly, Einstein’s math was spot on. The experiments proved his axioms and theories. For
example, it wasn’t too long ago scientists put an atomic clock on top of the Empire State Building
and a second one in an elevator at the bottom. They synchronized the clocks and hit the ‘up’ button,
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and when the traveling clock arrived at the top of the Empire State Building, they found it to be
slower by the exact amount they calculated in Einstein’s prediction formula.

So, Einstein gave us an un-Newtonian thought, much in the same way Copernicus gave us an unChristian thought. This doesn’t happen too often. A person like Einstein or Copernicus comes along
and shows us a new way of doing things with simplicity. If nothing else they have shown me that
absolute truth is hard to come by, even in the sciences, where we are always searching and finding
new ideas that spoil our understanding of old initiatives. New discoveries provide new insights, and
we must be willing to change our path or pay the consequences like the Catholic Church and Italy
did in the 16th and 17th centuries. It might not be as severe as losing our leadership position in the
world, or being burned at the stake, however some may argue that you might lose your head over
what you believe, considering the radicalism of today. Still, not changing could have long-lasting,
negative consequences, is my point. If history has taught us anything, people in search of the truth
need to be open-minded because there’s always someone coming right behind us with spoiler
information.

My questions in science are elementary and common because I’m not a scientist. Still, I sometimes
stay up at night at the joy of thinking about the new frontiers of science. For example, if the
universe is expanding, where is it expanding to? Could we be just a particle of dust that is swelling
on the shoulder of a giant in another dimension? That’s my brother’s theory, but he doesn’t plan on
proving it in this lifetime.

TOPIC: PERCEPTION IS TO KNOWLEDGE AS KNOWLEDGE IS TO TRUTH.
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We all strive to know things and knowledge has a lot to do with the perceptions we have in order to
be ‘in the know’. That’s obvious to a sergeant who is charge of the lineups at a precinct. A big black
man wearing a hoodie is looked at differently in a line-up than a small white guy wearing a hoodie.
Pre-conceptions play an important role in search for the ‘facts’ to obtain the ‘truth’. Misinformation
comes in many disguises, doesn’t it?

It’s not hard to understand that the knowledge we have doesn’t necessarily mean we know the truth
because not everyone perceives things the way we do and our knowledge is a shade different from
others. In some instances our minds are made up before we even begin the journey of discovery
thus freeing us from the confusion of sorting out the facts.

Still, I know it doesn’t take too many tidbits of information to sway me to think one way or the
other. My knowledge of words, for example, is different than yours. Sometimes we have to define
our words to express our thoughts accurately. It’s like saying life is good. We get away with that
statement a lot, but what does that mean? What’s the definition of ‘good’? And what do we mean
when we say ‘life’? In that statement, does it mean we’re financially okay? Does it mean our
children are healthy and wise? Certainly, this is ‘good’ when I say this. Or could ‘good’ simply
mean that I woke up on the right side of the bed this morning. And if I can pay my bills this
month, then I might say I was ‘great’.

Or does life really suck and I say ‘life is good’ because I don’t want you to worry, or I don’t
want to have a discourse of why life is so bad for me right now? Of course, that would be
misinformation if I said life was ‘good’ if it wasn’t. So, in order not to mislead you, I say life
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sometimes has its good moments, and sometimes not. Ask me that question right after my mother
died, or right after I won the million dollar lottery, and I’ll give you two different answers.

So, we perceive with small talk and try not to let our perceptions be altered. We might talk
differently to one person than the other because we know their perceptions. And I believe we hold
onto our impressions pretty strongly because that’s what drives us in everything we do. And it also
drives us towards ‘knowing’. I mean, we can say life is good, but at the same time it’s hard. If
we’re clear about our objectives in life, we use a certain set of words to express what we believe. If
we’re here to create harmony in this world, then we’re at relative peace and life is a relative joy.
These are vague concepts that convey good feelings which may not be the same in everyone given
the perceptions we have and the understanding of words like ‘good’ or ‘happy’ or ‘life’ or ‘peace’
or, most of all, ‘harmony’.

I suppose I could be clinically depressed for one reason or another, and I’d rather have my pinkie
cut off rather than live another day with the malady. Another person may feel the same way all
their lives and have learned how to function with depression (or whatever the malady) and respond
to the ‘is life good’ question with a positive answer. Still, perception is a key to our life’s
wonderments and tragedies, and it should be understood that it does not take someone in the know
to answer such questions about life being good or bad. For me I have a general positive feeling
about myself and the world if I know I am creating some kind of harmony in this world. For you it
might be different. The real point is, do you know yourself enough to know how you feel.
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I often get too complicated, and ask too many questions, and Nana must corral me in sometimes by
quoting something like, “Don’t take life too seriously; you’ll never get out alive.” See what I have
to live with?
&&&&&&&
I don’t know if you noticed this about yourself, but I have a tendency to meander along life with my
own ideas and misperceptions regardless if they are ‘right’ or ‘wrong’. And it takes someone with a
metaphorical two-by-four to slam me into submission. If I’m lucky, I perceive the world around me
accurately, or accurately enough that I can function in it. Now, if perception was a commodity,
you’d just pick the one you want, like corn or beans or carrots. And you might like more than one.
Knowing this, perception could lead to truth but, sometimes, not. Most times our insights embody a
mixture of facts and fiction, and most of the time we can live with the misperceptions. For me, I say
perception is: a) 1/3 truth, b) 1/3 lies, and c) 1/3 distortion. It’s easy to perceive that there are 365
days in the year, and this is true, that is, if we consider adding a day every four years. At some point
we’ll realize that statement is not exactly true either. A year is slightly less than 365 ¼ days and, as
Wikipedia explains, “Over a period of four centuries, the accumulated error of adding a leap day
every four years amounts to about three extra days.” So, the truth is hidden in the facts, but we can
merrily go along and let our descendants worry about the recalibration of our Gregorian calendar
400 years from now. The point here is we think we know fully when we don’t. We get to see things
through a keyhole in a door, which allows us to see with a blur, but without the precision we think
we have. Oftentimes it doesn’t matter if we don’t know the ‘exact’ truth because it doesn’t affect
our lives in any appreciable way. The point is, it could, or in the case of the Gregorian calendar, it
most certainly will – eventually.
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I suppose I could be in the 16th century thinking I’m the center of the universe, or be a citizen
today where I can worship a god who wants all infidels dead, or 50 years ago I could be praying for
my brother’s soul because he ate meat on Friday, or I may believe high tide will come in at 7:25
tonight, and the effect of the Moon’s pull will always be the same every 28 days, and that
knowledge, or in some cases misinformation, won’t have any effect on the way I do things or live
because the misinformation is so miniscule it doesn’t matter. My joy or sadness won’t depend on
it. Same is true when I think about the moon’s recession from the earth, which is at the rate of 1.48
inches per year. And like I mentioned in the preface, that happens to be about the same speed our
finger nails grow. Of course, we can say ‘big deal’ because ‘truth’ doesn’t affect us today, but you
just wait, because the moon’s recession will to have a significant effect on us at some point. Well,
maybe not, because the Sun would be in its death throes by that time and would have ballooned
into a swollen giant and our oceans would have long since vaporized along with us. For the
moment, however, we’re not talking about effects. We’re talking about how we perceive life
according to our pursuits of ‘truth’. In this case not knowing (or caring) maybe bliss, and not
asking important questions may not have practical consequences, but sometimes it does, and I ask
you – is it better to be born and live a life in a dungeon, as in Plato’s The Allegory of the Cave,
where knowledge of the outside world is gotten from the shadows on a wall? Do we become
comfortable with what we know? Or is it better to know what those shadows represent? Perception.
Facts. Truth. Do they matter?

Let’s dig a little deeper into The Allegory of the Cave, shall we. Let’s say back in ancient times a
boy was born in prison because his mother was a crook, which automatically made him one in the
eyes of the law (so much for justice back in those days). So, he grows up and knows nothing else of
the outside world except for the shadows on a dungeon wall which are cast by people walking
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outside 12 feet above him. He can’t see what’s making those shadows and he becomes accustomed
and contented with this life of obscurity. The only person he knows is his mother, and the hands of
a man who feeds him twice a day. Then, one day, his mother dies, and he is released and he sees
the outside world for the first time with all its color and complexity and wonder. The world is quite
terrifying to him since darkness, fogginess and shadows on the wall were the only things he saw in
his entire life. I might ask, ‘has his mother taught him about the things she knows? Has she
prepared him well enough to be in search of truths so that he’ll embrace the remarkable universe in
all its splendor and chaos, and be amazed at what he sees? If she hasn’t, or if she’s a radical, for
example, God help the world outside. And God help him. Of course, as the real world is revealed to
him, he’ll either run back into the dungeon to the comfortable reality of knowing only the shadows
of the dungeon world where he feels safe, or will he opt to stay in the world of chaos where he’ll
find tragedy and love. Joy and sadness. Good and bad.

The dungeon may be the only world he knows where he can take comfort, but we know better,
don’t we? We don’t want him to take the path of least resistance because we ‘know’ things he
doesn’t. And because we know what’s best for him, we want him to take the challenge and explore
the world outside. He may get mugged and die within the hour, or he may become the next great
scientist who loves to explore and expand his mind.

But let’s say he runs back into the dungeon. It’s conceivable, because isn’t that exactly what we do
sometimes? We’re confronted with new, disturbing truth and we do nothing, ask no questions, bury
our noses in iPhones while the world lives on all around us. We listen to no one who might alter
the perception of our here-and-now reality because we are comfortable with what we don’t know, or
we know best with our meager knowledge and scanty observations. We live in this world of chaos
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which is this tiny space in this universe, until we become used to it. We can be a fundamentalist in a
world of change where not knowing the truth is more comfortable than knowing it, where we don’t
risk being uprooted or compromised, and we confide with only the people who think similarly as
us. Or we could change our perception of things and see how this change may affect us or the
world around us.

Again, we could be so comfortable with what we already know, or think we know, that we climb to
the mountain tops and yell out this misinformation which we think is truth, because we want
everyone to know or to think the way we think. We could defend it like some people defend their
freedoms. We might even carry AK-47s and force other people to believe as we do. We may march
into temples and shoot everyone we see because they perceive differently. Even though we’re in
the dark, we claim to be in the know, and we do battle so others will see the way we do. Our facts
equal truth, and we want everyone else to believe and think the same way.

TOPIC: SORTING OUT THE TRUTH
This is a wonderful universe we live in, and it seems to expand each time I discover something
new, or possibly even re-discover something that I’ve forgotten, which is probably more likely
since I forget a lot of things. Certainly, my knowledge of human nature has expanded. Of course, I
could be dreaming all this. I’ve heard it said that perhaps life is a dream and God is the dreamer,
dreaming me. Hmm. What great poet or writer said that, I wonder-?

Anyway, all I know is that I seem to be at my happiest when I’m trying to learn, or write, or teach.
There is an old saying in science that the more I know, the more I learn I don't know, and to a large
degree that is true. Although, I think I may have it backwards, because the more I realize I don’t
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know, I go out and try to learn to make up for it. The Gnostic writers tell us to seek an answer and
don't give up until you find one. “However, when you do (find an answer), you will be astonished
to learn that the answer you seek is not an end in and of itself; it only leads you to ten more
questions. Eventually, you will get it (ha)—there is no end to questions, to life…”[1] Agh! What a
shame the Gnostics did not flourish in the early church.

However, with that quote in mind, let me quote H. P. Lovecraft who is known for his tales of terror.
“The most merciful thing in the world, I think, is the inability of the human mind to correlate all its
contents. We live in a placid island of ignorance in the midst of black seas of infinity, and it was
not meant that we should voyage far. The sciences, each straining in its own direction, have hither
to harmed us little; but some day the piecing together of dissociated knowledge will open up such
terrifying vistas of reality, and of our frightful position therein, that we shall either go mad from the
revelation or flee from the deadly light into the peace and safety of a new dark age."[2]

TOPIC: DO WE HAVE FAITH TO PROTECT US FROM THE FACTS AND THE TRUTH?
Some of us believe in things without question, and we reach that plateau not because the facts have
gotten us there, but because faith has. We use faith as a means to protect us from the onslaught of
facts, and the truth sometimes becomes a bag of opinions. Now, I can say this whether I use science
or religion (or both) as my guiding influence in life. Usually, the ideals we strongly believe in help
us cope with our frailties and mistakes that nature and ourselves provide. But sometimes this is not
the case. Observe any religious fanatic in the know who leads people into Jihads, or as in the
Crusades some centuries ago. Knowledge, in these cases, had nothing to do with the truth. It had
everything to do with control. Today, we control our children’s behavior and, if we can, how they
think. We try and control the people around us so that their behavior fits into our personal agenda
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whether it’s husband to wife, or neighbor to neighbor, or, as it is most of the time, parent to child.
So, beware! Your children will figure it out at some point.
&&&&&
I see dungeon shadows on the wall and I sit with those who have their own ideas of what’s causing
them. We discuss and toss out a sea of words as if we know what we’re talking about, and then one
day we stumble on to something truly magnificent by accident. We are stunned at a revelation and
we know we’ll never be able to go back to the way we were. We have been changed by knowledge,
like seeing a ghost for the first time when you never believed they existed.

Sometimes we feel like a scientist looking through a keyhole and see a bedroom. There to the left
we see a window and we try our best to explain the outside world at an angle by looking through
the keyhole of a bedroom, and we give it our best shot. In this gaze we see the trees and the birds
and the effects of the wind outside of that window. From way inside we inspect the outside and we
become gurus and know-it-alls when specs of truth come falling our way. A rattle on the window
from the wind, a chirp of a bird who just dropped a worm, a rustling of the leaves from a storm
brewing, these affects prompt us to predict things we really know little about. We see, we hear and
we build philosophies around our scant observations. We write papers. Seek awards. Generations
go by and these truths become laws of science where the dots are connected by some person we
don’t know, but who is, reportedly, in the know. Maybe he or she is a cleric who claims special
insights and knowledge. Although some of us can take a bit of information and stretch it into a 10minute conversation piece, we rely on these gurus who use big words and draw graphs and are
paraded on CNN and FOX TV News channels as the experts. They are the ones who know how to
add a little smoke and mirrors to impress the multitude which we are a part of.
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Seeking truth is a human trait. We have a need to seek and find, and come to reasonable closure on
things that affect us in some way. That’s how most of us are. Some of us are more serious than
others in this search but, that aside, how accurate can our observations be if we look at the world
through a keyhole, a room away at what we’re trying to observe. What if we’re color blind?
Depending on how well we observe, and taking into account the astuteness of the observer, we may
approach our goal of absolute truth, and point in the direction where the ultimate answer may be
found. It may be shadows on the wall; we don’t know. Could the Creationists’ point of view be
more accurate than Darwin’s evolution ideas? Regardless of the answer, I submit Darwin’s views
only allow us to truly understand how vulnerable we are in our inability to perceive the real world
in its full wonder and color. In truth, we can approach reality only by making assumptions that are
altered, sometimes, to fit our conclusions. However, those assumptions must be dead on if we’re to
attain the absoluteness of whatever we’re looking for. For example, Darwin should not have
changed our view of God, per se, but rather allow us to emphasize that God works in mysterious
ways, and we have our faith, which is our keyhole that we look through.

Our perceptions can take us to mountain tops, valleys or dungeons, depending on how accurate we
are, but ultimately it’s our ability to use our God-given brains to lead us across more subtle paths. If
you think you’re brighter, smarter, more intelligent in perceiving things, let me extend the analogy of
perception a bit. I’m going to paraphrase the lake analogy of Peter D. Ouspensky to aid us in our
understanding of this point. Imagine two dimensional beings living on top of a lake. They can only
perceive length and width of the world. Now, imagine that I, a three dimensional creature living in
their two-dimension world, enter the lake feet first. At first, my two legs appear to these creatures as
two circles. Amazed at this intrusion, they take out their two-dimensional rulers and twodimensional Geiger Counters and they make measurements and write papers with their two79

dimensional pencils, as to what they perceive. To confuse matters for them, I crouch into the lake
and let the water reach my waistline. Now these two-dimensional creatures see the two circles
vanish in favor of one large circle representing my oversized belly. They once again take out their
two-dimensional rulers and two-dimensional Geiger Counters and develop new theories as to what
has just entered their world. Some of these two-dimensional beings say it’s a natural phenomenon,
and some predict Armageddon and flee to the coastline for their last stand. Others write fables.
These predictions will go on until maybe one bright scientist, let’s call him a two-dimensional
Einstein, says, “Wait everyone. Let’s not go crazy here. What we are witnessing is the effects of
another dimension. Let’s call it the third dimension.”

Simplistic as this is, it’s easy to fall in to the ‘know-it-all’ traps thinking what we hear, feel, or see
can be deciphered on the spot. We read, or perceive something, and we think we know what we are
talking about. We feel we have solved the phenomena from that evidence we just gathered, like
ESP, for example. Some of us ‘know’ what it is and, someone like myself, just guess … the truth
of it, I mean.

Something like Ouspensky’s lake analogy happened to a family member of ours. It’s unexplainable,
and I’m no Einstein, but it’s worthwhile mentioning here. Let’s keep him or her anonymous. We’ll
call this person Jack. Jack is an atheist. He believes there’s nothing out there after death. Jack, by
the way, is full of guidance. His most heady advice was “Do not argue with an idiot. He will drag
you down to his level and beat you with experience.”

In any event, prior to meeting Nana (I was 38 years old at the time, and she was 35 – oh, those
were the days), she lived in a modest house in New Jersey. By all accounts given by its occupants
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(that is Nana, her daughter and son) the house was haunted at one time. The toilet seat opened and
closed by itself, as did the kitchen cabinet doors, and the doors to the bedrooms. The doer of the
motion was believed to be a ghost – the previous owner of the house, a conductor of a train who
Nana called ‘Grandpa’. While working sometime during the early 20th Century, Grandpa was
decapitated while working on top of the train. It seems he forgot to duck when the train passed
through some tunnel on a daily route to wherever, and he lost his head over the misstep. However,
his spirit stayed in the house where he once lived, and enjoyed terrifying the current occupants,
which was Nana and her two children. Actually, Nana became quite friendly with Grandpa, but
Nana’s friends, meeting Grandpa for the first time, got a little unnerved. In fact, on one occasion
Nana yelled at him for scaring a friend of hers who was using the bathroom. As Nana recalls it,
Grandpa flipped the toilet seat up and down and her friend left in a hurry. While she was in the
kitchen reprimanding Grandpa for doing this, a loaf of bread came off the top of the refrigerator,
hovered in the middle of the room for a second or two, and then shot across the kitchen like a dart
before harmlessly falling to the floor. This is not the end of the story, but I guess Grandpa was
trying to tell her to stop yelling at him. I know how that feels.

Anyway, days later Jack, the atheist came over to work on Nana’s oil burner. She was upstairs at
the time while he was in the kitchen. As she was explaining the incident to him from upstairs, he
laughed ‘knowing’ such a happening was, at best, an illusion of some sort and, at worst, a joke he
wasn’t going to fall for. As he cackled in that same kitchen, another loaf of bread came off the
refrigerator and, like before, shot across the room, only this time it hit him in the chest and dropped
harmlessly to the floor. Jack hasn’t quite integrated what happened to him on that day, and to this
day he still is an atheist.
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Now, to the best of my knowledge this event is true, assuming I’m not being scammed by Nana
and Jack. Of course, this event, in and of itself, doesn’t prove the existence of anything except that
there’s something out there. Perhaps it’s another dimension that can or does affect this one, just like
in the lake analogy where a three-dimensional being can affect the two dimension world. As far as
this story is concerned, no one took a three-dimensional Geiger counters or slide rulers out, and
all I can do is rub my chin and wonder if Jack maybe saw the effects of a poltergeist, or ghost, or
whatever. He dismissed it and offers no opinions on the matter. I assume it has some spiritual or
scientific merit like, perhaps, a force in the 4th dimension affecting the third. Jack doesn’t think
about it, but I would love to know what it was.
&&&&&
It’s been said that truth, like beauty, is in the mind or eyes of the beholder. I guess it can be a little
daunting when someone calls something beautiful when we think it’s really ugly. It’s an ‘Ewww’
moment, like seeing a grumpy-looking blob fish up front and personal, and we hear ‘Oh, isn’t it
beautiful’? It’s a different disturbing when I hear someone adept at creating hypotheticals and
proving obscure points to disinterested listeners at a barbeque get-together. I say a different
disturbing because few people these days really care about hearing a philosophy of life based on
different experiences, or discussing facts that determine what Free Will is, or if civil disobedience
should be met with an electrical chair or a guillotine, or if civil disobedience is okay if it doesn't
impinge on anyone else's rights or freedoms, or whether Roe versus Wade should be repealed or
not. Most of the time I listen to these conversations and I’m sadden to know most of us haven’t
reasoned out these issues sufficiently, and are unable to discuss them to a logical conclusion. It’s
like ‘knowing’ that if a tree fell in the woods and no one was around, would it still make noise.
Dah! I say it would, because the air molecules still bump into each other making that noise, but
there’s plenty of people who would say ‘no’. For me, it’s in the definition of ‘sound’.
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But I won’t go there. The point is, we’re comfortable where we are, and if Joe Schmo is getting
executed Friday because he pushed his grandmother down the stairs we say, “Good. He deserves
it.” But we can’t offer an opinion on whether capital punishment is good or bad for the society. We
just believe Joe Schmo is not experiencing cruel and unusual punishment, and it’s an ‘eye-for-aneye’ and that’s all that matters. We’ll defend that position without giving any thoughtful reasons
why, or we’ll make up a reason on the spot in hopes we don’t sound ‘stupid’, or we might formulate
our rebuttals while we’re talking. In other words, you haven’t heard a word I’ve said.

We don’t read popular philosophers of prior centuries like Confucius or Plato or Aristotle or
Spinoza or Kent any more, mainly because their written opinions are not a leisurely read and we
simply don’t care enough to … ‘think’. We have become accustomed to simple words, or a simple
arrangement of words, where we don’t have to think. In our current information age, where
misinformation is sometimes embraced as truth, because it is more entertaining, books on
philosophy are not high on the list of things to read. Our minds have been trained to expect instant
satisfaction by the information we get from the internet or TV where they, the networks and
advertising companies, have determined long ago we can’t handle the truth unless it comes in 6
second spurts. Even our interaction with people while texting or game playing through cell phones,
tablets, Mac Pros or PCs are engineered for short spurts of entertainment. Oh, we may pull out
our Kindle and quote passages in “Fifty Shades of Grey” because it appeals to our baser instincts,
but try to find someone who has even heard of Peter Singer's book on Practical Ethics, or Ray
Monks’ numerous books on philosophers? Good luck on that one. Their quotes would never go
viral; that is, they are not listed as top views on Facebook or Youtube, so there’s no incentive to go
there. Our lives are too cluttered with inconsequential ‘other’ things.
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TOPIC: INSTANT GRATIFICATION, EE-YAW-KE, BOOKS, TV, and the MOVIES
I know, I know, life is tough, sometimes, and we don’t need to complicate it with … complicated
thoughts. However, from what I can tell just by observing you guys, we don’t seem to be interested
today in following any difficult path of enlightenment. We can just flip on our TVs and get instant
world news by a push of a button where a surprise greets us every so often, in between the
commercials, that is. Maybe it’s a train wreck, or a terrorist who’s running people down with a bus,
or worse. The movies we watch follow the path from script to screen and have only one structure. If
the inciting incident doesn’t appear within 10% of the story, the movie doesn’t get made.
Screenwriters fight a losing battle trying to offer their ‘yeah – but’ reasons why their stories don’t
follow the traditional plot structure.

Simply, we seek instant gratification because our attention spans demand it. We look for stories
that take us on quick emotional tours. Commercials are structured in prescribed sound bites, and
sitcoms have a structured formula and what are they called … that’s right, jokes. If you got one
with a set-up, delivery and reaction lines that can be delivered within 6 seconds, you should send it
in to your favorite sitcom. Maybe they’ll use it.

We live in a society today where pizza gets to your house before the police, and there’s nothing
slow about the police. It’s just the way society is these days. We want quick responses and if we
don’t get it, we complain to the people who can give it to us. We’re willing to pay for it, and it’s the
opium that drives us all.
&&&&&
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Some of my greatest life-changing moments have been through books and television. In fact,
television was my major source of inspiration at an early age. I don’t know what I’m about to say is
good, but TV has provided me with endless enjoyment, factual or made-up to the point that today
I’m old enough to believe in anything, or disbelieve everything. To quote my own home page, “I’m
usually hopeful enough to listen to anything that sounds promising. In my gullible travels I’ve
gained and lost fortunes if you tally my bank accounts over the years, but I’ve also amassed great
treasures of the heart. I want to believe in things that are dear to me, like everyone will eventually
go to Heaven, and the Oscillating Big Bang Theory is God's way of doing things.”But in the end,
reality is what it is, regardless of what I believe.”

Maybe I’m dancing around a bit on the issue of instant gratification. That’s probably because I am
an old fuddy-duddy. Try to understand, though. My adolescence came at a time when most of my
decisions were made by flipping a coin or going eeny-meeny-miney-mo. How charming it was
when most of my mistakes were washed away simply by saying ‘Do over’ or ‘uncle’. I’m dating
myself, of course, but my hand-me downs to you are simple. I only have one, really. If you’re
looking for me and don’t know where I am, just yell out, “EE-YAW-KEE”. That’s how I found
people way back when whether in a store or a crowded place of business. I got that routine from
the ‘Lassie’ TV series when Tim was looking for Lassie, who would come running whenever he
heard, ‘EE-YAW-KEE’. Yeah, it seemed to be a simpler time back then, when I didn’t give two
thoughts about how information was given to me. The my age of innocence was rocked hard by a
group of assassinations that began with JFK. I became philosophical about the world I lived in,
much in the same way a high school football player reflects about the meaning of life after losing a
championship game.
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I don’t think my desire to write was born from the events of the 60's, though. That desire came a
decade early with a single event, a subtle touch of fate, the memory of which is like twisting a
kaleidoscope that jumbles things a bit before coming into focus. It happened in 5th grade when I
entered my first writing contest. It wasn't as if we had a choice. I had to read a book, a novel, and
write a one-page synopsis, which would be our writing sample for the contest. The student who
wrote the best summary would win, of course. I can’t remember what novel I read. I just remember
the feeling of self-discovery and the wonderful emotions the story provoked. It was an epiphany for
a boy who suddenly realized what the power of words could do to the core of a person’s soul.
When I tried to capture some of those magical feelings on paper, I felt lost, powerless to express
any of it. That's when I discovered the flap - that brief outline from the publisher whose beautiful
words perfectly captured the emotions and the essence of the story. For a boy trying desperately to
rise from the sleepy world of his imagination, I did a despicable thing. I used the flap in writing the
synopsis, paraphrasing as best as a fifth grader could, and submitted the paper into the contest. As
fate would have it, I won the competition. I was embarrassed, humbled at receiving an award I
didn't deserve, and I promised myself that day to learn how to write and put my feelings on paper
so I would never have to rely on anyone again on how to express myself. That was the beginning
where that little flame began burning, and I learned later it was called passion.

Getting back to the inspiration we receive from movies, a few of my life changing moments came
when watching Les Miserable, Twelve Angry Men, I Accuse, and Inherent the Wind. I can honestly
say those movies had as much influence on me as my grammar school teachers had. Same holds
true in later years with One Flew Over the Coo Coo’s Nest and Dead Poet’s Society. All of the
movies had a theme where people searched for truth and found a glimmer of hope for humanity in
that search. The hero’s search for acceptance led me to those magical moments where I just
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marveled over the fact that one person can make a difference in this crazy world. I used those
movies as inspiration on occasion. Recently, when my granddaughter was practicing to play the
piano, and when I was randomly hitting keys, she said to me “Oh, you can play the piano.” Of
course, I couldn’t, but I remembered what Randle McMurphy said (played by Jack Nocholson in
One Flew Over the Coo Coo’s Nest) to his cronies in the hospital when he couldn’t perform the
impossible feat of lifting a sink off its hinges, “At least I tried” or something to that effect, he said.
So I didn’t waste a second and replied to my granddaughter, “I don’t know. I never tried.” She
laughed, actually. She thought it was funny because she knew how much practice playing the piano
required, and no one can go up to a keyboard and just play, unless you’re a savant, of course.

Anyway, aside from Nicholson’s great acting ability, that’s the one scene that enamored me to the
film. Trying is the most important aspect of doing. If you can’t do it, there’s no reason why you
shouldn’t try. If it requires a lot of practice, then know that, and do it if you have the passion.
There’s nothing more anyone can ask of you, and if you fail, so be it. At least you tried.
&&&&&&
I received much direction in life when a poor man stole silverware, but was given a second chance
when a priest cared more about the man’s soul than he did of money in Les Miserable. I remember
crying over how one man personified justice and stood against eleven others who were too busy to
give a minority the benefit of the doubt in 12 Angry Men. I got chills when I finally understood
how the ‘power of the pen’ could shake the foundation of people’s prejudices and laziness, and
bullying tactics in I Accuse. And I was certainly stirred when the idea that science and religion
can co-exist peacefully when Spencer Tracey smacked the Bible with ‘Origen of the Species’ at
the end of Inherit the Wind. These movies helped me understand that I needed to have well defined
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philosophies of life, and that I could make a difference in this world even if I’m the wackiest kind
of guy, like that McMurphy character was in One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest.

I’m not minimizing the difficulty of having a philosophical mind in a world where conformity rules
the day, and thinking for yourself hardly ever results in a good experience. It’s a way of life most of
us follow, being ‘politically correct’ that is. It can be irritating, but sometimes it’s easier to believe
truth is relative and that it has little meaning in the long run, and should only be hoisted on the
backs of philosophers as they carry an idea to the courts, or the classroom. We certainly don’t want
to listen to it while we’re watching a football game or our favorite sitcom. We might get a little
intellectual juice by watching FOX news or CNN or MSNBC, but that’s only to satisfy our muse to
stay in the loop of things, not to change things.

And we might even believe in George Costanza’s philosophy that “It’s not a lie if you believe it.”
Or when Sheldon Cooper (The Big Bang Theory sitcom) insists he knows what he was talking
about: “Howard, you know me to be a very smart man. Don’t you think that if I were wrong, I’d
know it?” We laugh at these quips because in our own’ Bizarro World’ these quotes have a tinge of
truth to it, unless the humor has nothing to do with life. I like, for example, Sheldon’s take on the
rules of Rock-Paper-Scissors: “Scissors cuts paper, paper covers rock, rock crushes lizard, lizard
poisons Spock, Spock smashes scissors, scissors decapitates lizard, lizard eats paper, paper
disproves Spock, Spock vaporizes rock,” and as it always has, “rock crushes scissors.” Now, this
statement by Sheldon has no meaning in life, but it is just funny, and makes me laugh. And
sometimes they give us a little psychology or philosophy on how to live a better life, like All in the
Family and Mash did way back when.
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They do it subtly, these days, and maybe the writers of these shows don’t even realize that they are
making our lives a little less complicated by making us laugh

TOPIC: PACIFISM HAS ITS ADVANTAGES
There are many philosophers in life who have guided our spirits to wonderful heights. Jesus Christ
was one of them, and was probably the best, and is worth mentioning. His wonderful philosophy of
living has roots in a pacifist way of life. In a world where the ‘survival of the fittest’ and ‘might
makes right’ are the brutal ways we go to the head of the line in the animal kingdom, turning the
other cheek, caution for casting the first stone, living like a child, are all human qualities driven by
a person who provides us with poignant, beautiful reasons to live life without harming another soul
regardless if they differ from us in race or beliefs or economic status. These pacifist views were
given to us during at a time when the tools of violence progressed from hands and feet, to sticks
and stones, and then to knives and swords. His words ring true a millennia-and-a-half later when
society progressed to handguns and rifles, and bombs and hand-grenades to prove a point. But no
one anticipated the destructive power that science would bring in the 20 th century. In the past 100
years we have gained more sophisticated ways of killing ourselves, and less philosophy on why we
shouldn’t.

Drawing first blood has prevailed over loving our enemies, a human trait that satisfies a very
mysterious but primal instinct in our psyches. Sometimes, our animal instincts triumph over the
more benign attributes of our nature. We only have to look to World War II and see that the pacifist
point of view crumbled under a tyrant who was Hell bent on committing genocide for the purpose
of making an Aryan Master Race, as well as rooting out people and principles that were
…‘different’.
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During this time we also had ‘good’ people show us a more exemplary way of how to live. Two
philosophers come to mind. First was Khalil Gibran, who was born 1883. Although he lived in the
U. S. as a young man, in the Arab world he was considered a literary and political rebel. In my
reading circle he’s best known for “The Prophet”, and is an early example of inspirational fiction.
He divides the topics of his book into many categories such as, love, marriage, children, laws,
freedom, good and evil, etc. He’s an inspiration beyond measure.

But possibly the greatest pacifist of the modern era is Mahatma Gandhi. Both believed in the
teachings of Jesus Christ, but since Kahlil died before WWII we couldn’t tap into his wisdom of
how one puts down a dictator like Hitler. But Mahatma Gandhi was alive and, sad to say, I believe
his philosophies proved irrational under the weight of new tools of violence. Today, his Satyagraha
strategy, which literally means “truth force”, was a philosophy of living a peaceful and nonviolent
yet proactive life. Gandhi tried to exercise Christ’s pacifist ways of the first millennia during the
rise of Hitler in the second millennia. Turning the other cheek is an example. Yet, I don’t think he
truly calculated, or integrated, or appreciated the human capacity of doing obscene cruelty to other
humans at the time. I just can’t imagine anyone living during mid-20th century, when 15 million
defenseless people were killed during the holocaust and other genocidal events, would suggest that
collective suicide might be the answer to such mayhem? But that’s what he suggested as an answer.
to the holocaust. In this case, I think he was wrong. Can we follow a pacifist life under such
circumstances? Maybe a better question is, can we live a harmonious life while fighting an idiot
who kills millions of people in gas chambers, or a whole city with chemical weapons. I believe we
can, but we first need to re-define our principles by asking ‘how does our truth change in moments
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of crises, like the Holocaust?’ Killing a handful of people to save millions from slaughter might be
a justifiable conviction to have. Shouldn’t we adjust our philosophies during such times?
&&&&&&
Like I mentioned before, I usually think about something first, then I speak to it, and then I finally
act on those thoughts or words. That’s the natural order of things for everyone, I think. So, not
having a Gandhi or Christ to lead me in the 21st Century, where sticks, swords and stones have been
replaced with rocket launchers and weapons of mass destruction, I must train my mind to find
philosophies that I can soulfully follow when dire situations arise. I would hope those philosophies
would be acceptable to my heroes of my philosophical past and that they would profess the same
actions as I under the circumstances. So, I’ll continue my quest to find and develop a philosophy of
living that allows me to live harmoniously with my fellow human beings and nature, regardless of
the conflicts put in my path today. I must guide my decision to make sure it adheres to the
fundamental spirit behind not wanting to harm life, liberties, and the pursuit of happiness for all. A
tough assignment, indeed.
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CHAPTER FOUR

TOPIC: TO BE HUMAN IS TO FEEL INFERIOR
Growing old is not for sissies. That’s a pearl of wisdom I got from my late father-in-law. As much
as that statement is becoming meaningful to me as I get older, I have to admit, the older I get it’s
not so much about the aches and pains, but it’s more about how perplexed I get concerning the
behavior of my fellow human beings. I don’t know if I’m becoming more inflexible, or whether
human beings are becoming more insensitive to others, especially when they use God in defense for
their actions. Our need to be right is an overpowering psychological force sometimes driven by the
need for success or superiority. Alfred Adler, a famous psychologist at the beginning of the 20th
century, made things very clear to me as far as my own frailties and vulnerabilities are concerned.
He primarily said we drive for success or superiority based on feelings of inferiority or weakness.
In fact, when he was asked to sum-up his study on human nature in one sentence by a reporter
interviewing him, he simply said, “To be human is to feel inferior.”[3]

To be human is to be so many other things, of course, but this statement rings so true, doesn’t it?
Have you ever felt odd, or out of place, or that you didn’t belong due to some kind of weirdness
you think you have. I don’t want to negatively project here, but I do remember there were times in
my life that I was swallowed up in self-pity and anxiety and had a hard time functioning because I
was driven by these god-awful feelings of inadequacy. This drive for success based on feelings of
weakness was made even more apparent when I gave my first presentation to a large group at
AT&T. I was asked to put together a presentation for my boss, and I did so by getting feedback
from the experts in the field. I wrote the index plan presentation and I gave it to my boss to present.
He was a switch person, so it made more sense for him to give the presentation since my
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background was more towards the carrier end of the business. He reviewed it, like it, and was
happy with its contents in that I seemed to have covered all the important points from those experts
in the field. I expected him to go and give the presentation like he said, and I would stay behind,
but when the time came to give it, my boss was called away by our Vice President to do other
business. So, I had to go to Atlanta and give the presentation myself. I remember being so
intimidated because I felt these people in the audience had more experience than I did. In fact, most
of them were the gurus that I interviewed to get the presentation together in the first place. I felt
they knew the topics better than I did. I was so nervous that I had diarrhea days before the meeting.
And when it was time to give the presentation, I was visibly shaken while I stood up there in front
of them, or at least I thought I was shaking. I had put aside a full day for this presentation, but I
gave it with seemingly no hitches, and no one asked questions, and it was over by11A.M. We went
to lunch and I privately asked a friend of mine why no one asked any questions. He told me
because I intimidated them.

Now, I know how I felt, and for me to learn that I conveyed an attitude that intimidated them
opened my eyes to something new in me. What a revelation that was! In my drive to be successful,
I subconsciously forced an attitude of superiority on them, the opposite of what I was feeling. I
wonder what Adler would have to say about that. He probably would’ve said my aggressive drive
was me striving for superiority.

There were other times in my life I remember feeling anxious to the point where I had an anxiety
attack, or thought I should have one more drink to ‘feel’ better about myself. But I never gave it
much thought; or rather I didn’t want to advertise it to anyone because I thought something was
wrong with me, and I didn’t want the rest of the world know what was going on inside me, until I
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read Alfred Adler, that is. I began reading more of him to find out what he meant behind the words
“To be human is to feel inferior”. He described it in visual terms. He basically said, imagined your
first experience in life when your mother gave birth to you. Here you are, coming out of the birth
canal, and what’s the first thing that happens? This big monster in a white coat slaps you on the ass
and it hurts like hell, and you cry like the Dickens.

It’s something to think about. I get smacked by a giant, and I have to live with giants just like him
all my life while growing up, and some of them are women, and I’m told they are the weaker sex
and not to fear them as much as men. I spend the rest of my life trying to overcome this feeling of
inadequacy that first giant gave me when I first entered his world. From that experience I never
quite feel that I fit in, and I must try and steady my emotional ship with the help of the functional
people I live with, and god-forbid if they are not functional. In the beginning my whole world was
filled with these giants, some of whom seemed irritated that I’m competing for the same oxygen as
them.
&&&&&&
One of those awakening moments in my life was when I yelled at one of you for doing something
wrong and you cried, mainly because you were five years old and you never heard me yell at you
before. I was surprised by this. For me, that was a lesson of why I wanted to be consistent with
disciplining you, but it also led me to understand how vulnerable you were. Luckily you were a
good girl so there wasn’t much yelling. In fact, I can count the times I yelled at you on one hand.
But I have to say since I was a child I kind of lost my way in the sense of knowing or remembering
how it was for me back then when I was your age. I have a deeper understanding now of what Adler
was saying about children who will compensate for inferiority feelings by doing inappropriate
things. Nana constantly reminds me that this explains my behavior to a ‘T’ (lol).
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Anyway, I might be over thinking this, but maybe her parents and I, and all her adults in her life,
do stand there like beacons, her fist line of defense against this great, big world of chaos, right? In
this respect her physical and intellectual deficiencies probably incite feelings of inferiority and she
develops an unconscious, uncompromising and a confusing drive to be independent from us which
generates this feeling of not ever being quite good enough to meet the challenges or demands of
that by herself. Think of that boy in Plato’s cave, for example. His mother died and he was cast out
into the world with no champion to guide him along. It’s no wonder he ran back into the cellar for
the comfort of the world he only knew.

Not to belabor the point, but this feeling of dependency on the adults probably accounts for a lot of
rebellion in you and me, even to this day. I can only imagine what you will feel when you find out
your parents aren’t the gods you thought they were while growing up. Somewhere along the line
you became disenchanted with them and the world in general, perhaps. If you were brought up in a
functional environment, you get over this feeling rather quickly, or it doesn’t affect you in a
negative way like it does some kids who must put up with bickering parents who eventually divorce.

Perhaps some of your friends in school might be brought up in a dysfunctional environment where
they don’t have a positive direction from anyone at home. They might retreat to their respective
dungeons, wherever that is in their psyche, or maybe they end up in our prisons whose tenants have
not dealt with their feelings very well. They must be hurting people who know what Adler meant
when he said “To be human is to feel inferior.” So, if you’re at school, or at work, be a friend to
someone who looks lost, or needs help. If they talk nasty to you, know that it comes from the dark
dungeon in their soul, and tell them they look nice today. If they can’t help themselves, then they’ll
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need to know that there are people in this world that can help them. Pay if forward, so to speak.
Maybe they are wearing a nice dress, or shoes. Tell them that.
&&&&&&
Now, according to Adler, if your caregivers showed you love and security and took the time to
cater to your wants unconditionally, and appropriately deprived your cravings when you were being
unreasonable, but gave rational and consistent discipline, then you probably set goals that are
reasonable, and are not driven by a more primal, dysfunctional psychology that he says is in us all.

One of you might ask me to build a track for Thomas-the-Train, or to play hide-and-seek during a
time when I have my hands full and can’t drop what I’m doing. You might be at the age where you
assimilate a “wait a minute, I’m busy” answer and internalize it as a rejection and, for a period of
time, you might give me a ‘cold shoulder’ attitude as payment for my inattention. If I yell at you to
do something or act in a certain way, and you do it out of fear, or you hear me yell at Nana when I
want something, and she gives me what I’m looking for, you learn that yelling is a way to get what
you want. You don’t know how to respond when you see poor behavior in others, except to mimic
them, especially if you see that behavior gets the desired results. However, your behavior also
promotes negative feelings in you that are hard to explain. You intuitively know that it’s wrong. It
must be very confusing when I scold you for the very actions you are mimicking in me. My guess
is you search for a way to remove those lumps in the throat or stomach, or those negative feelings
you can’t explain. Maybe you see that I yield the cold shoulder when you perceive that I’m angry
or sad. So, it’s not surprising that you ignore me while you color or work on your computer.

I guess what bothers me the most is when you just retreat into an emotional black hole, and when I
ask you ‘what’s the matter’ or ‘what are you feeling’, you don’t answer at all because … well, my
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guess is you don’t know what the matter is. So, let me say this just once. It’s okay to say, “I don’t
know what I’m feeling” and we’ll leave it at that.

On the brighter side, let me say to all of you that you’re loved by all of your caregivers, and I hope
you sense that because I want you to sense calm and peace and … harmony.

I’m not the perfect human being. I’m hampered by self-defense mechanisms, as much as the next
guy, and I have special interests, anger, negative projection, and a dozen other things that limit my
capacity to achieve the truth about myself and nature, but I must try to overshadow my tendencies
to dominate others (i.e. to be superior), and not be so competitive. So, I will try to seek the
answers, as you will too. After all, this is a personal journey we’re taking, not a dictatorial one.

TOPIC: IMPORTANT STUFF VERSUS THE TRIVIAL
The fact I like vanilla ice cream better than chocolate ice cream is a trivial matter in my life and has
little to no meaning or value as to who I am as a person. Normally, you’re not defined by your likes
and dislikes. However, my late Mother-in-law loved chocolate and whenever that flavor comes up
in conversation, so does her name. If anyone could be defined by a flavor it was her. Yet my beliefs
about things like gun control, abortion, and capital punishment do have substantive meaning, and
should carry more weight in defining who I am as a person, or it should at least. So why is it I tend
to avoid discussing the bigger issues in life with anyone? I think it is because, generally speaking,
people don’t want to get deep in conversation about such matters since these topics have a tendency
to create disharmony. My dispute over what ice cream I like is non-existent, and has no bearing on any
aspect of my character or personality. I guess, that’s why people say you shouldn’t get into discussions
about religion or politics, because they do matter to some people. Until recently I used to think it was
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okay to discuss the Patriots versus any other football team, but not anymore, not if I don’t want to be
labeled as a ‘cheater’. In any event, I guess that’s why most of our conversational lives surround the
trivial, which is not necessarily bad since we know we can’t get into too much trouble talking about
the weather. Actually, knowing the trivial wants and desires of our loved ones can be helpful on
birthdays, Valentine’s Day and the like.

However, since I learned a long time ago that discussing politics, abortion or religion with family
or good friends can have collateral fallout issues such as bruised egos, or misunderstandings that
don’t get every get resolved, I don’t raise such issues any more. I’ve become ‘humphed’ because
I’m a conservative and my liberal friends, or liberal family members, take my opinions as personal
attacks on their belief structures. I have a catholic friend who refuses to talk about religion with me
because he thinks I’m just putting him down for his beliefs when all I’m looking for is a stimulating
conversation. I won’t talk about politics with my brother-in-law because he hates the Republican
Party, although I think he’s more of a conservative than I am. I won’t discuss anything bad about
Obama with a family member, although I tried recently. I got myself in trouble with her, actually,
because I thought I was being funny when I said that President Obama, when he visited Disney
World, was excited to see Mickey Mouse because it was nice to meet a world leader who had
bigger ears than him. She got extremely insulted and remained angry with me for weeks, even
when I told her I was quoting a joke the president made on himself.

So, I structure my life by knowing who I should kibitz with about recipes, or sports, or the weather,
and who will be interested in my opinions about abortion or capital punishment. I’d be inclined to
guess that over 95% of the time I talk about the inconsequential details of my life. If I’ve learned
anything in life it’s that I shouldn’t be defensive when people disagree with me on unimportant
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matters else they won’t come back and talk to me about important issues like, who the best team in
baseball. Well, the Red Sox, of course. So, my advice to you is find friends who are willing to
discuss important matters in life without getting their ego’s bruised when you disagree with them.
&&&&&
Now, granted, I may be such a liberal that I believe killing anyone, anywhere, or under any
circumstance is wrong, and I hold my head high because I have such a great absolute truth ideal.
But, then someone abducts one of you, in your home while you’re asleep, and my philosophies are
tested to a possible breaking point. What do I do when today’s events expose vulnerabilities or a
nerve that tests my absolutes beyond yesterday’s comprehension?

I punt, that’s what I do. I give up the ghost. Or, I might simply add a new exception to an ‘ultimate
truth’ because I don’t want my beliefs to be so inflexible that my moment of truth fractures the
philosophical mind? Fortunately, our society allows for these types of transitions, and I guess I
must allow others a platform to debate exclusions I don’t embrace. ‘Temporary Insanity’ is a
common ‘out’ that people use when they do something that is deemed as unworthy of human
behavior. But, hopefully, my integrity won’t suffer because I leave open an intellectual door that
could allow for exclusions not yet defined. However, beware. All too often a debate on ethics can
become an exercise of semantics, or rhetorical smoke and mirrors, where the weaker point of view
wins the day. I can’t assume logic will prevail, so I must keep my ultimate truths close to me, like
killing another human being IS wrong. And that’s realizing that, although this is a worthy standard
to live by, it cannot be sanctioned under all circumstances, yet the effort to attain that end is a
worthy path to take. Case in point, if I live in a State that allows it, I can vote for politicians who
don’t want it. I might even take up the flag and advertise for him. Or I can write my congress
people and tell them a few facts that I’ve learned along the way like, for example, that 2% of the
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counties in the United States perform all the death sentences in the country. Hmm. Actually, that’s
an interesting tidbit worth exploring.

TOPIC: ON CAPITAL PUNISHMENT
On December 20th, 2013, the New York Times reported in an article that most states in the U. S.
recognize that “the death penalty is arbitrary, racially biased and prone to catastrophic error.” Now,
I suppose that could be the beginning and end of someone’s philosophical mental exercise on the
matter, but there’s not a word in that statement about the morality of capital punishment, even if it
was done un-arbitrarily, unbiased and with precision. I have to believe there is some cerebral
jostling on the matter in most Legislative State Governments considering “All 80 death sentences
(in 2013) came from only about 2 percent of counties in the entire country, and all 39 executions
took place in about 1 percent of all counties (more than half occurred in Texas and Florida) and…
85% of all counties have not had a single execution in more than 45 years.”[4]

Implied in that statement is that most Americans, or the judicial systems that protect them, don’t
believe that capital punishment is a deterrent to crime and/or they believe that having State
sanctions in killing other people is wrong. I cannot believe the Eighth Amendment’s “cruel and
unusual punishment” is a tit-for-tat principle that is applied when the crime is also ‘cruel and
unusual’. Granted, our process of justice is, in part, supposed to protect us from criminals who have
such harm on their minds, but life imprisonment without hope of parole would suffice in matters of
murder, etc., although it would cost us more money to do so (e.g., the state of California has
estimated that it spends at least $50,000 per year to keep an inmate in prison.) Maybe capital
punishment laws should be at the Federal level. I don’t know, but it does lead me to ask the
rhetorical question; what price should we pay for such a high standard?
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It seems we are reluctant to pay a high price for such standards. It seems easier to just throw in
another exception in our laws. Of course, the more exceptions we have, the less of an honorable
standard it becomes. Killing in war, for example, is also condoned, although we do have avenues
where true believers to the standard that killing is wrong can hold their ground on principle. A
Conscientious Objector exercises his First Amendment rights until he’s heard in court, or is that
person may be incarcerated because the prevailing mood of the majority won’t tolerate living such
a high-level philosophy in time of war. That’s what happened to Cassius Clay back in 1967 when
he was stripped of his boxing license (if you don’t know who Cassius Clay is, google him). I got
this feeling that people like Spike Lee would think I’m a little disingenuous when I say Cassius
taught me a big lesson in life, especially since most of us ‘white folk’ bad mouthed him back in
the ‘60s because he was a cocky black man telling the white guy that they were subordinate to
him. I got to tell you though; he was the best boxer I ever witnessed in my life. He was ‘the
greatest’, and he knew it. And that’s what he told people with elegant poetry recitals. I made a ton
of money off of him because people just never saw his showmanship. The biggest thing he taught
me was to think about the hard questions surrounding the important issues. Like was killing
another human being wrong? He didn’t pull any punches on how he felt about that when it came
to war. I don’t know what his views were on abortion or capital punishment, but if I had to take a
guess, he was pro life and against the death penalty, period.
&&&&&&
I’ve heard it said that war does not determine who is right – only who is left. Our ability to kill in
great quantities today is enhanced with current technology, and this statement probably has more
meaning today than it did 100 years ago. So, I guess at present I take my hat off to that
Conscientious Objector who stands up for his beliefs because in some small way he stands up for
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all of us. He may even win his case in court. However, one would have to believe, or would want
to believe, that this person who refuses to carry a rifle in time of war would also be repelled by any
activity that consciously takes the life of another, whether it be capital punishment or abortion.

No matter what our leanings are on trivial or important issues, we do preoccupy ourselves with
being right sometimes, or having an opinion that’s better than anyone else’s. Have you ever met
someone where it was more important to be right than to be happy, or kind? Have you ever planned
a rebuttal in the middle of conversation and interrupted a person before they had finished with their
point of view? I pray you will be careful to have a philosophy of life that has merit and can speak
to their virtues without an ego that demands that you get your point of view across regardless of the
opinion of others.

Of course, on trivial matters this doesn’t matter too much. Still, it’s better to listen than speak since
your truth may be an evolving principle that is revised based on the changes that are taking place in
our society, or in you. At times we are the teacher, and there is a time when we are the student.
We are both teacher and student at the same time as well, so my suggestion to you is that you do
not hold onto any point blindly or rigidly, and be willing to accept contrary points of view, not to
embrace them as your own, but to know what else is being touted as ‘truth’ in this world, and in
defending yours, and knowing theirs, you’ll develop a stronger voice for your ideas. Yes, you may
jump into the thick of it when you hear about a person who gets 25 years in jail for stealing a donut
because their recent thievery fell under the ‘three strikes and you’re out’ law. We should stand up
and come to this person’s defense even though we fought hard for the passage of the law based on
another set of probabilities? And yes, we should speak up or complain about the double jeopardy
law when new DNA evidence arrives a year too late? And we should be indignant when promotions
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are based on seniority, or support the idea that preferential treatment for minorities is not the only
way to overcome centuries of discrimination? And I ask, do I stop a man for stealing a loaf of bread
because his children are hungry? Do I keep my 5-year old daughter from a bridal party because I
don’t like the choice of dress my cousin picked out for her? Or do I spend most of the time
complaining about things like Forrest Gump winning best picture over Shawshank Redemption?

Admittedly, I’m being somewhat spineless when I limit my important principles to penning my
musings on paper to my grandchildren like I’m doing now. Yes, I know I live in America, and I can
take my issues to court and be heard, or I can peacefully demonstrate and take part in a changing
society. Hey, I grew up in the ‘60s – I know how it’s done. But I guess I’m lazy. I just speak my
thoughts to those who are willing to listen. I try to live by principles, but it’s not easy, sometimes. I
mean, cut me off on Route 78, and you’ll see how unruly I can get. But people are nice, generally
speaking, especially when driving on the road during rush hour. I confessed to Nana one time that
people during rush hour are so friendly. “They are not waving ‘Hello’ to you,” Nana told me.
“They’re giving you the finger because you are going 20 miles an hour.” Oh, well. I guess to be
human also means I must seek an understanding about human nature on these smaller matters. How
would I act, for example, if I got stuck driving behind someone who was going 20 miles per hour in
a 35 mile an hour zone?

Still, if I dig deeper I could find some answers on how I would behave during unruly situations.
For example, I might find myself at the end of a pistol being robbed, and I can imagine that. What
would I do? I must choose between attach or surrender in a matter of seconds. The choice I make
might be staunchly opposite to my beliefs that found its way into my heart under less trying
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circumstances. Still, knowing my philosophy, or should I say ‘fillossofee’, on such matters will
help me in extremely stressful situations when I must stand up and be counted.

Just so you know, I don’t believe there should capital punishment anywhere; yes in wars, under
certain cases where stopping the enemy will stop the killing of others; no in self-defense – we
should aim to maim not to kill (if I kill because I’m a lousy shot, then I can’t do anything about
that), and no to abortions, yet we must determine when life begins – at conception, or sometime
thereafter? Therefore, I think I’m pro-choice with limitations, and pro-life with exceptions. That’s
almost a quote from the late Senator from Virginia, John Warner who died in 2009.

As a side point, I ask you, once we understood the devastating power of the ‘atomic bomb’ after it
was dropped on Hiroshima, was it ‘right’ to drop the second bomb on Nagasaki? I leave that as a
topic for you guys to think about to the point where you’ll, at least, be able to defend your position.
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CHAPTER FIVE

TOPIC: IS IT God OR god
There are three things that I know in life and everything else are assumptions. The first thing I
‘know’ is that when I ‘assume’ I’m wrong half the time. The second thing I know in life is that
there is no Hell (more on that, later if I hadn’t beaten that to death yet). And the third thing I know
is that there will be something or someone out there who meets me when I die. You can call it
(Him) a Higher Power, Deity, Word, Jesus, Ramtha or … God. Actually, I suppose that
‘something’ could be an emissary for Him, but for the sake of keeping us out of the world of
semantics, let’s just refer to that ‘something’ as God.

I can’t possibly offer anything new on this topic, yet here I am spouting off anyway. We haven’t
talked about God that much and I felt at least I should do this. But know that everything I say here
is in the form of assumptions. I don’t belong to any structured religion these days, or have any
leanings on way of the other, so I’m not going to push too hard. All I can say is that I don’t think
of Him the same way most religious people do. I’ve never seen Him, but I know He’s there. I’ve
never spoke to him, yet I speak to Him as if He is there. I feel guilty when I promise Him I’ll do
something and then I go back on that promise. He’s like a friend who everyone likes, but I think
most people fear Him. I’ve had this feeling for a long time that someone or something up there is
helping me, and it could very well be one of those emissaries I mentioned. I also have the strong
‘feeling’ that once I finish the edits of this book that I will be leaving you all and joining Him or
those emissaries who will help me prepare for my next adventure.
&&&&&&
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I promised myself when I started this project I would NOT have the topic of God because I thought
it pretty pretentious, even offensive, to promote my view of whom a Deity is or, more to the point,
what He is. None of us have any inside knowledge, except to quote the Bible or Koran or some
religious text, as if that is meaningful somehow. I mean, I feel it’s so pompous to talk about a
Higher Power thinking I have something new to offer, but I don’t, just my thoughts on the topic,
based on assumptions, which I thought you might like to hear, or read. There’s a fifty percent
chance that you might learn something meaningful.

I touched upon the topic of a deity in Chapter One, where I described how it was growing up
Catholic, but that was more of an attempt to give you a little bio on myself. Here, the focus is on
an intellectual pursuit of a Higher Entity than us. What I was being taught in school was that God
was vengeful, ruthless, a forever monitoring God who possessed negative attributes, yet He was
loving, merciful and gentle as can be. He knew all things, and let all things happen, both good and
bad, because we have Free Will, which is almost as hard to understand as the Trinity itself. He is a
he, but He loved women, and the word ‘He’, when referring to Him, should always be capitalized. I
carry that rule even today as you notice. If I violate it, it’s because it’s a typo mistake, or I just
simply forgot. He is white. And He has long hair. He wore sandals when He was down here on
earth as Jesus Christ, and His Father was the Council of Nicea’s definition of the first person of the
Holy Trinity, which is a Catholic idea adopted by many denominations since it was first conceived
at the council of Nicea in 325 AD. The Father, according to the Bible and tradition, is a bit of an
authoritarian. I equate the Father with Allah, Jehovah, Yahweh, Brahman, or the less Heavenly Aa
in the Sumerian hierarchy of deities. Elohim is a name used in the bible for God and He was a bit
more loving than Jehovah or Yahweh, who was also mentioned in the book of Genesis as God. He
has sort of a split personality, if you ask me, the way they wrote about him in the Bible. I don’t want
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to be disrespectful, so I’ll stop there. I’m just confused, as far as how the bible presents Him, and
they way I was taught about Him.

Anyway, as I started to say, it was hard writing this chapter. I started and stopped several times
because I was getting repetitious, or pedantic. I mean, the concept of God is like the concept of the
Uncertainty Principle. As soon as I think I know, something new comes into my life that throws
confusion into the mix and ten new questions pop up. If I can be spoon-fed anything in this
cognitive universe it would be wisdom, which transcends knowledge. And I pray to God for a little
wisdom here as I write this. I’m not talking about the kind of wisdom Robert, my grandson, had
when he was 9 years old. He said that I should never let my dog watch my food without
supervision. Make one mistake like that and you’ll never make it again. Although good advice,
that’s not what I’m really talking about here. It’s more like following Maurice Switzer’s advice: “It
is better to remain silent at the risk of being thought a fool, than to talk and remove all doubt of it.”
That’s the kind of wisdom that has always been a work-in-progress for me. I step into it and stub
my toe when I should’ve just stayed put.
&&&&&&
I once thought that if I found a Higher Power it would change me for the better somehow, not
make me doubt so much, or lead me to bite my fingernails to the flesh and beyond. And I guess I
was lucky in my youth to pick up on the incongruous details of a loving, vengeful God whether he
was labeled as Yahweh or Elohim or Jesus Christ, and I began to question the validity of His
anger, especially when He did things like wiping out the inhabitants of an entire town in a flood
(and escorting them to Hell, presumably).Yet, He was also a loving God who showed compassion
for a repentant sinner and saved him from the depths of Hades just for having an examination of
conscience at the last seconds of his life (e.g., the repentant thief at Christ’s crucifixion, for
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example.) I can almost hear the voices of those drowning outside Noah’s Ark yelling, “Forgive me,
Lord, for I have sinned.” Why didn’t God forgive them for their sins? He wasn’t bound by an
‘Inciting Incident’, or the ‘New Beginning’ or “The Point of No Return” as is required in a dramatic
screenplay. Or maybe He did forgive them. The Bible is not very clear about that. However, the
Bible is filled with wonderful messages, the New Testament in particular, but it is not very clear as
it pertains to defining God.

At one time or another, or maybe constantly, we have all pondered about a Supreme Being and
from what I can tell most of us have concluded that there is only one. The Trinity aside (too much
of a mystery there), I think it’s important we ponder the existence of the Devine and make it a
cerebral journey rather than a dogmatic one.

I’ll begin by saying I could take a path of least resistance and adopt a Blaise Pascal attitude (16231662) about a Deity. He proposed a pragmatic approach for believing in one, arguing that the
potential benefits of believing in God are so great that being a believer, even if the assumption of
God’s existence is unlikely, is a rational thing to do. He says the risk in believing is small while the
rewards are great, so why not believe.

I guess those Coptic Christians in Egypt, who saw their comrades get beheaded in Libya in 2015,
might disagree, but let’s go under the assumption that nothing is to be gained or lost if one does
believe in God, even if the atheists were right all along. Of course, if there is a God, and one does
not believe, one stands the great chance of losing his soul, right? So, since there is nothing to lose
if I am a believer, then why not believe in a God since eternal bliss is the prize. As today’s business
analyst might tell us, the risks are low while the rewards are great. Okay, so I’ll take up Pascal’s
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wager, but I’ll be a believer knowing full well that believing is not knowing. And knowing is part
of our search. So, let’s search some more.

TOPIC – WILL SCIENCE EVER GET IT STRAIGHT
In science one of the most troubling things for me concerning the universe is the new developments
in The Big Bang Theory – not the sitcom, but the actual theory. I’m an Oscillating Big Bang
enthusiast, as much as a non-scientist can be, I suppose. I guess I know enough about it to be an
enthusiast, but not enough to be a guru on the topics connected to it. Another theory that dominates
some circles of religious interests is the Creationist’s point of view which states God made
everything from nothing, which is not exactly a far-fetched idea if you believe as Steven Hawking
did. Mr. Hawking is that guy in the wheel chair, who recently passed away - died from a bout with
ALS (Lou Gehrig Disease) and who wrote that book “Brief History of Time”. His life was
portrayed in the Oscar-winning movie, “Theory of Everything” and he helped in giving credence to
the Spontaneous Creation Theory which could be folded into the Creationist point of view, but I
don’t know enough about it, so I won’t go into it.

As far as the ‘Big Bang Theory’ is concerned, it seems to be a little more believable than any other
theories out there, including Spontaneous Creation. The Theory simple states that everything that
exists now also existed in the beginning in a primordial soup huddled together so tightly it was the
size of a marble, and some say even in the size of a pinhead. That’s right. All the hydrogen, helium,
gold, copper, earth, galaxies, etc, were crowded together in volume so small that it was busting at
the seams. Some call that pin head point ‘Singularity’, and the busting part is called the “Big Bang”.
That’s a hard pill to swallow, but it’s the most popular theory out there, nevertheless. What happens
after The Big Bang? Theories abound. But the one I like is that there is an Oscillating Big Bang
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Theory (OBBT), which is really ‘The Big Bounce” which states we’ll go through this process
again; and again. And again. That is, all that exists goes ‘boom’, expands outward, slows down
whereby gravity (Dark Matter) causes all that has existed to collapse on itself and return to its
original state of primordial soup the size of a marble and then goes ‘boom’ again. This process
repeats itself and goes on forever. Of course, ‘forever’ means eternity, and I would have to
understand eternity better in order to get a clearer understand of this theory.

There is also the Spontaneous Creation theory which could sustain a perpetual generation of life
for eternity as well, but I don’t have the mindset to go into that at present. It has something to do
with ‘a quantum fluctuation’, which I totally don’t understand, so I’ll stick with the Oscillating Big
Bang Theory for now until the Spontaneous Creation theorists work things out.

TOPIC: GOD with an upper case ‘G’
I can certainly believe that Extra-Terrestrials visited us once, as some pundits claim, and were
revered as gods themselves and, as some say, maybe even the Biblical GOD. Whether we are
talking about Enki, Ea, Ishtar or Ra, most of these gods have attributes associated with them, so this
begs the question ‘what does a god have to have in order to be God with the upper case ‘G’? Do I
have to believe in Him in a certain way, like He knows the future and can change it if He wants, or
do I have to believe He has certain powers, like he knows every hair on my head, or He can raise
certain people from the dead, including himself? Do I have to believe in the dogmas, or can I just
believe what I want to believe about Him, and He’ll love me regardless of what I accept as truth? I
think He’s perfectly content to know that I believe in a Supreme Being. Still, questions persist.
Does He require things from me whether He’s a capital ‘G’ God or not? Does He umpire life, but
rarely do I get to see His miracles? If you take a poll and ask a cross-section of humans around the
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world to give their ideas about God, what will the responses be I wonder? We’ll probably have as
many opinions as we have flavors of ice cream. Maybe a lot more.

If you ask a Muslim what does God want from us you’ll get different answers within the Muslim
community depending on whether you’re a Shi’ite or Sunni or Wahhabis or Suffis, etc. Christians
are probably the worst. They have the most sects and they probably have the largest number of
followers. According to studies in the Pew Forum, in 2010 there were 2.18 billion Christians
around the world, nearly a third of the global population.”[5]

The Center for the Study of Global Christianity at Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary estimated
34,000 Christian denominations in 2000. There are a lot of independent churches, mostly in Africa,
and some, maybe most, have religious doctrines that are similar to each other. We have Catholics,
Greek Orthodox, Born Again Christians, Lutherans, Anglicans, Calvinists, Mennonites, Baptists,
Millerites, Evangelicals, (I have to take a breath) etc., etc. all whom have different dogmas, yet
there center figure is Jesus Christ where they all believe Him to be God. As far a religions go, you
have Judaism (Orthodox, etc.), Buddhists, Hindus, Secular Humanists, Pagans, Christians, etc., all
of whom have a different set of standards or dogmas that run their churches, temples or
synagogues. The list goes on and on, and I wonder how God feels knowing there’s such a
menagerie of beliefs, all claiming a special connection to Him, with different devotions, different
expectations, different worship practices and different demands, presumably coming directly from
Him. And in most of these cases a sect will put forward the ‘word of God’ and claim to have
special insights to His methods and procedures which are spelled out in such manuals as the Bible,
Koran, Tora or other God-inspired works.
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A deity is such an elusive concept because of the amount of the preconceived ideas of what God is,
including my own. You throw in the element of faith where a less-cerebral process of attaining
truth is used and that could lead to a condition that exists today where a thousand ‘faiths’ have
come up with their version of the truth. I’m hoping that one of them is the ‘correct’ one, but I don’t
think there is one. Attaining the absolute truth in religion seems to have escaped us only because
our egos interfered in the journey of finding or ‘knowing’ the truth. Over the course of human
history, honesty, integrity and egos, however wholesome they are, can nevertheless falsify the
process without sacrificing the integrity of their attributes. That’s one thing about human nature that
troubles me, which is I’m capable of deceiving without the intent of deceiving.

I do know one thing for sure, though. We’ll never come to an agreement on how we should worship
or believe, or why, or to whom because of our staunch opinions, which are different and, to the
casual observer, subjective. There are just too many unknowns. Still, for most of us to achieve
some kind of understanding of God, some kind of comfort that we are right, all we need to use is a
set of standards where someone’s ideas cannot be proved or disproved. “I had a dream”, and I might
tell you this fantastic story of how I was visited by an angel who told me not to walk on the left side
of the street today. I follow those instruction the next day and, lo-and-behold, a scaffold falls down
on the left side of the street while I’m walking on the right side, and that’s enough ‘proof’ to muscle
up a story that God did it, or ‘somebody up there likes me’. And that may be true but, unfortunately,
it may also be a coincidence. How can you really tell?

Personally, I think that beliefs are not attained through observation, but by instruction. These
beliefs are hard to dispute, even when they are contrary from one denomination to the other in the
same belief structure. But the believers of a religion have a protective enamel, called faith, which
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shields them from facts that, sometimes, float their way and are contrary to some important precept
of their religion. Science and religion oftentimes are at odds with each other because of that. For
example, some people believe carbon dating cannot be used accurately to date anything before the
flood (i.e., Noah). And if you are a follower of science, you are not immune to that human trait
either. I must have faith that scientists have special knowledge that I don’t have and they are
telling me the truth about issues I know nothing about – or very little. What if Einstein is wrong?
What if the second law of Thermodynamics is wrong? What if I put faith in people who are
making the wrong decision similar to what they did during Copernicus’s time? No, people of
science are not immune to ‘jumping on the band wagon’ either. Scientists, however, are more
disciplined in reaching for that gold ring of knowledge. Few people, for example, believed in
Einstein’s theories until they were proven. It almost took a century for some scientist to come
around. In fact, although Einstein published his theory of relativity in 1905, he didn’t win the
Nobel Prize for Physics until 1921. It took people ‘in the know’ a long time to recognize him.

Still, some fervent believers of established religions are like politicians where they agree with the
evidence when it supports their views, and disagree when it does not, and claim foul with people
for not respecting opposing views, or mock them for changing their minds in face of new
information. They are accused of flip-flopping, or talking hypothetically, because the data they
perceive is inconclusive. We might, for example, want to attack a politician because he is
forthright, honest, vocal, and opinionated and, as such, is a formidable opponent on point-counterpoint debates. Some politicians have to be careful not to be too vocal, or too smart, because the
press (and the public) will find their weaknesses and expose them. Such a person can be disturbing
to political enthusiasts who give their points of view all day long and have to stop in their tracks
when confronted by such an individual. We’ve all seen it first-hand where pundits on the news are
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hungry pariahs as they try to break a political machine when one of the workers in that machine
gets a bit rambunctious and causes a traffic jam by a bridge leading to our biggest metropolis.
Politicians can’t allow their people to make such big mistakes like that. If a politician does make a
mistake, it better be a small one and they better take ownership right away.

That’s probably why scientists don’t make good politicians, because they change their minds
frequently based on new facts and details as they come in. Scientists know that they don’t know,
yet they give their best guess based on current information. That’s a freedom not exercised by
religious leaders because the script has already been prepared for them, and they can’t change their
dogmatic compass because everything important there is to know is already known. Scientist, on
the other hand, use their intellect to navigate through the confusing waters of detail where,
hopefully, their good sense and rationale leads them to truth. And since religious leaders already
have the truth, they don’t need a defense because faith shields them from the onslaught of details
and facts. That may be unfair, but I have been told by a Rabbi who’s very much in tune with the
scientific community that faith is the evidence of things never seen.

I feel like I’m beating a dead horse, so I’ll stop. But I do hope in light of the new discoveries about
our universe that our scientists find definitive answers as to why anything exits at all. For now I’m
content in asking why we exist, and trying to seek the answers that make sense. Few things
surprise me anymore. There are colliding universes and Spontaneous Creations, which explain why
there are wormholes and event horizons, which somehow provide short cuts through time and
space; and there are colorful quarks and spinning quarks, which somehow define the strongest
force in the universe. But I feel strongly if creating something from nothing, as Spontaneous
Creation implies, then there is a scientific answer for it. And considering the Oscillating Big Bang
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Theory is in jeopardy, because the outer universes are accelerating away from us, then maybe there
is a pinhole escape to another universe where this primordial soup, the size of a marble, perhaps,
appears every 28 billion years. Something tells me, though, that instead of asking “Why is there
something rather than nothing?” we should be asking “Was there nothing before there was
something?” Maybe both questions have the same answer. Regardless, if either question can be
answered, as a layman, I can put my oscillating Big Bang Theory to rest.
&&&&&
In my feeble attempt to tell you my beliefs in ‘what’ God is, I stumbled across the idea that our God is
a bundle of matter/energy living in an appropriate place as vast as the infinite universe, and He uses
the laws of physics, among other things yet discovered, in creating everything around us.
Somehow, He makes sense of Himself and His surroundings by creating the universe and … us. I
also believe any attempt to try to explain Him beyond this point is a futile exercise because no one
in the ‘know’ really knows, and only speculates. The best we can do is take out our threedimensional slide rules and three-dimensional Geiger Counters and opine as to what we see. And
we got the greatest know-it-alls in the world on CNN, Fox, ABC, NBC and CBS. Besides, because
we are so deep-rooted in our belief system, no explanation, other than the ones that are embraced
today, will change our current view as to whom and what God is. Short of being visited by extraterrestrials, and instructed as to how they got involved in our creation, we won’t accept any kind of
explanation of what God is (in a physical sense) because when you get down to brass tactics, we all
believe God is spiritual and is indefinable.

TOPIC: THERE IS NO HELL
Let me tell you all something: I know in the marrow of my bones that Hell does not exist – at least
not the one that I was taught to believe in. I know this because an all-loving God would never
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allow such a place to exist where you, that is, my children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren,
could ever occupy such a place. Each and every one of you at one time has looked into my soul,
and I in yours, and we have found a blessed joy in there. And I see a wonderful holiness about all
of you, and for me, my heart fills with joy whenever I look into your eyes. All I know is if I had
the power to create humans I could not have made any of you knowing you were going to Hell.
And let’s assume everyone born on this earth, today and yesteryear, had or has someone, parents
probably, who feel the same way about them as I do about you. I know I’m not the only one in this
world who feels towards another human being the way I passionately feel towards you.

Maybe the all-powerful God in our Bible was not directly involved at all in creating us. This option
could lead to a very interesting avenue of discussion. However, the likelihood that our gods are
extraterrestrials is nil. Still, imagine the possibility. Maybe it was a higher intelligence that came
and went a longtime ago during an age where genetic manipulation led to our first Adam and Eve,
and the presentation (written word) of our creator led us to believe in an all-powerful, all-knowing
deity which is really referring to extra-terrestrials. Or, could these beings be the Nephlim, or the
sons of man, as referred to in the Bible. I suppose the God of the gods could be the very same God
in our scriptures, and then it would be an easy jump from “Chariot of the Gods” to the Bible, or
“The 12th Planet”, to the Torah. Hmm.

Not to belabor the point, I know it in my bones that God wouldn’t have made such wonderful
humans as you to live 75 years, or so, knowing there is a Hell and that any of you could enter into
it for an eternity of misery. That’s uncompassionate, unmerciful and downright cruel, considering
the disproportionate penalty levied; that is, eternity of misery for 75 years of wrongdoing. Cruel and
unusual punishment, you might say. Or that’s like letting a child go into the street where there’s
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cars buzzing around everywhere. That’s putting a child in harm’s way, isn’t it? We actually have
laws condemning such behavior because we feel that is not merciful, or responsible. Why should I
believe in a God who would do such a thing? Simply put, He couldn’t, wouldn’t and didn’t. End of
story. There is no Hell.

TOPIC: THE PLAN
So what’s God’s plan, if there is no Hell? I guess there must be something else to guide our behavior.
I suppose, I should be asking that if God is all knowing then why is there so much collateral
damage in this world where innocent, good people get harmed or die? In contrast, why do good
things happened to bad people? I know I don’t know God’s plan, and if I did, I would know it
would be good, or awe inspiring, and I wouldn’t be asking such stupid questions. I guess shouldn’t
get overly excited or concerned about His ostensible absence during those terrible times in our
lives when we feel He should be present demanding the best for us.

I submit two analogies on how I feel about ‘God’s Plan’. The first one follows a baseball game
analogy. Imagine going to work when the 7th game of the baseball World Series is playing. You
set the timer to tape the game because one of your favorite teams are playing, and you go to work
and instruct everyone at your place of business that you don’t want to know who wins the game
because you are taping it at home and you want to be surprised when you finally get to watch it
after work. During your shift a customer comes in and tells you who has won the 7th game of the
World Series, so your surprise is gone. You don’t get too discouraged because the team you root for
has won. Nevertheless, you go home and you watch the game anyway, and you don’t get worried
over the fact that your team is behind in the score, because you know in the end your team will win
based on what the customer told you. I believe that’s how God’s Plan is. We get ourselves all
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worked up because we don’t know the ultimate outcome of anything. We have to wait in ignorance,
not knowing. In order to keep our sanity we don’t question God’s intent, or if we do, we do it
rhetorically. You see, God doesn’t get excited because he knows the outcome, and it’s a good one.

The second analogy that helps me reinforce that there is a good plan has to do with my late (and
great) house cat, Hootie. While this house cat graced us with his presence while alive, I pondered
over the question as to what was there in the universe that would control my behavior. What was
God’s Plan? I mulled over that question over and over until one day I had an epiphany when I was
holding my cat, Hootie, outside. Now, Hootie was a house cat, and when I took him outside he was
very skittish. Abrupt noises would scare the hell out of him. Anyway, one afternoon I took him
outside and held him tightly so he would feel safe and he wouldn’t jump out of my embrace. A
noisy truck came by and he got all discombobulated. I had to stroke him and I tried to comfort him
with my voice. Of course, he didn’t understand, but I did. I knew everything was okay and no harm
would come to him so long as he stayed with me, so I kept on stroking him while going through an
‘Ohmmmmmm’ exercise. That seemed to work, and he eventually calmed down.

I feel that our God is trying to tell us the same thing at times. “Hey, you idiots out there who claim
there’s a Hell: stop it. You’re scaring the Hell out of everyone.” That’s like what that noisy truck
did to Hootie.

Anyway, that’s how I believe it is with His Plan. He doesn’t get upset, like we do sometimes when
life’s conundrums get us down, because He knows the outcome, like the baseball game. Everything
is happening according to His Plan, which is good, and probably exciting. I need to learn that
there’s good reason not be upset over things because everything is happening according to His
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wishes, which is, at the very least, harmonious. Now, I can hear you thinking: “But what about
those six million people who died in the Holocaust? That can’t be good. Well, I don’t pretend to
know all the answers. I wish I did. All I know is, He knows the outcome, and our team is going to
win, so we need to calm down, and relax.
&&&&&
Over the years I primarily have kept my views about a Deity to myself because, as I alluded to
before, it just feels so pretentious for me to say anything which might be construed as if I’m ‘in the
know’ somehow. I might express Him differently than most, but so what. I believe we shouldn’t get
so hung up on peoples’ views, dogmas or doctrines of belief. Your view of the Divine is just as
good as anyone’s, and as long as it keeps you in the harmonious mode, you’re fine. There’s no
reason why we can’t learn an Atheist’s points of view, as well as a Catholic’s or Jewish or an
Agnostic’s. There’ll be a ninth inning for us all. Eventually we will know the truth.

Anyway, I hope I have generated some interest. If you believe in God already, you already have a
slew of dogmas and principles you live by, or try to live by, and that’s fine. Please know I’m just
throwing ideas out there because I like to philosophize about such things. Something we all do, I
suppose, on different topics, and in different ways, and on different levels. I do realize that some
topics have more of an emotional appeal than others, and I’m not at all trying to trivialize any of
them, especially when it concerns … Him.

Most of the citizens of the world have scriptures that present their version of truth. However, it’s
been my experience that they wave their texts as a white flag of intellectual surrender when the
discussions get out of hand. If that works for you, then great, but my guess is that some of you feel
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it works mainly because there’s a threat of Hell hanging over your heads. Regardless, I’d like to
know how you’d think, and what you’d say or do differently, if you knew there was no Hell?

If you asked me if I would do anything different when I was 12 years old if I knew there were no
Hell, I’d have to plead ignorance. What kept me in line in those days was the fear factor, so in that
respect it worked. I sense the prevailing view of God these days is more relaxed. Although I love
talking to people in the know, because it presents a great opportunity for enlightenment, I feel that
today’s scientists, although they may have new tools of their trade to use, are like the scientists of
years ago who tried to get a perspective of the universe by peering through a bedroom door keyhole
from the hallway. They still may get to see the sky if the angle is just right, and might indeed get a
glimpse of the absolute at times, but it’s still a point of view, subject to the limitations which not
only includes the view distortions, but also of their own biases, and maybe even the biases of their
parents or peers. Their pre-conceived ideas, knowledge, and the ability to dream the unlikely will
be what drives them today as it did yesteryear. On religious matters, that’s the way it is when I talk
to clergy. I get their keyhole perspective, and over the years I’ve put them all together to paint a
picture or get a point of view that’s a better perspective than I would have if I were left to my own
musings. I have to say I’ve come to the conclusions that what you read here is really based on the
input of these ‘experts’. Believing there is no Hell is just one of those conclusions.

TOPIC: SACRED SCRIPTURES
Let’s take a quick look at the Bible as it pertains to our understanding of a Higher Power. For
practical reasons we live with the ‘knowledge’ that a God exists without being able to explain what
He is except through what’s told in ‘the written Word’. Now, let’s go with the belief that anything
pertaining to a Super Being cannot be verified with the knowledge of physics, or with ESP or the
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visits by extra-terrestrials. If that is true, and we don’t believe in the scientific approach, then we
must rely on faith to help us out. And, like I said before, we have as many faiths as we have flavors
of ice cream, and since a lot of those faiths use the Bible for their source of beliefs, the Bible
probably won’t provide much help in determining absolute truths because of the varied
interpretations derived from it. Maybe then, the Bible can give us a point of view that is close to
the absolute truth about the Devine. More on that in Chapter 13.

However, the bible does introduce a slew of variables that need to be defined beforehand. For
example, “In the beginning, God created Heaven and the earth” is a good start. These are the first
words in the Bible, in the Book of Genesis, that were used to invoke a mantra in my early catholic
years of “I believe in God, the father almighty, creator of Heaven and earth…” These few words
conjure a feeling of absolute truthfulness until we get into the semantics of it. Who is God, for
example? The word ‘made’ and the word ‘Heaven’ all have been subject of many debates over the
centuries between scientists and theologians. Because ‘Heaven’ is lumped in with ‘Earth’ in the
same sentence, we sense Heaven is a place and not a state of mind, as some might believe. Heck,
the theologians can’t agree among themselves if the world was created in six days or millions of
years. In fact, I was told a joke by my grandson that mirrors this issue. It goes something like this:

Joe asked God, "How much is a penny worth in heaven?" God replied, "1 million dollars." Joe
then asked, "How long is a minute in heaven?" God said, "One million years." Joe thought for a
second, then asked for a penny. God said, "Sure, give me a minute."

Well, you can see how thoughtful my grandson is. One of the reasons why it’s funny is because of
the reference of a ‘day’ in the Bible. As Spencer Tracey pointed out in Inherit the Wind, a day
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could’ve been ten million years, or at least that’s what we might believe. Anyway, we might not
fully understand the ‘earth’, or geology, but we do know the earth a lot better than other sciences,
and even the ‘truth’ about the earth is a study in progress – a never ending search even for our
most astute geologists and theologians.

How about “In the beginning …” When was the beginning? In fact, was there a beginning at all?
The Bible says there was. Was it when God created Adam and Eve, the first humans who could
observe time, or was it when God created the ‘light’, presumably the sun, where we could start
measuring time on the ‘first day’? I have a book describing what happened the first few seconds
after The Big Bang, so I know the scientists have definitive answers for time and space. Or they
think they do, at least. According to LiveScience.com, our Sun was a 4.6 billion year work-inprogress, and since our ‘technical’ beginning was the Big Bang, which happened about 14 billion
years ago, or at least that’s what the song says when introducing the sitcom ‘The Big Bang
Theory’ tell us’. If that’s the case, then that means the first day was 9 ½ billion years long. That’s a
long time. Let’s just say eternity a very long time and leave it at that.

What puzzles me sometimes is the thought that God existed before the beginning and there’s no
mention of what went on before God created heaven and earth. That’s eternity, you know. Now, I
can believe in an eternity, but I just don’t understand it. I guess there are a lot of things I don’t
understand, yet I believe in it. Still, I believe these questions are necessary and part of this long
journey we are taking. Our questions should be celebrated, not humphed, or labeled with a ‘who
cares’ attitude, especially if we get an answer to one or two of them. Maybe we’ll be able to take a
baby step forward every once and a while. Since eternity is a long, incalculable interval of time,
these steps we’re taking add up, if we live long enough. I’m sure we’re taking a wonderful,
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extravagant journey that marches us towards a wonderful, extravagant world. Some of our minds
may not understand things right away, but for those people who do understand, more power to
them. And for those who don’t, they should be applauded for trying. For the time being, however,
I’ll place my faith in scientists in the same way religious folks place their faith in the clergy, since
these people spend a lifetime sifting through cuneiforms, parchments, books, traditions and
measurements to get the answers to the questions that lead to…ultimate truths.
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CHAPTER SIX

TOPIC: WHY ARE WE HERE AND WHAT DOES GOOD MEAN?
I’m trying to keep these ideas or questions as simple as possible, although some of them have
profound consequences if I every can answer them correctly. For example, why are we here? Some
pundits of life say the purpose of our existence here on earth is to magnify and glorify that which is
good. But what does good mean? A more important question is, possibly, what is bad? We don’t
have enough paper to go through an exercise of trying to define the good, bad and ugly – and
beautiful. For me I have a certain feeling when I use the word ‘good’. I can feel Edgar Cayce’s
statement that we’re here to promote good but, again, when talking about such things, we need to
decode or define the terms, and I don’t want to go on forever doing that. So, let’s stop here before it
gets out of hand and just say that when Cayce says we’re here to magnify good, that’s another way
of saying we’re here to promote harmony in the universe. That’s the ‘feeling’ I get, anyway, when I
read this man’s work, or any writings that have some kind of spiritual message.

Since the word ‘harmony’ provokes thoughts of music, let’s start defining the word ‘good’ by
giving an example in music. We all have our preferences of what is ‘good’ music. We know it
when we ‘feel it’. Let’s imagine a melody where four people are singing in harmony and where the
baritone is the best baritone singer we’ve ever heard, and where most of us say he is ‘good’, if not
the greatest, and we can at least agree on the term ‘good’ as it pertains to this baritone singer.
Imagine now this good baritone singer starts to raise his voice to the point where he drowns out the
lead, the tenor and the bass singers, and all of a sudden the group lost their great chemistry and
harmony. This Baritone is still a good singer, that hasn’t changed. What has changed is his ability
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to harmonize with the others in the group. The group, all of sudden, is viewed as terrible, even
though the baritone has a great or ‘good’ voice.

So, in this case, I simply need to redefine ‘good’ as it pertains to a baritone singer by defining a
good baritone singer as one whose voice is not only pleasing to the ears, but also enhances the
harmony of the singing team.

Same is true for a good baseball player. I can be the number one slugger on the team, and great on
defense, but in the clubhouse I’m constantly at odds with the other players and the coaches to the
point that I’m a distraction to the overall game plan which is to win the game. So, I’m traded
because of the disharmony I cause even though I’m the best hitter on the team.

Same is true for a computer programmer, or any person who can easily claim that they are the best
at what they do, but must work with others to accomplish a goal, where a closer look defines them
as hard to deal with, and out of harmony with the rest of the crew or family. We just don’t want
them on our team because ‘harmony’ is more important than being technically good at what we do.

Let’s extend this analogy to what it means to be a ‘good’ father. Let’s say I set off into the sunrise
every morning to go to work so I can put food on the table and clothes on the backs of my children,
and so they get educated properly (whatever that means – but we’re defining terms here so let’s
assume most of us can agree the word ‘properly’ means at least some college.) I don’t drink
excessively, I’m not abusive emotionally. I’m a good father, right? Well, let’s say I neglect my
health and I die before my children are of age to go to college, and I don’t have a life insurance
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policy and this causes great disharmony in the family. Does that make me a good father or a good
husband? I don’t think so.

Or let’s say at work I borrow money from a customer and don’t pay him back, and the boss finds
out and fires me, which causes great disharmony at home because I can’t pay the bills thus causing
discomfort all around. In other words, my metric point for being a ‘good’ father should be tied
more to how I contribute to the harmony or disharmony within the household or, specifically, with
my children, since we’re talking about my role as a father. I can extend this line of thinking to me
as a husband, a son, a worker, or any role I must live in life. There is so much more to living my life
than just being ‘good’ at what I do. I shouldn’t just love my children, but should teach them
between right and wrong by my actions and my words, and that being ‘good’ at anything is not the
ultimate goal, but promoting harmony is.

TOPIC: MORE ON HARMONY
Shifting gears a little bit here: in the early part of the twentieth century, and today as well, if I
taught evolution I’d be branded as evil by some people and I’d be viewed as someone who doesn’t
promote harmony, or someone who is taken in by the devil. The 1925 Monkey Trial, formally
known as The State of Tennessee vs. John Thomas Scopes, comes to mind where “the opening
statements pictured the trial as a titanic struggle between good and evil, or truth and ignorance.”[6]
In this case one might argue that seeking the truth was not good because it promoted disharmony. I
could argue, of course, that ignorance should never be tolerated because of the long-term effects
would be disharmony. Seeking the truth about anything is good because in the long run it produces
harmony in the family, society or country. I think we can agree that allowing ignorance to prevail
leads us into darkness, and the question that needs to be answered is should we be content to follow
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those shadows on the wall simply because they are more familiar than the unknown? Or should we
enter the chaos and ‘bite the bullet’, so to speak, and absorb the few moments of discomfort as we
disengage from the lie we have been living, so that we may have, in the long run, comfort?

The idea of the value of seeking the truth took center stage at The Monkey Trial when Jonathan T.
Scopes, a teacher, was brought up on charges for violating the Tennessee’s Butler Act, which had
made it unlawful to teach human evolution in any school that was state-funded. Mr. Scopes was a
perceived threat to the democratic way and was met with emotionally charged rhetoric. The fight
for truth was held in abeyance while child-like gladiators took front stage to fight a battle on the
rights to teach contrary doctrine. Evil was a term applied by the religious front, much in the same
way the 16th century scientists were branded as heretics because of their scientific beliefs.

Sometimes harmony cannot be perceived in our present endeavors even though we are following a
path of righteousness. Sometimes we have to delay satisfaction, which can be a problem for people
who are looking for instant gratification. Let’s say I have a curfew for my daughter, for example.
Or I take away her iPod because she smoked cigarettes. Or I grounded her because she took drugs
and I’m hated for doing all of that and I could be accused of causing disharmony in my family.
Seemingly, my definition starts to crumble under the weight of semantics. But does it, really?
Consider what happens when my daughter’s life is saved because she stops taking drugs (e.g., the
disharmony I have avoided) or when she turns 21 and she comes up to me and thanks me for taking
a stand about smoking cigarettes when she was younger and more impressionable and immature.
The decisions I make today are sometimes hard, and I have to delay my satisfaction and know that
harmony will eventually come in the future. If I do nothing to stem the misbehavior, disharmony is
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the result, now and into the future. That knowledge helps me weather the storm because of the
‘faith’ I have that I’m doing the right thing.
&&&&&
Doubt hits us all pretty hard from time to time. It’s something we feel when a loved one dies,
especially at the hands of another. Whether we are an atheist, or a fundamentalist, we mourn the
dead, and for the briefest of moments we put our religious leanings aside, and we know that there’s
something more than just … nothing. For a brief moment we are not altered by death, and we feel
that something across the spiritual divide will come and give us wisdom, a piece of the puzzle that
will let us know that all is okay. And when it is our time to go we’ll rejoice because we’ll finally
know the plan that has alluded us for all these years, a plan that answers all the ‘why’ questions we
had when we were alive. But for now, we may hedge our bets. Those of us with great religious
faith, we might say we know now what’s waiting for us when we pass, and for those of us who use
science will say we can provide society with the tools to escape ignorance. And for those of us who
re not in the fray, we will mourn the dead while forgetting to denounce those who did the killing.

This leads me to another thought. Who do we blame for the violence in the world today? Do we
blame those who do the killing, or those who provide the tools of death? We get caught up in the
right and wrong of things so much so we forget the part we play in ‘hate mongering’. Sometimes
we lose sight of the fact that it’s not our task to make the world believe in a God or god. We throw
blame wildly at a Muslim, or a Black person, or an American, or a Jew. But where is the real
problem? Who really is in a position to fix things when things go wrong?

Truth takes on many forms of interpretation and serves the human need to be ‘right’. Good, bad,
evil, holy – all words used in a sentence that has something to do with being ‘right’. The feeling of
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righteousness drives many of us in most things we do. Sometimes, I am willing to die for a cause
because feeling ‘right’ is so great that not even my life is more important than the ideal.

Sometimes, we fight for a cause and we believe it’s worth the struggle, whether it is to stop a
dictator in WWII, or whether it is to stop a terrible inquisition that stifles humanity in some biased
way. But, sometimes, our judgment is clouded, or the people who we elected to power to make
decisions for us, their judgment is clouded. Sometimes we make decisions that are not in our best
interests. We might even think eternal bliss is our prize no matter what the carnage we commit. It’s
just too bad our interests are so personal that we all cannot come together and focus on the
disharmony we are causing. I firmly believe this is why we are all here in this particular life, during
this particular Big Bang cycle; that is to promote harmony. So, don’t mourn me when I die.
Celebrate your life when I go, and continue to search for the good in this world. You may not see it
because you’ve lost someone dear to you, or because you feel lost in some other way. Find a
mentor who has his or her own compass. And remember, whatever you do, ask the question, “Am I
promoting harmony”?
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CHAPTER SEVEN
TOPIC: ON PYTHAGORAS
We don’t have as much respect for philosophers today as people did a couple of thousand years
ago, or even a hundred years ago. Most people think philosophers, if that is their line of business,
are lazy. I doubt whether Pythagoras, if alive today, would agree with that assessment. He was a
great philosopher, a mathematician, and a teacher of virtue, whose doctrines varied widely, as Plato
and Aristotle could attest.

Pythagoras (570-490 BCE) was a great mathematician and became a member of a group who sold
their mathematical minds to people who needed him, and his group, to solve personal or business
problems. People like architects and carpenters, and senators who were building their own homes
were the ones who needed their mathematic minds. He and the group actually made money
perfecting this discipline. In order to join the group one had to agree never to divulge the
mathematical formulas that they devised while making their money and, if anyone violated this
agreement, they could die at the hands of the others. Democracy and, consequently, capital
punishment, hadn’t arrived as a way of life yet, but they had their own way of dealing with
inequities.

Anyway, this is where old Pythagoras developed his theorem of a right triangle where the
hypotenuse squared equaled the sum of the two other sides squared, and wouldn’t you know it, the
imaginary number appeared (the square root of minus one) when working on one of the group’s
problems. As the myth explains, Pythagoras told the world of his discovery of the imaginary
number, and when the group found out they ushered him to the river and quietly drowned him.
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There are other myths as to how he died, which includes him starving himself to death, but I like
this one the best.

Although you and I may know him because of his mathematical genius, none of his contemporaries
ever wrote about him. His beliefs and ideas about the fate of the soul after death were greatly
studied. Too bad no one did for Pythagoras what Plato did for Socrates, because the man seems to
have been the key motivator for Plato and Aristotle who derived most of their important ideas from
him.

Just before Pythagoras, one of the seven sages of Greece appeared. Thales is regarded as the first
philosopher (in the Greek tradition) where he said everything could be explained in a simpler way
using substances like earth, air, fire and water. We know today, of course, it’s a little more
complicated than that, but water is the primary stuff of nature if you consider that 74% of what
makes up the universe is hydrogen. The rest of what we see is mostly helium, about 25%.

I’m thankful that scientists have never stopped searching for the truth after what happened in Italy
a few hundred years ago. Some people who study the Bible, Bhagavad Gita, Qur’an, Apocrypha,
Dead Sea Scrolls, The Talmud, etcetera, view their sacred scrolls as stand-alone truths requiring no
earthly sanctification of their veracity, and probably these adherents do not wave the flag of
discovery very much through the millennia, unless archeologists come up with a new discovery that
supports one of the tenets of the written word of their religions. All that is required is faith and they
question why the scientist can’t understand that, or have that even though the idea is contrary to
their findings. And the scientific community might respond with a quote from a monologue of the
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play Inherit the Wind by saying if you just need faith then “Why did God plague us with the power
to think?”

TOPIC: FREE WILL VERSUS DESTINY
Probably the most famous joke about Free Will goes thusly: Moses, Jesus, and a bearded old man
are playing golf. Moses drives a long one, which lands on the fairway but rolls directly toward the
pond. Moses raises his club, parts the water, and the ball rolls safely to the other side and onto the
green. Jesus also hits a long one toward the same pond, but just as it’s about to land in the center, it
hovers above the surface. Jesus casually walks out on the pond and chips it onto the green. The
bearded man steps up to the tee and drives it where the ball hits a fence and bounces out onto the
street, where it caroms off an oncoming truck and back onto the fairway. It’s headed directly for
the pond, but it lands on a lily pad, where a frog sees it and snatches it into his mouth. An eagle
swoops down, grabs the frog, and flies away. As the eagle and frog pass over the green, the frog
drops the ball, and it lands in the cup for a hole-in-one.

Moses turns to Jesus and says, “I hate playing with your dad.”

This tale could probably be listed in the annals of jokes that you don’t say during catechism class.
First of all, it’s too long, and secondly, if I’m going to be cerebral about it, I think people would
appreciate it more as an argument for ‘Determinism’, which is a doctrine that does away with free
will – everything has been predetermined for us, so to speak. Some philosophical pundits believe
we have no free will which kind of says that we cannot be held morally responsible for our actions.
Hmm.
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Well, I don’t believe in it, and I don’t play golf, either, but I remember working the night tour at
AT&T way back when, and Connie, the person I worked with on the night tour, loved to play golf.
He wasn’t great at it, but he loved it, nevertheless. He tried to get me to go with him many times
without much success. However, one day I agreed to play a round of 18 holes when we got off
work. On the par-3 eighteenth hole, he teed off and hit three trees, in a ricochet pattern, and the ball
finally landed onto the green and into the cup giving him a hold-in-one. If I didn’t see it I
wouldn’t’ve believed it.

Anyway, enough of that. We might not understand why things have developed the way they have,
but human discoveries are usually found out of a need of some kind. From Velcro to the Atomic
Bomb, the discovery process has been born out of necessity to have it. Our scientists learn by
accident sometimes, coincidence, maybe, but usually these great thinkers make an effort to ‘know’
how things work first. They find cures to diseases, or alternatives in our laws so our quality of life
is improved, like the plane or telephone. It brings to mind the old adage, ‘Seek and you shall find.”

Well, maybe not. George Dvorsky has a set of questions that he says will probably never be solved.
A Canadian bioethicist, trans-humanist, and futurist, he is, or was, a contributing editor at IO0 and
producer of the Sentient Developments blog and podcast. According to him one of his questions
that we’ll never solve is, ‘Do we have Free Will?’ Or, as one might counter, ‘Does everything
happen for a reason?’ Or is Determinism the way of things.

Maybe this question is too abstract to delve into. I don’t know. Although Free Will is not a topic
one chooses to discuss anywhere near their children, or in our social networking, I do believe we
use it in a practical sense. If you do bad things, then Determinism is the way to go, right? It was
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known beforehand, so to speak. We can always say ‘the devil’ made us do it. Was Judas
predestined to betray Christ, or did he exercise Free Will. Of course, Determinism is not the same
thing as predicting the results of an activity. For example, I can predict that if I walk across a bed
of burning coals my feet will get burned. Duh. But what about more complicated predictions like
“When will I die?”

Determinism is a hard pill for me to swallow. If Free Will is the way our actions are determined,
then we are accountable for what we do. That makes more sense. We make choices and we pay the
consequences, good and bad, that’s how our laws are set up and that’s why we must teach our
children what good behavior is. And that’s why it deserves some discussion here.

Free Will is a staple of religious thinking, and since I was brought up with a heavy, religious hand,
I was not given the option to dismiss it in favor of something else. If you think about it, though, if
we were NOT given the choice to come here on earth, then it wasn’t my choice to decide to risk 75
years here on earth for an eternity of Heaven or Hell. That decision was made for me, which is
unfair, of course, to do such a thing without my permission. However, one could always argue that
reincarnation rules the pre-birth skyways and I would have a karmic responsibility to pick my next
experience based on what I learned, or didn’t learn, in this lifetime. My spiritual future depends on
me exercising my Free Will and making the right choice in that sense. Religious folks say my
freedom to choose between good and evil is critical to the judgment of whether I go to Heaven or
Hell. But I say my will is a tool I use in my karmic journey of self-development. So, if I don’t use
Free Will wisely, I’m slow to develop. And we all know that living life down here is not easy, so it
would behoove me to seek the end game as soon as possible. It’s not as if I have 45 minutes of
playing time. I’ll come back and ‘try again’ until I get it right.
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&&&&&&
As Mr. Dvorsky puts it, “…we do not know if our actions are controlled by a causal chain of
preceding events (or by some other external influence), or if we're truly free agents making
decisions of our own volition. Philosophers (and now some scientists) have been debating this for
millennia, and with no apparent end in sight. If our decision-making is influenced by an endless
chain of causality, then Determinism is true and we don't have Free Will…”[7]

I guess because I believe in reincarnation, Free Will has more productive role to play than
Determinism, and our actions are not random but calculated as one maps out an itinerary for a trip
and follows it precisely. Of course, if you believe God knows the future, then determinism rules
the day. That is, if we can’t change it no matter what we do, then why try.

But I must admit, my explanation of Free Will is a little esoteric, and I have a hard-time
understanding the opinions of others on this issue, or seeing the value in understanding their
thoughts on the subject, so … God bless you if you know what anyone is talking about here and
considering I haven’t proven anything as it pertains to Free Will, I’ll just use my reincarnation
model.

I guess that makes my experiences of the world very subjective, at least as it pertains to this topic.
My views vary from others who care. But colors vary, right? There are different shades of red, for
example. Emotions also vary as well. The love I have for my daughters differs from other parents.
The activities in my brain differ from others - that is, the way I come to conclusions. So, it’s not
surprising my perception of right and wrong varies as well. My ideas about ‘killing another human
being’ is not right or wrong. It’s just an idea that might be different than yours depending whether
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you’re a pacifist, a religious zealot, or whether you believe in Free Will at all. Each religion or
society from the beginning of time has espoused the best way to behave. But, as some suggest,
there can never be one morality that fits all because of … Free Will.

TOPIC: THE NEW GOLDEN RULE
Most of us live by the golden rule “do unto others as you would have them do unto you”. But what
if you don’t like yourself very much and you treat others according to the way you feel about
yourself. The old golden rule, unfortunately, falls short of our true capacity to love and be loved, if
we don’t like ourselves that much, I mean. I think the best thing I can expect of any society is for its
citizens to examine the most precious individual of their lot - a daughter, maybe, or a son, or
maybe a mother or father – one who they would gladly die for if needs be, and ask themselves,
‘how do we want others to treat this precious individual?’. The answer to this question is the new
golden rule, which will lead us to the conclusion as to how we should behave towards others. I
suggest that would bring forth a godly part of our nature by allowing us to connect with our human
qualities as we have never done before because we have taken the focus off ourselves and set out to
treat all human beings the way we would treat the person we hold in the highest esteem, which is
usually a greater respect than we hold for ourselves. I can’t help but think Heaven would exist right
here on earth if we lived this principle.
&&&&&
If we take away the concept of time and view past, present and future in one glance, and take all
cultures that ever existed and examined them all at once, we would see the value we put on human
life to be very small indeed. We would see that ideas and ideals are more important than life itself.
We value our religious dogmas more than life. We see it on TV on our history channels. We read
about history in our magazines. We don’t need to go back too far in history to remember that Pre136

Columbian cultures believed in child sacrifices. Mesoamerican rulers brought their little loved-ones
to the altar and carved out their tiny hearts in a sacrifice to their gods with an apparent
consciousness of what they were doing was a ‘good’ thing. There was no immorality in that act if
we lose ourselves in their time, culture and belief structure. Luckily today we have progressed
some, because we would go to war to prevent that from ever happening again.

Let’s face it, though, even in today’s cultures, we are not so vastly different in some of our
societies. We mask the horror of honor killings, for example, only to offer the excuse that one
culture is more prone to shame than guilt. However, these acts have become reasons to take up
arms, and kill in mass quantities. The shame of it all! Have we not progressed sufficiently to STOP
doing that? Today’s brutality might be different. We commit genocide by pushing a button while
we sit at a desk, instead of being directly involved with thrusting a knife into the chest of a human.
What should we do when hear or see someone commit genocide? Should we go to war because Big
Brother has a better handle on what is right and wrong?

When I think of your happiness the answer to that question becomes easy. When I think of losing
our liberties, the answer is also easy. It’s those in between integrity issues that causes psychological
problems for me; issues like political correctness, profiling, or why I would save my grandson over
three old fogies in the following philosophical ‘Trolley Problem’.

TOPIC: THE TROLLEY PROBLEM
First introduced by Philippa Foot in 1967, the Trolley Problem is a good way to find out if we have
any prejudices, or biases. Let’s imagine a runaway trolley barreling down the railway tracks.
Ahead, on the tracks, there are five people tied up and unable to move. The trolley is headed
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straight for them. You are standing some distance off in the train yard, next to a lever. If you pull
this lever, the trolley will switch to a different set of tracks. Unfortunately, you notice that there is
one person sitting on that track. You have the capability of only two options: (1) Do nothing, and
the trolley kills the five people on the main track, or (2) pull the lever, diverting the trolley onto the
side track where it will kill one person. Which is the correct choice?[8]

I strongly believe this is a problem that demands a person to have a philosophy of life. Most of us
would defend the position of killing the one to save the five. And that is okay. Army commanders
must make such decisions with great frequency during the time of war. The dropping of the atomic
bomb could be thrown into this genre of moral decision making as well, especially the second
bomb, and I’m sure such discussions have been exercised ad-nauseam at our Universities.

But let’s throw into the mix a different scenario. Say on one side of the track, side A, there were
two people, and on the other track, side B, were also two people. But on side A there were two old,
fat people, and side B there were two well-built teenagers. Then what? Let’s change it further still,
and have both sides have the same number of people, but one side are blacks and the other side are
whites. Men versus women! Old versus young! Muslims versus Christians! What would you do
in each of these cases? Do you have age, gender, race or religious biases? We can continue to
change the scenario until we get to your personal bias or prejudice, assuming of course you can be
absolutely honest about your hidden feelings. A fearless honesty is required if you are to succeed in
knowing your own prejudices.

I’ve tried to test myself in private and have come to the conclusion that I have prejudices with old
people and fat people. I’m inclined to say it works if you can muster the honesty that this test
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requires. However, who really knows how anyone would behave if they ever did get thrown into a
real-life situation. Should I have a know-it-all philosophy (absolute truth) that says the benefit of
the many outweigh the benefit of the few. But what if the scenario is many on one side, versus
your husband and daughter on the other side, but with fewer people? If I am talking about life
and limb, that’s one thing. If I am talking about social injustices, then the question of the
demographic ‘benefit’ comes into play and discrimination against race, age, creed, gender,
intelligence, etc. would certainly be part of that discussion.

I guess the point here is how far should I go with exceptions before my decision becomes
questionably immoral? Maybe I should ask, are people really equal? I’m not asking the question
here whether people should have equal rights, because we all should have equal rights in our
pursuit of happiness, and opportunities, etc. I’m asking are thin people more valuable as human
beings than fat people? Are men more valuable than women? Are intelligent people more
important than mentally handicapped people? Should we put clergy ahead of the laity? Is my
grandson more worthy of life than my granddaughter? We could go on and on, and it would be
interesting if we could put ourselves into a situation like the Trolley Problem, where lives were
actually at stake, and see how we would respond in real life, but the cost of doing that is too high. I
believe we can never know our true disposition on such matters unless we have a moment of
impact, so to speak. Doing mind exercises is one thing, but trying to decide what we would really
do under pressure brings out a interesting point-counter-point discussions. We would have to be
tested in the real world for us to really know how principled we are, and what biases we have. I’m
pretty sure I would not touch the lever, or move it, if it meant saving the life of any of you, my
children, grandchildren, or great grandchildren, whether any of you were standing alone on one side
or you were one of the many. Does that make me a bad person? Or stupid? Or mindless? Is my
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morality flawed and in need of repair? Here’s one: What would I really do if one of my daughters
was on one side and another daughter of mine was on the other? My indecision would cause one of
you your life.

T OPI C: SEPARATION OF CHURCH AND STATE??
Another question that might have some value is one concerning ‘religious’ beliefs. Do religious
beliefs outweigh the dictates or conscious of society? Let’s take a religion that doesn’t believe in
going to doctors, for an example. As a quick sidebar, even though doctors are considered the most
educated and financially stable people in the world, a University of Chicago study says more
doctors percent-wise believe in God than scientists, or the general American public. In any event,
imagine a girl gets into an accident and needs a blood transfusion quickly, but her father’s religion
says you cannot be treated by a doctor, or you cannot have the transfusion on religious grounds.
The First Amendment of the Constitution states in part “… Congress shall make no law respecting
an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof ....” Now, does this mean the
parents of an adolescent are free to abuse their children (in a legal sense) because ‘it’s a religious
thing’ so it’s okay? Should we sit back and watch a parent allow their child to suffer or even die
because of the separation of church and state principle? Shouldn’t the human rights of a child be
held in a higher standard than our religious rights granted to us by the constitution? A lot of people
would go to the mat on this one, although to me the solution is fairly simple. It’s that ‘killing
another human being’ principle again.
&&&&&

Actually, the words “wall of separation between church and state", was the established vernacular
as written in Thomas Jefferson's letter to the Danbury Baptist Association in 1802. In that letter,
referencing the First Amendment to the United States Constitution, Jefferson writes: "Believing
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with you that religion is a matter which lies solely between Man & his God, that he owes account to
none other for his faith or his worship, that the legitimate powers of government reach actions only,
and not opinions, I contemplate with sovereign reverence that act of the whole American people
which declared that their legislature should ‘make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof, 'thus building a wall of separation between Church and
State."[9]

I guess the conflict between human rights and religious tolerance will always be part of our
democratic culture and, although the Constitution establishes a laissez-faire attitude as it concerns
the ‘free exercise’ of a person’s right to worship, our government does not, and should not, hold
sacred the dogmatic principles of an organization if it violates the health and welfare of individuals
within that organization. They are as protected in our constitution as well. One is more important
over the other, I say, and if we were in a ‘Trolley Problem’ situation, I would pull the lever in favor
of the individual on this one.

I believe Canada is very close to us concerning this matter. A decade ago they were tested on this
issue big time. A Muslim father killed his daughter for not wearing a hijab (veil that covers the
head and chest). As Ali Sina reported on12/18/07: “…Aqsa Parvez, a 16 year old Canadian girl was
choked to death by her Pakistani father, Muhammad Parvez, for not wearing hijab … The truth is
that Aqsa’s father … was just a devout Muslim, who had worked hard and had built a nice home
for his family in an upscale neighborhood. He was an ideal immigrant, a real ‘success story.’

“However, he was a Muslim, and some in that faith believed that he had no choice but to kill his
daughter. He did what he had to do. As one friend wrote, In a way there are two victims in this
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case. This man, like any other father, must have loved, nurtured and cared for his daughter for
years. It is so unfortunate that he finds himself turned into a monster that ate his own progeny.
What kind of ideology was it that turned a simple hard working family man into a revolting image
of himself?’”[10]

Is this Philippa Foot’s Trolley Problem again, or was he just bat-crazy, or is this a process flaw in a
religion? Hey, I’m a westerner and I say the Canadian guy’s values were misplaced and he deserves
the full extent of the western law being that he lived in a western country and violated their laws.
But then I’m reminded by Ali Sina in his article, “What the westerners do not understand is that
Muslims have different values, which are diametrically in contrast with Western values. Western
societies are guilt-based. In guilt-based societies individuals base their conduct on “right” and
“wrong”. They try to do the right thing and if they do something wrong, they feel guilty. Muslim
societies are shame-based. In shame-based societies individuals base their conduct on the opinion
of others about them. In shame cultures, if you do something wrong, as long as no one sees it and
knows about it, you are okay. You can keep your head high and act as an honorable member of the
society. What matters is the image that you project of yourself. You must do everything to preserve
that image. It is all about keeping the appearances.”[11]

I don’t know about the latter part of Mr. Sina’s report, because the definition of morality, like
honor, changes with time, or is different in another part of the world in a different culture. If ethics
are only practiced in full view, then in our culture we are just actors living in a pretend world. It’s a
human nature thing to me. Yeah, I can see where someone might be ‘shamed’ into doing something
morally wrong, or what is perceived as morally wrong by most people. I hate to say it, but I’ve done
that a few times in my life. But if Parvez truly was conditioned by his religion to act the way he
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did, then that just enhances my point that we should integrate, discuss, and fully understand the
principle behind the absolute truth about ‘killing another human being is wrong’. The ‘exceptions’
are not the rule, nor should they ever be. Should I be able to kill my daughter if she doesn’t wear
proper clothes? Maybe I’m being a little judgmental here, but whether a Muslim, or a Christian, the
shade should always be off the lamp for an honorable man. That is, morality does not have more
importance in private than it does it public. It’s what makes up the person’s character. There’s a fine
line between donning our masks when we go public by putting on our best or contrived face, and
showing our ‘true’ selves in private. If you’re a moral person in public and immoral in private,
you’re a hypocrite. If you’re the opposite, that makes you a dictator. So, I guess it’s best to be a
moral person wherever you are. Moreover, as stated in the preface, our character or integrity
should not be measured at a time when everything goes right. It’s about how I perform when
everything goes wrong.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

TOPIC: THE BIO I REMEMBER
When I was in elementary school I rode my bike quite a lot. I went to Catholic grammar school in
Bellmore, Long Island, New York, and I lived in Levittown three towns away – a 10 mile round
trip, maybe more, that I took. I made a lot of friends in Bellmore going to school there, and if I
wanted to pal around with them, or play football, I had to ride my bike back and forth, which I did
several times a week.

Nicky, my best friend in seventh and eighth grades, had great upper body strength. He was like a
bull – a guy you wouldn’t want to tangle with in close quarters. Because of my routine marathon
bike riding, I had the agility and strength in my legs like no other. Nicky and I, as a team, became
“Kings of the Hill”. This was a game we played when Nicky and I were on the top of the hill and
the rest of the class would climb up 20 feet to try and take us both down. I was just the boys, of
course, but they rarely could do that, and, hence, we were dubbed as “Kings of the Hill”.

By the time I graduated from grammar school I had three sisters and a brother, and little did any
of us know that my dad’s financial health was slowly deteriorating to the point where he’d lose
the house in Levittown. He did an enormous amount of walking in Manhattan, and either went to
the cobbler, or bought a pair of shoes every few months. He not only learned to be a public speaker
at the Dale Carnegie school, but he also learned that he had to look the part – a successful salesman,
that is. Combined with the hardship he experienced with growing up in the depression, and fighting
for our freedoms in WWII, and walking the streets of NYC every day, rain or shine, having a good
pair of shoes meant a lot to him. He would take a cab sometimes, in bad weather, but the cost was
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deducted from his expense account that was built into his monthly salary. So, he walked most of the
time to see his clients, rain or shine.

The cost for an adult pair of GOOD shoes at the time was about $20 dollars. My shoes cost fewer
than four dollars at Tom McCann’s. This was his only extravagance that mom allowed him to
entertain, although she gave him a hard time, most of the time. She obviously understood the
meaning of shoes with my dad, something that we kids didn’t at the time. She grew up in the
depression also, and knew my father’s history, so shoes were not on the list of things she nagged my
father about.

In any event, by the time I went to high school my physical agility, and ability in sports, was pretty
decent because of the strength in my legs. Compared to the broad base of freshmen entering
Chaminade High School in Mineola, I was fast, and I became one of the football stars. By the time I
was a junior I received “Back of the Week” honors, and I was picked by some no-name magazine
out west as one of next year’s high school football hot-shots on the east coast. Anyway, Chaminade
is a Catholic high school academically heralded as the crème de la crème of the private schools on
the Island, and on the east coast. It also was well-known for its sporting activities – especially
football, as it is today. I got in, not because of my smarts, that’s for sure, but because of the
connections of my Aunt, the Sister-of-Charity nun. That’s where I learned how to fill out the form
when I entered Chaminade. It had a section where it asked "If an emergency, notify …" and I put
down "DOCTOR". They scratched it out, and put down ‘Elizabeth – mother’, but I think they
thought it was funny, and was one of the main reasons I got in. Because of my sense of humor, I
mean.
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I’d like to stop here for a second and say something. My three daughters are forever telling me I
should get new jokes because I tell one joke over and over again for the last 30 years. For their
sake, I have a new joke. Here it is: Does anyone know where my legless turtle is? And you’re
supposed to say “Exactly where you put it.”

Okay. Okay. I got another one. A grasshopper walks into a bar and the bartender says, “Hey, we
got a drink named after you.” The grasshopper looks puzzled for a second then says, “You got a
drink named Hildegard?”

Alright, I’ll stop. Ok, where was I. Oh, Yeah. So, anyway, the first football game of my senior year
I broke my ankle thus dashing my dreams of attaining great football success that everyone thought I
was going to have. However, based on my Junior year’s accomplishments, I did receive a couple of
scholarships or grant offers – one to Springfield College in Massachusetts, and the other to Hofstra
University in Hempstead, Long Island, which I should’ve taken, but didn’t because ‘I had to go to
Villanova’, and I say that with quotes because I say this with an air of false dignity. My parents
were poor, so I couldn’t afford college, no matter where I went, so I needed a grant or scholarship,
and in retrospect, I should’ve gone to Hofstra. In fact, by the time I was a senior in high school, my
father had lost his job and was struggling financially working three part-time jobs at once.

TOPIC: THE DREAM CONTINUES
So, I needed a scholarship if I wanted to go to Villanova, and that was that. It was obvious I wasn’t
going to get an academic one, but when my ankle healed I concentrated the rest of my senior year
on track and field hoping I could get a free at that college. The 440 (yard) was my specialty, and in
my junior year I did a 51.7 which I was hoping to get down to about 48 seconds in the Spring of
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my senior year which would’ve qualified me for that Villanova scholarship that I wanted so badly.
But one week into the Spring track season I got the mumps. By the time I recovered, the season
was more than half over and I was out of shape and I couldn’t recover to the point where I needed
to be to reach my scholarship goal.

The desire to go to Villanova remained unchanged, however, and my parents’ financial situation
had gotten worse my senior year. I guess I should’ve realized something was wrong. All the
signs were there. When my father put his feet up on the ottoman, I noticed the cardboard inserts to
disguise the holes in the soles of his shoes, or rather to protect his socks from getting a hole in
them. At the time, I didn’t know what that meant exactly, but I did surmise that meant that we were
counting our pennies being that shoes were so important to him and he didn’t have the money to
buy a new pair. This was well before the charge card era, and even if it wasn’t, he would’ve been
flagged anyway. In looking back I should’ve had more sensitivity to my parents plight. If I did I
would’ve accepted that grant to Hofstra or Springfield College, and probably combine that with a
student loan, or something. But I didn’t have that sense. At the time, no one could talk me out of
wanting to go to Villanova. All my friends were going there, even Nicky, my partner in “King of
the Hill”.

Now, based on the strength of my junior year in high school football, I was accepted to Malvern
Prep School, which is associated with Villanova in Pennsylvania. They accepted me to their oneyear program, and I entered Malvern with the high hope of gaining some kind of football
recognition that would merit me a scholarship there as well as Villanova. I had a month to prove
myself before Malvern would kick me out; that is, before they would realize they were not going to
get any tuition dollars from our family. But I was foiled again. Once I arrived to Malvern I
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contracted mononucleosis and struggled through the first practice and scrimmage before I collapsed.
At first they thought I had leukemia but the laboratory tests determined I had the ‘kissing disease’.

So, I had to leave Malvern because we couldn’t even pay the first month’s tuition, and I was
contagious as Hell. When I recovered, my mind was still trying to figure out a way I could play
football and go to college. I didn’t know what to do, or where to go. It was too late to accept those
grants to Hofstra or Springfield College. My father lost his house in Levittown, and moved us all to
Seaford, Long Island at an apartment complex. I was out of hope, and was very depressed. I figured
I’d join the Marines and if I died, so be it. I didn’t care. My life wasn’t worth a hill of beans, I
thought to myself. Being it was during the Vietnam War, however, the Marine booth was
extremely busy when I went down to join. So, I went next door into the Navy booth and they took
me right away. I entered the United States Navy in September, 1965. With my mind back on track, I
started to think about playing football for the Navy. The year before Annapolis had a great football
team with Roger Stauback at the helm. That was interesting because when I entered Chaminade my
freshman year, Chaminade had a great quarterback by the name of ‘Skippy’ Orr. He went to
Annapolis, but he moved to offensive end since there was no way he could compete with Stauback.
Interestingly, Skip broke some records while being Stauback’s main receiving target. Anyway, I
entered the Navy with high hopes of joining a special services football team to further my interests
in gaining a scholarship to college after serving my time in the service. At this time I wanted to play
football for any college. It didn’t matter if it was Villanova or not. My dream was dwindling, but not
over.

My Navy career took me from San Diego before I went to Memphis for school, and then finally to
Quonset Point, Rhode Island, where I settled in as an anti-submarine radar technician and played
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football on the Navy’s special services football team after work. We would play against the likes of
the freshman team at Brown University, and other places. I was good, and the coaches liked me
very much. At that time I weighed 190 pounds, 25 pounds more than usual, and my speed was still
intact. They put me at left half back. The first time I got the ball I blew out my knee. Although I
didn’t know it at the time, I tore tendons and ligaments, and I went to bed that night wanting to
believe the injury was just minor and it would heal. I didn’t care that I stayed up all night because
of the pain. I was going to play the next day and that was that. So I came out the next day, and
started to do jumping jacks. Within one step I was laying on the ground because my knee popped
out again. I lay on the turf in excruciating pain, and looked up to see the players hovering over me.
These faceless helmets bent over, silhouetted by the brightly lit sky, as if I was being buried in the
ground and they were praying for my soul. At that point I realized that I was never going to play
football again, that the dream was over. It was like someone took a monkey off my back. This
incident was the first and only time I gave up the ghost, so to speak. The dream was over.

TOPIC: MY LIFE AFTER THE NAVY, AND THE GI BILL
After much deliberation I’ve decided not to discuss my relationship with you children,
grandchildren and great-grandchildren in my bio because I’ve come to the realization that my
memory of the details of my experiences with each one of you is not only faulty but I’m afraid I’ll
leave one of you out and I wouldn’t be able to forgive myself if I did that. So, as much as I want to
defend myself ‘not’ wearing ‘Speedos’ way back when, I’ve decided not to bring into account the
details of your birth or our experiences we might have shared. I just want to say that I have DNA
progeny as well as non-DNA progeny, and Nana has already scolded me for saying that I have 9
grandchildren, as I thought, not 10, and she’s said I better stop telling people we have 4 greatgrandchildren, because we have 5.
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This whole endeavor is supposed to be the accumulation of my ideas about life in general, anyway,
so let me just say that after leaving the Navy on a medical discharge for my knee, I got a job with
AT&T and went to school under the GI Bill and I got my 4-year degree by taking 176 credits from 4
colleges and universities, the last one being the place I got my 4-year Bachelor’s degree - Fairleigh
Dickenson University. Enough said. Now I’ll fast forward a bit.

TOPIC: LIFE IN RETIREMENT
Actually, I’ll fast forward almost 30 year something years to the point where I retired from AT&T,
in 1998. The week of my retirement Nana read an advertisement from a modeling agency asking for
an older gentleman to model for a Geritol commercial. She convinced me to go on the audition, or
the ‘go-see’, as the industry calls it. I did not get the spot, but the endeavor put me on a journey that
was quite astonishing. I became a fixture in the modeling agency’s book. One thing led to another,
and I took some acting classes and found myself doing such things as background acting and
writing. In the course of 12 years I acted (mostly background) in 14 or15 movies. I got my
SAG/AFTRA card early on and met some interesting people while doing background work: Meryl
Streep (Manchurian Candidate), Mark Wahlberg (Invincible), Sylvester Stallone (Rocky Balboa),
Bruce Willis (Unbreakable), and I wrote 12 screenplays, two novels, two stage plays, and two
nonfiction books, including this one I’m penning now. This year, 2019, I won the Taleflick
competition which landed me an option agreement with The Traveling Picture Company which
will be adapting my novel, South of Main Street, into a movie. I also performed on-screen leads for
the Temple University student film projects, including a short film that won second place in the
Portland Festival of World Cinema. In the course of the background work, I met many wannabe
actors who worked their hearts out but never reached the heights of their dreams, and somehow
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their focus became more on money than fame. I also met producers who reminded me of District
and Division Managers in AT&T who could tell you to go to Hell in such a way that you would
look forward to the trip.

In just about all the cases while working in background in movies, these men and women that
supported the main actors were very good at their craft. They had high hopes of making it big
someday, and they did have the talent to back up that desire. In acting, that is. Almost all of them
had part-time jobs, or possibly full-time jobs, or businesses of their own, which had nothing to do
with the performing arts. For me I had a retirement pension and the background acting provided
some extra income which was nice. I loved the process, so everything about this background stuff I
did was doing was exciting. But I want to be clear: I was, and to this day, I am NOT an actor, and I
didn’t have the same goals as some of these glory-seeking hounds had, and I didn’t have life’s
aggravations that most of my new found acquaintances had. For me the question of when do I know
the dream is over was not a serious one because I already had a career with AT&T, and I really
didn’t have any dreams of ‘making it’ as an actor. As a writer, however, that’s a different story. The
bigger awards have alluded me, but I’m lauded enough today to know I’m headed in the right
direction. However, as far as acting is concerned, I did not have any aspirations except to learn the
process of filmmaking, and help make me a better screenwriter, which I think I’ve accomplished. I
mean, since retiring, and as of June, 2019 I’ve placed finalist or better in over 180 international
writing competitions, 29 of which I actually won, and 21 others of which I came in second place.
As far as the actors are concerned, I met wonderful people and I wondered at times if they would
ever be successful in the industry. That’s when I asked the question (for them) ‘when is enough,
enough?’ I saw the look of disappointment on their faces at rejections at auditions, and it reminded
me so much of my dream to be a football player. That dream, or course, was long gone. In fact, I
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had a knee replacement right after retiring from AT&T due to years of wear and tear on the joint.
Although for a period of time the pain was unbearable, today it’s the strongest part of my body.
But I often wondered if any of these wannabee actors found themselves at 60 years old still
pursuing that dream of success in a field of endeavor that is enormously difficult to get noticed.

TOPIC: I’M READY FOR MY CLOSEUP and THE DEATH OF A DREAM
I saw Norma Desmond in the ‘Sunset Boulevard’ movie, where her success, or idea of success,
was a fading dream. She said in the movie, “Mr. DeMille, I’m ready for my close up,” and she had
a look on her face that some of my new acquaintances had. They struggled so and wanted so much
to be part of the system but after years trying, they were ready to quit. I could see failure on their
faces, or hear it in their tones of voice. It was quite discouraging, actually. Yet some of these actors
refused to give up or relinquish the dream, even after 20 years of trying. They always had that hope
of being in the right place at the right time. But, some of them quit because of responsibilities or
other things whether it be children, house payments, marriage, or whatever.

I recently read a statement given by Shaun Anthony from the Playwrights Group: “You hear about
it all the time. How an actor or writer or singer or artist gave their all; made outrageous sacrifices;
cost themselves untold comforts, happiness, security, respect, and affection in the pursuit of their
dream … But for whatever reason … the dream never really materialized. Despite all the effort and
relentless positive thinking in the face of rejection, it just sputtered along to the bemusement (and
often embarrassment) of partners, colleagues, friends, and family until that one day (or night)
arrived and like a disappearing genie—the fire died. The would-be actor, writer, singer, or artist
finds they just can't do it anymore. Adversity (and conformity to mundane bureaucratic life style
expectations) has got the better of them. The difficulty has won.”
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My heart was saddened when I read that because of the truth and pain masked behind it.
Melancholy is probably a better word to describe it as the article brought back a flood of memories
about my mother and father’s dream, and my own dream of playing football someday for some
college and, of course, those unnamed faces of actors who looked for fame and fortune in the
performing arts career, but never found it.

You hear about people quitting and giving up their goals all the time. It’s a quiet moment in
peoples’ life usually. However, you never really hear when that moment happened in their lives.
What was that day like? Did something happen that made that person give up, like me tearing my
ligaments and tendons in my knee? Giving up on a life goal because of what is perceived as failure
is like losing a close friend. It doesn’t come without some pain.

My hat is tipped to Shaun for giving us that synopsis of what it means to toss a dream. I give him
my football story if he wants it. Sometimes it takes knockout punch to wipe away a vision. That’s
the way it was with me. A lifetime of effort and drive whisked away as I looked up at those faces
buried in the helmets that were silhouetted by a bright sky. It’s etched into my brain, and refuses to
leave. The event will stay in my mind forever, I suppose. It doesn’t need to be qualified or
explained to me. I just know what it means to give up on a dream.

It’s like asking, “when will I know if I am in love?” Can you really give an answer to that? You’ll
know… You will just know, is all the advice anyone can give. It’s like the Grim Reaper standing
over you, where it’s not so much ‘giving up the ghost’ that’s taking place, as much as he’s taking it
from you.
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But to those who want to act, write, sing, etc., I say to you, don’t do it for the money or fame. Do it
for the pure joy of it. As far as being the person you want to be, don’t get caught in that dilemma of
not knowing where you want to go and what you want to be. Wanting to be the President of the
United States may is a reasonable dream; it just may not be practical. There’s nothing unreasonable
for having a lifetime journey if you are enjoying the ride.

Today, I try not to confuse a personal goal with a legitimate dream that is derived from basic
human needs, such as a desire that my children “… will one day live in a nation where they will not
be judged by the color of their skin, but by the content of their character.” (Martin Luther King,
Jr.).

I bring this up because dreams of the soul, where the equality of life and pursuit of happiness take
the forefront, are different from occupational dreams. Such dreams of the soul should never go
away; they quietly persist and should never die. Dreams of occupation, as Shaun was talking about,
do not supersede dreams of human condition. Finding courage to do the right thing, for example, is
a dream I strive for, and sometimes it’s the hardest thing to attain when your philosophies of life
are challenged. For example, I might dream of peace in this world and drive myself to be an
instrument of harmony to help achieve that dream. But then I see a bully picking on another, and
maybe the person being picked on is someone I don’t like, so I don’t stand up to the bully when I
should. I have failed in my dream of being a person of good character. So, I make note of my lack
of courage and vow to be a stronger person next time.
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Giving up a dream is not the same as making a mistake when my character is tested. I will make
many mistakes by the time my life is over. All I can ask, or do, is learn from those mistakes, by
seeking truth of the principle and of myself, where I come to the realization of what is important,
and try to define myself accordingly.

Yes, I’m embarrassed that I’ve never been published by a mainstream publisher, or produced by a
mainstream producer, but my writing dream has not died. The passion is still there. It doesn’t
matter if I make a million dollars or nothing at all. And you know what, I have a wonderful wife
who encourages me to go a little bit further than I am capable. I have wonderful children,
grandchildren and great-grandchildren. So, at 73, I continue to write because I love it, not because
I think I’m going to a plateau that heaps fame and glory on me. And I write for you in hopes you’ll
understand me a little better, even after I’m gone. I still have the dream winning the Pulitzer or
Nobel Prize in Literature. Even though I haven’t, I am enjoying the journey, and I thank everyone
who is helping me steer the ship.

However, if your dream is dead, and the fire is not there any longer, don’t fret. I’ll give you some
advice that was given to me by a man who walked several miles a day with card-board inserts in
his shoes. “Find another dream, and pursue it with all your heart and soul.”
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CHAPTER NINE

TOPIC: ARISTOTLE HAD IT RIGHT
Aristotle once said, “The worst form of inequality is to try to make unequal things equal.” I wonder
if he, and his society, had profiling, or if they were politically corrected when they talked
publically. For him to say what he said, makes me believe he had similar issues we have today in
our society, which may not have manifested itself like us, but they did have a code they lived by.
The mere fact Aristotle was grappling with equality leads me to believe they did have social issues
similar to ours. Here we are, some 2500 years later still dealing with equality, although I believe
we have become so sensitized not to offend others based on gender, race or religion, that we have
lost touch with the real issues behind the concept of equal opportunity versus equality of talent
which is required to succeed in any endeavor. Once again we have to sift through the semantics in
our thoughts and words to find that ever-elusive truth behind these concepts.

TOPIC: INEQUALITY IN SPORTS
Okay, let’s take an example in sports. Is a Red Sox fan equal to a Yankee fan simply based on the
team’s win/loss record? I know this question seem ludicrous. Sill it’s worth exploring. We need to
define what we mean by equal, and once we do that we divert our attention away from sports
altogether. Equality of the individual is based on other things, yes? The value of me as a person
doesn’t go up or down even though the Yankees have the greatest legacy in all of baseball. I’m a
Red Sox fan actually, but since Yankees are considered the best baseball team ever, based on their
life-time World Series record, let’s stick with them. Now, I know being a fan of one team or another
doesn’t increase or decrease my value, or doesn’t define me as a person, although I didn’t always
feel that way.
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I’m a Red Sox fan and I was brought up on Long Island during the ‘50’sand ‘60’s where my
Yankee, Dodger and Giant friends had more to celebrate than I did, for sure. This was before the
Dodger and Giants left New York and settled in California. By default I developed a certain
attitude towards sports during that time. I think the Red Sox won the pennant once in 20 years, so
rooting for a baseball team became a hobby, although I had fierce discussions with my friends
touting how I thought Ted Williams, the Red Sox left fielder, was a better hitter than Mickey
Mantle (Yankee), Duke Synder (Dodger) and Willy Mays (Giant), I think I used the word
‘combined’ in those … discussions, and I was ostracized for even thinking that. But they would
actually pay attention to me because Ted Williams was, arguably, the best hitter in baseball. Oh, we
were talking nasty to each other, I remember. But since the Red Sox teams were a losing team every
year, I made small headway in any discussions on baseball outside of who was the better batter, and
it didn’t matter that any of us could say our ‘er’ words correctly. ‘Better’ always sounded like
‘betta’ and batter always sounded like ‘badda’.

In any event, I knew intuitively that if I was a Yankee fan, my friends would look at me differently
because, in some small way, we all became defined by what team we were rooting for. You’d think
that being a Patriot fan today would bring me a modicum of respect, but I live in Pennsylvania
now, home of the Philly’s and Eagles, and it’s not a picnic, let me tell you, especially since the
Eagles won the Super Bowl in 2017. I can’t talk about the Patriots too loud, else I’ll be branded a
cheater, or something worse. The New England Patriots are not popular around here.

Anyway, it doesn’t make me a better person because I’m a Yankee fan, right? Do I deserve special
consideration in life because I am a fan of a team that’s best that year? Should my opinion about
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others things, other than baseball, be elevated to the point people consider me a pundit in anything
because of my sports’ team leanings. Some would actually say yes, probably to be funny, yet
people have been trampled to death (at soccer games) because those kinds of beliefs. Of course, it’s
silly to seriously entertain such a question because being a fan of one team or another has nothing
to do with quality of the person I am, or my knowledge of the sport even. It’s like saying I’m better
than you because I like vanilla ice cream and you don’t.

The reason I even bring this up is because of a comment that was that was made in the 2014 Winter
Olympics in Sochi which suggests that my character is somehow defined on who I root for and
why. Russian diplomats, for example, were very angry after they lost to Finland (3-1) in ice hockey
at the Winter Olympics in 2014. As reported at NY Times.com, “Kostya Sysoyev, 47, who lives in
Krasnaya Polyana, and works as a security guard, offered a succinct analysis of the game. ‘This is a
disaster,’ he said, wearing a cowboy hat in the red, blue and white stripes of the Russian flag. ‘A
national tragedy.’ Asked if there would be repercussions for the team’s coach, Zinetula
Bilyaletdinov, Sysoyev prescribed a harsh penalty. ‘He must be hanged,’ Sysoyev said.” [12]

TOPIC: EQUALITY FOR OUR GIFTED STUDENTS
Let’s turn out attention to our school systems and look at equality, for a second – not equality of
education as such, but how we view the students’ capacity to learn. I know this topic is not only
vague, but it’s sort of an oh-hum kind of topic for most of us, one that most people don’t care about.
But I do, since I consider all of you talented in some way, and those talents should be developed,
and rewarded.
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American educators have spent a lifetime on defining the gifted. The United States law ties
giftedness to intellectual ability, academic aptitude, creative or productive thinking, or some kind of
ability in visual or performing arts. Beyond their definition there is no criterion for identifying
talented or gifted students. It’s left up to the States, and some States have tried identifying these
students, and others have not, according to Carylon Coil, a speaker, educator and author of
education issues in America.

Yet, we are forever finding ways to help the handicapped, which we should. I’m happy we’re doing
a good job there, but it seems we’re doing it while we neglect those with exceptional qualities of
the mind. I’m proselytizing a bit here, but the idea of providing ‘equal’ resources to those who
have special gifts of the intellect is the right thing to do. It’s also the smart thing to do.

To say every one of my progeny is exceptional in some way is a testament of my love of you all.
But I really do feel you are all gifted in some way, and that special gift shouldn’t be overlooked.
The problem is everyone thinks their ‘kid’ if gifted. Ms. Coil points out in one of her myths in
education (Myth No. 10: All children are gifted.) “If all kids are gifted, then there is no need to
identify gifted students and no need for any special programs for the gifted. I strongly believe that
all children have distinctive and unique qualities that make each one valuable. This does not mean,
however, that all children are gifted, or that all children are equal in talents. Being identified as
gifted simply means that certain children have needs that are different from most others at their age
and grade level. All gifted students need programs and services to ensure their growth, rather than
the loss of their outstanding abilities.”[13]
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I guess it’s safe to say if you all of you were tested, some of you would be labeled as gifted and
others not. Okay, I get it. But wherever you’re listed on that scale, I’m just afraid that you’ll get
bored with learning because you are not challenged enough. It seems an above average smart child
becomes bored with learning and gets swallowed by apathy because the environment focuses on the
average. I’ve heard horror stories by professionals of how a child tries to be ‘average’ for fear of
being bullied, embarrassed, or simply because the child feels he or she does not fit in. You don’t
have to be ‘gifted’ to feel inferior some way (remember Joseph Adler). I hope none of you are that
way. However, it’s sad to know that some children’s passion for learning is never nurtured because
of these and other social roadblocks, such as addiction, poverty, or anything that causes
disharmony in the home. Our education policies are revised in order to reach ‘equality’ in our
school systems, whatever that means, but what I’m saying is somehow our smart ones are forgotten.
It seems our ‘elite’ children are not represented the same way that our disadvantaged students are,
or other minorities who seem to be nudged along in the education process a bit more resourcefully.
Simply put, all children are not equal and, by default if true, all people are not equal. We need to
embrace that and not shy away from it.

TOPIC: USING CYCLOPES AS AN EXAMPLE (of prejudice)
Okay, let’s change course. So not to offend anyone, let’s give an example where we live in a
society where there are two kinds of people – people with one eye (Cyclops), and people with two
eyes. Although there are other minorities, they are small in number, so for discussion-sake we’ll
call all minorities Cyclopes who have been held back for a long time by bigotry and bias, usually
by the majority, because they have one eye, and they are 25% of the population. For those Cyclopes
who have punched through the system, it has been proven, given the same training, the Cyclops can
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do everything as well as their two-eyed counterparts. Still, when they have the same jobs as the
person in the majority class, the Cyclopes get paid less.

Now, let’s say the two-eyed people in this society have an examination of conscious and they
believe ‘equality’ to mean at least 25% of students in college should be Cyclopes. They feel guilty
because only 10% now attend. As a consequence, only 2% of our doctors are Cyclopes, and 5% are
engineers, yet, as the citizens will find out, even if these single-eyed citizens were fully represented
in society’s higher education systems, they are stereo-typed in the workplace, and they would have
a difficult time filling open positions, so a social change in attitude would also be needed. In trying
to eliminate the discrimination in the workplace, the government demanded corporations to relax
their entrance requirements based on the fact that Cyclopes’ education is not up to par with their
two-eyed constituents. The government went a step further and developed an Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission that required all corporations with a workforce over a certain amount to
seek out Cyclops in their hiring practices, and gave these companies hiring quotas to meet. These
large companies had to report to the government on their hiring progress once a quarter, and most
companies did a splendid job in meeting those quotas.

Still, that was not enough. The deep-rooted secret is that Cyclopes got inferior education both in
grammar school and high school which ill-prepared them for entrance examinations to college.
They traditionally did poorer than the double-eyed population because they were less prepared
when they entered college. The government responded by demanding the colleges develop a
different standard of testing in order to have more Cyclopes available to pick from to enter their
colleges, and businesses had more minorities to pick from in their graduation classes. As the
number of Cyclopes graduating increased, more trained minorities were available in the
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marketplace, and corporations were slowly beginning to see an increase of minorities in their job
placement programs.

But progress was slow, and soon this society became restless and saw a new problem. Cyclopes,
who lived in poor areas where the standards in their schools had not kept par with the other schools
in the country, started demanding their schools step up their effort to get their education in their
school system on par with the school systems in more affluent areas. So, the government started a
‘no-child-left-behind’ program which had a tendency to improve the standards within the secondary
education system of the disadvantaged communities. As a consequence, the high schools started
pumping out graduates in these less fortunate communities at a higher rate than ever before. After
20 years of lowering the entrance standards in colleges, more Cyclops became eligible to enter
colleges, and the country began pumping out a record number of Cyclops at the higher educational
levels. When 25% of the all the graduates were Cyclops, the communities thought they had reached
equality. But after closer examination, the pundits on their news shows began noticing that income
equality was not achieved. We still had Cyclopes getting paid less for doing the same work as the
two-eyed workers.

Okay, I’ll stop here. Of course, I’m being a bit facetious with all this, but the parody I just
presented here is close to our own reality. In fact, the late Joseph Doria, leader of the N. J. State
Assembly, on a bill repealing racial and gender preferences, said (and later denied), “My colleagues
and I are upset by this blatant attempt to replace diversity with fairness.”

This actually made the top ten list of the “The Stupidest Painfully Truthful Things Said by
Politicians” (by Ross and Kathryn Petras), but judging from the support given to the worst offender
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of ‘politically incorrect’ things being said by politicians (Yeah, I’m talking about our President), I
think this statement is believed by over half the people of the U. S. I guess that’s why it’s so funny.
It may be true but it’s not a politically correct thing to say.

Still, the NY Times has said recently, “… there is the growing wealth of the top 5 percent of
workers. This is linked to things like perverse compensation schemes on Wall Street, assortative
mating (highly educated people are more likely to marry each other and pass down their advantages
to their children), and the superstar effect (in an Internet economy, a few superstars in each industry
can reap global gains while the average performers cannot).

“At the bottom end, there is a growing class of people stuck on the margin, generation after
generation. This is caused by high dropout rates, the disappearance of low-skill jobs, a breakdown
in family structures and so on.”[14]

Socialists, and some liberals, would argue ‘income inequality’ should be tackled with the same
ruthless disregard to abilities, regardless if one rises above another in a capitalist environment. They
believe luck, smarts, ambition, productivity or ingenuity should not be monetarily rewarded the
way they are today. To a certain degree I see their point. A CEO of a company, for example, should
not be paid the crazy salaries and bonuses they are currently receiving. This disparity was
especially concerning when the US Government spent billions to bail out troubled corporations
who got that way because of poor leadership and bad business decisions committed by these same
CEOs who receive absurd bonuses even after the bailouts. Some of us think it is obscene to see
these CEOs receive bonuses at all, big or small. For what, for doing something they were hired to
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do in the first place, and in some cases they don’t even do that. They should be fired, actually, or
give them an equivalent bonus you give the other workers. If the rank and file doesn’t get a bonus,
then they shouldn’t either. One thing is certain, they shouldn’t be rewarded for being bailed out, or
for almost going under because, seemingly, of their poor leadership.

Of course, that doesn’t mean the capitalist structure should be brought down because of this
inadequacy. The inadequacy should be fixed. Or maybe a simple adjustment of being paid for what
you’re worth, and defining the term ‘worth’ more reasonably, is the way to go. That will be a hard
road to haul since it is believed the “gulf between the penthouse and the projects is obscenely
wide.” (Bill Keller of the NY Times – Inequality for Dummies – quoting Obama)

According to Obama, president of the U.S. at the time, in 2013 the top 10 percent of Americans
take in a little more than half of the national income (used to be a third). The typical corporate
CEOs made 270 times as much as their common workers (used to be in the low double digits).
Obama attributed this growing disparity to many factors, including sending our service and
manufacturing jobs overseas to take advantage of the low-paid foreign labor, and automation, and a
tax code that favored the rich (tax code here should mean ‘deductions’), and the death of strong
unions, among other things. “The alarming thing is not inequality per se, but immobility. It’s not
just that we have too many poor people, but that they are stranded in poverty with long odds
against getting out. The rich (and their children) stay rich, the poor (and their children) stay poor.

“The equality the president urged us to strive for was not equality of wealth, but equality of
opportunity.” He suggested that we are locked into a stratified society where the economic bottom
and top are rigidly in place and will stay there creating an unstable economic environment that will
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inevitably collapse in a chaotic economic big bang. Although that may be true, some people say it
doesn’t matter who or what you are – we all can expect two things in life - to pay taxes and die. I
maintain, whether you are black, white, Hispanic, male, or female, Muslim or Christian, this
cynicism does not take into account the passion of human nature and the magic we produce when
pushed to the brink.

Some people find solace in what Martin Luther said. “An earthly kingdom cannot exist without
inequality of persons. Some must be free, some serfs, some rulers, some subjects.”

TOPIC: WHAT KIND OF EQUALITY ARE WE AFTER?
Our own Declaration of Independence states in part, “… We hold these truths to be self-evident,
that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable
rights, that among these are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.” There you have it. That’s the
equality I’m after. I don’t believe Thomas Jefferson, or any of our founding fathers, thought we are
all created equal in our biology, intelligence, or anything else that might determine our talents or
agility. The right to pursue a Boston Red Sox contract is inherent in the constitution, but our
abilities may not allow us to achieve that goal. A blind person, who has greater speed and agility
and strength of Tom Brady, will not be hired as the Patriots’ quarterback because he or she does not
have the basic requirement to see the receivers or the ball and cannot perform in the job as
required, or with any precision. In no way should the government restrict the CEO of that
organization from hiring practices based on the abilities needed to maintain or surpass playing skills
of other players or teams.
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However, there are some sports where barriers should be taken down. Fishing is one, for example,
where men and woman are pretty much equal in talents. In fact, my neighbor once complained
when she went fishing with her husband. “According to Phil, I couldn’t do anything right, today,”
she said. "I yapped too much, I casted wrong, I reeled in too soon, and I caught more fish than he
did.”

Bowling, pool, ice skating and a dozen other sports all have their gender proponents where a case
could be put forward as to why genders should be separated at all in competition. You also have
mud wrestling, but I doubt whether anyone could mount a case where mud wrestling should be
separated into two-genders. I don’t think people would not come to see two men tangling in the
mud. I might be wrong about that … maybe women would.

Still, we have come a long way since 1776, but thank God our forefathers had the foresight to pen
those glorious words of equality up front in the Declaration of Independence. It helped us in the
1860s and 1960s, and with any guidance from above, you guys will feel the freedoms of being an
American in the 2060s. Although our culture and society changes, where new philosophies and
exceptions to rules come into play, those high standards of 1776 have guided the way. We’ve gone
through a civil war and amendments to the constitution and civil rights movements to prove it, to
preserve a more perfect Union, as it were, and it was done in different decades when social
requirements, although different, demanded it. We do have the right for life, liberty and pursuit of
happiness, but we’ll forever be redefining and refining our culture where our boat is steered by the
concept that everyone has unalienable rights. That’s the beauty of our constitution. It’s a breathing
process where it allows us to change and keep the true equality of the person. Some have used
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those very arguments as to why we should allow people from other countries into this country
regardless if they come here without due process. That, my dears, I will leave open for discussion.

TOPIC: ILLEGAL IMMAGRATION
Before I begin mentioning anything on this topic, let me say what I’m hearing from Mexicans who
have come here legally. Needless to say, they don’t like what’s happening. They have followed a
process to become citizens, or already have followed the arduous road to become citizens, and they
hate the idea that some of their countrymen are coming here illegally and are demanding (and
getting) some critical services.

That being said, I believe this problem boils down to two issues worthy of mentioning here. I don’t
think anyone in their right mind is promoting that we should allow Mexicans to come into this
country illegally, form gangs, and kill people. No one wants that to happen but, sadly, it is
happening, and we have to deal with it. But that leads me to the first issue. Non-citizens are getting
medical services for free not only depleting the resources that should be given to the citizens of this
country, but they are doing it at a rate that will eventually sink of medical systems to the point
where our medical process will collapse. The ancillary issues are enormous as well. Babies are
born here during that time when their parents came here illegally, and they are not only depleting
our medical resources in giving birth, but the babies are, technically, citizen of the US (being born
here) while their parents are not. They have done nothing wrong. Still, stay tuned as to how we
deal with that.

That brings me to the second issue, which is probably the elephant in the room whenever we
discuss this problem. Some people think we should be concerned with the fastest growing dilemma
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facing Europe right now because that is what will be happening to us soon. Let me explain. In parts
of Europe the Muslim population is growing faster than any other religious sect. That, in and of
itself is not a problem, but if you consider the freedom to express one’s beliefs, as in religious
freedoms, Muslims, because their birth rate is at a much higher rate than the native population, will
soon become the majority of the population and, if democracy is upheld, their beliefs will be the
ruling source of that country. If majority rules, they will have their religious way. It is believed that
the Muslim population is about 5% or so right now. Because of the family sizes are greater than the
average European’s family, it is believed that by 2050 the Muslim population in Europe will be
12% or so. They, the Europeans, think the same thing is going to happen to America with our
Immigration laws being as lenient as they are. They forget about the Hispanic issue here in the
United States. Forget the fact that Muslims with their radical ideas are going to increase as well,
and that’s an issue we need to be concerned with, but here’s the rub. The Hispanic family size is
growing even faster than the Muslims, and since Hispanics have a Christian oriented foundation,
we will maintain with our Christian heritage if democracy prevails. We might be in a minority, but
we’ll still have our principles in tact. So, the real issue here in the United States is going to be how
our medical system handles emergency care for people with no insurances, whether they are
Hispanic or Muslims. It is almost certain the system will collapse before any other issue arises to
test our metal.

My grandson put a note here that says, “Mexicans can’t do anything about their race, but Muslims
can because it’s their ideology.” Interesting point, Joey, but I’m not talking about Mexicans as a
race of people, I’m talking about those select few who crossed the border and stayed here illegally,
and don’t pay taxes, and suck our medical systems dry and, worst of all, according to California
State statistics, they have a disproportionate number of killers. I object to the ‘ideology’ of both
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sects. The profiling exists to protect our citizens, which includes Mexicans who have come here
legally and adopted this country as theirs. It’s a shame, and that’s a dilemma facing you guys. How
do you protect the rights of the many when there are a few rotten apples in the barrel? How do you
weed them out?

TOPIC: EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION (EEOC)
Equal Employment Opportunity Act was passed over 40 years ago. The Act required companies to
have quotas to hire minorities because they were needed to offset the years of discrimination of
gender and race that silently, and sometimes overtly, blocked them from entering the educational,
business and work communities. For example, in 1960 there weren’t many male nurses or flight
attendants, nor were there many blacks attending medical schools, nor women with engineering
jobs.

Today, some in our society claim the recent hiring practices or quotas are nothing more than
reverse discrimination, and there probably is some truth to that, even today. But I don’t think we’ve
finished the task of attaining true equality on the education and business fronts just yet. Back then
we needed to be somewhat overt and bend the rules a bit. However, I believe we have turned the
corner on this issue, and we can actually see the finish line, which will keep moving as we
approach it, but we shouldn’t be frustrated over that. We should put the words ‘expect change’ in
all our job descriptions, and know that the fight for equality will always be there at some level.
&&&&&&
Pope Leo XIII led the Catholic Church into the 20th century. He recognized there is an inequality
between men, because he believed there existed “manifold differences of the most important kind”.
Of course this has nothing to do with opportunity that is discussed in the Constitution of the United
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States. We are not talking about the pursuit of quality of life, although the differences we have from
one another may, indeed, affect our quality of lives. If people “differ in capacity, skill, health,
strength; and unequal fortune,” then should we not conclude from this “that men are created
unequal: that inequality of wealth among men is in accordance with Natural Law.”[15]
&&&&&
Supply and demand still rule the day and I don’t think the EEOC meant to account for an equal
distribution of wealth regardless of talents possessed by individuals. Should the most productive
person at work be treated with the same respect as an average worker who is not as productive?
What would our work force be if we treated everyone the same way? For example, should a less
talented quarterback have equal playing time during a game as first-string quarterback?

I have to wonder if Thomas Edison would have developed a light bulb if he was told he had to give
more than half of what he earned back into the system. Most of the time our initiatives are rewarded
with dollars, and that’s the way it should be, but does that mean we should obscenely reward those
entrepreneurs who gave us the light bulb, or the plane, or telephone, or the internet for that matter. I
wish I had the answers for this one, but I don’t. Profiting from superiority or luck is, at worst, a
neutral principle. At best, we allow people to capitalize on their talents that benefit us all. I enjoy
the benefits everyday from perusing my interests with my PC (Microsoft), or MacPro (Apple), and I
also owe a debt of gratitude to those people who built the internet, and the equipment that supports
it. Some of those behind these inventions became billionaires in the process, and that’s an issue of
entrepreneurism, and supply and demand, not civil rights.

To quote Aristotle again, “The worst form of inequality is to try to make unequal things equal.”
And now, the Dalai Lama: “There can be no peace as long as there is grinding poverty, social
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injustice, inequality, oppression, environmental degradation, and as long as the weak and small
continue to be trodden by the mighty and powerful.” [16] You’ll notice the light touch given to the
word ‘inequality’ in the Dalai Lama’s words. It’s almost hidden as it is becomes part of a list of
injustices. Still, I believe both statements are true and, again, we’re stuck with having to define the
words. As powerful as these statements are, they both need a semantics check on the meaning of the
words, or the intent of giving it by both men.

I have to ask, though, when is it okay to flaunt our uniqueness, and when should we fight for
equality of opportunity. Although some of the issues on equality are really non-issues, and
shouldn’t be confused with the fundamentals right of human beings, we do need to maintain
vigilance over the true issues of equality because we do have a tendency to be rhetorical when
defending our positions. Sometimes we turn a blind eye because of laziness. We owe it to ourselves
to have a higher level of philosophy or understanding to help guide us through moments when the
highest level of integrity is needed to do the right thing.
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CHAPTER TEN

TOPIC: ON GUN CONTROL
The notion that guns are bad is a ruse that’s designed to disrupt, not to provide order in the
community. Barry Goldwater, an almost president in 1964, said, “Women are hard enough to handle
now without giving them a gun.” Even though Goldwater wished he had never said this publically,
his statement speaks volumes as to how this issue is being handled on the political front. I became
interested in the issue of gun control because I believe more people are being fatally shot while
nothing of note is getting done to stop it. Whether Goldwater was trying to be funny or not, he made
me aware that other people were interested in this issue, and maybe I should as well – even back then
-- and even if I don’t own a gun.

There are plenty of things in this world that give me agita, and I really don’t need anything more on
my plate to give me more concern, like a small band of people wanting to change the Constitution
for everyone because they believe that’s the only way to fix the problem. Certainly, taking guns out
of the hands of everyone will probably fix the problem, but is that the only solution to this?

In this chapter I’ve gotten some pundits’ quotes and thoughts from the internet on the issue of gun
control because they have access to information that I don’t have and, because I’m lazy. I’ve
paraphrased from their work a bit, and I hope I’ve made the proper comments or footnotes of that.
In particular, I have relied heavily on Anne Coulter because I love what she has to say about most
things. She’s today’s William F. Buckley, Jr. – a little more opinionated, perhaps, if that is possible.
(Check Buckley out on ‘Firing Line’ or Youtube and you’ll get a little understanding of who he is.)
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The fact that hand guns are used for protection in the home, and are the main source of crime
deterrence, this is a testament as to why responsible people should be able to possess guns, not the
reverse. Data can be twisted to tell your own story, of course, so hopefully I won’t add to that
confusion; that is, I won’t go into why ‘gun-free’ zones don’t stop or reduce gun killings. In fact,
those ordinances do just the opposite. Look up the tragedies of mass killings and you’ll see. It is
believed by a lot of conservatives that the Virginia Tech Massacre, for example, could’ve been
avoided if a process was in place where someone was allowed to carry a gun on campus. A whole
bunch of counter-points could be offered as to what kind of chaos that would cause, but if a citizen,
let’s call him Roy, who has a gun is responsible, then we shouldn’t have to worry about Roy using
the gun on others unless that Roy’s life, or other people’s lives in the community, are threatened.
Of course, we need to answer the question of what does ‘responsible’ mean, and how should it be
measured. And how does a society limit the possession of guns to just those ‘responsible’ people.
Tough questions. Of course, you don’t have to have ‘gun carrying’ laws to prevent mass shooting
tragedies, you just need laws on the books to limit the possession to ‘responsible’ individuals.

Having said the above, let’s take a look at gun control as it pertains to the mental health in this
country. Now, like I said before, I don’t own a gun myself, but some of my family members do.
They have definite opinions on the topic, especially as it concerns the rights that are guaranteed by
the constitution, so I know it’s a big issue for some folks. However, I pretty much stay neutral on
the topic unless we’re talking about mass killings by idiots who should be on some kind of
psychotic medication, and should not have possession of a gun of any sort. So, I’ll focus on gun
control as it pertains to them, which seems to be the area where most of the ‘yeah, buts’ and ‘what
ifs’ are given in the point, counter-point discussions on the news channels.
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For most Americans, gun control is not a burning issue unless you live in Colorado, or Fort Hood,
or go shopping in Arizona, or Newton, CT, or have fear that the next blood bath will take place in
your community. But let’s consider most of the mass killings of the past decade, which were,
arguably, committed by ‘crazy’ people. Ugh. Did I say ‘crazy’ people? I shouldn’t say ‘crazy’
people, should I? That’s very insensitive of me. I won’t say crazy people any more. I promise.
I must be careful, as I’m told not to stigmatize the base of mentally unstable people because a few
of them do bad things. I guess that’s just like labeling all Mexicans as degenerates, or crazy
people…, ooops. I didn’t mean to say that. Let’s just say that we shouldn’t be labeling Mexican as
killers when only a few of them deserve that distinction. Okay, I don’t want the ACLU breathing
down my neck, so I’ll just quote some people and blame it on them.

Unfortunately, most of the mass murders of the past decade were done by men, and men who take,
or should take, depression medication. Not to disparage an entire gender that have mental
disorders, but they shouldn’t be allowed to have guns, or be near them. As Anne Coulter writes,
“Mental illness was blindingly clear in the cases of Seung-Hui Cho (Virginia Tech), Maj. Nidal
Hasan (Fort Hood), Jared Loughner (Arizona shopping mall), James Holmes (Colorado movie
theater), and a dozen other mass shootings in the past few decades.

“We’re not worried about school kids being systematically gunned down by angry husbands, gang
members or antique gun collectors. We’re worried about a psychotic showing up in a public place
and shooting everyone in sight.”[17]

As Ms. Coulter points out, “Fixating on guns after a crazy person commits mass murder is like
draining the ocean to find a ring you dropped.” Still, a lot of people want to ban guns (or a subset of
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them) altogether, for everyone, not just … people who are loose cannons. And this might be
reasonable if you are talking just about machine guns, but limiting the number of bullets in a
magazine (or other restrictions) for everyone is, arguably, against the Second Amendment and has
people in an uproar. Now, I’m not saying some kind of gun control is not necessary. But I think our
congress should be making the connection that we shouldn’t allow guns in the hands of … the
mentally ill, or keeping guns away from … people of questionable mental or emotional stability.
Congress might argue that’s exactly what they are doing because they’re pushing for limitation on
all its citizens of which … the mentally ill are a subset. A nice play on logic, I might add, but the
majority still suffers because of the few under that scenario.

One of my neighbors recently said “Let’s arm ourselves. That would stop mass murderers before
they could shoot the ‘whole nine yards’. It would certainly stop muggings.” And it probably would.
On that front we should take a look at Ann Coulter’s letter to Human Events titled, Mental Health
Laws Are Trouble For Democrats. I hope she doesn’t mind me adding my two cents in this. And
please note, although she talks about Liberals in a way that might offend some, Conservatives have
their own gun embarrassments, as Dick Cheney (Vice President, 2001-2009) might attest to.

“Liberals can take the position that crazy people (she said it, I didn’t) living on the street, and
filling up our prisons and homeless shelters, are a necessary evil that is a consequence of their idée
fixe (obsession). But then, when one of their pet victims shoots up a movie theater, they don’t get to
blame it on guns.”

As Ms. Coulter points out, a study was done a few years ago by two famed economists, William
Landes at the University of Chicago, and John Lott at Yale, who focused on multiple-victim public
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shootings in the United States between 1977 and 1995 to see how various laws affected their
frequency and death toll.’ They examined policies such as waiting periods and background checks
for guns, the death penalty and increased penalties for committing a crime with a gun, etc. As they
found out, none of these policies had any effect on the frequency of, or carnage from, multiplevictim shootings.

It seems that concealed-carry laws are the only public policy that has ever worked in reducing the
death rate from such crimes. “If you think about it,” Anne Coulter says, “someone planning to
commit a single murder in a concealed-carry state only has to weigh the odds of one person being
armed. But a criminal planning to commit murder in a public place has to worry that anyone in the
entire area might have a gun. Where does this end?

“You will notice that most multiple-victim shootings occur in ‘gun-free zones’--even within states
that have concealed-carry laws: public schools, churches, Sikh temples, post offices, the movie
theater, etc…

“If the deterrent effect of concealed-carry laws seems surprising to you, that's because the media
doesn’t like to promote stories of armed citizens at shopping malls stopping mass shooters. At the
Portland shooting, for example, no explanation was given for the amazing fact that the assailant
managed to kill only two people in the mall during the busy Christmas season.

“Why? It turns out concealed-carry-holder Nick Meli hadn't noticed that the mall was a gun-free
zone. He pointed his (otherwise legal) gun at the shooter (Roberts) as he (Meli) paused to reload,
and the next shot was the attempted mass murderer killing himself. (Meli aimed, but didn't shoot,
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because there were by-standers behind the shooter.)” Meli asserts that Roberts saw him with a gun,
and that contributed to Roberts' decision to commit suicide.

“In a nonsense ‘study’ going around the Internet right now, Mother Jones (a liberal magazine)
claims to have produced its own study of all public shootings in the last 30 years and concludes: ‘In
not a single case was the killing stopped by a civilian using a gun.’

“The magazine reaches its conclusion by simply excluding all cases where an armed civilian
stopped the shooter. Their study looked only at public shootings where four or more people were
killed, i.e., the ones where the shooter wasn't stopped by an armed civilian or anything else.

“If we care about reducing the number of people killed, shouldn't we pay particular attention to the
cases where the aspiring mass murderer only managed to kill one or two people? Or, if it is
possible, as stopped before he could lock and load. It would be like testing the effectiveness of
weed killers, but refusing to consider any products that killed the weeds.

“In addition to the Portland mall case, here are a few more examples excluded by the Mother Jones'
methodology (the shooters’ deaths are excluded in these quotes):
-- Mayan Palace Theater, San Antonio, Texas: Jesus Manuel Garcia…as he enters the movie
theater, guns blazing, an armed off-duty cop shoots Garcia four times, stopping the attack. Total
dead: Zero.
-- Winnemucca, Nev., 2008: Ernesto Villagomez opens fire in a crowded restaurant; concealed
carry permit-holder shoots him dead. Total dead: Two.
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-- Appalachian School of Law, 2002: Crazed immigrant shoots the Dean and a Professor, then
begins shooting students; as he goes for more ammunition, two armed students point their guns at
him, allowing a third to tackle him. Total dead: Three.
-- Santee, Calif., 2001: Student begins shooting his classmates (and a campus supervisor); an offduty cop points his gun at the shooter, holding him until more police arrive. Total dead: Two.
-- Pearl High School, Mississippi, 1997: After shooting several people at his high school, student
heads for the junior high; assistant principal Joel Myrick retrieves a .45 pistol from his car and
points it at the gunman's head, ending the murder spree. Total dead: Two.
-- Edinboro, Pa., 1998: A student shoots up a junior high school dance being held at a restaurant;
restaurant owner pulls out his shotgun and stops the gunman. Total dead: One.

“By contrast, the shootings in gun-free zones invariably result in far higher casualty figures--Sikh
temple, Oak Creek, Wis. (six dead); Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, Va. (32 dead); Columbine High
School, Columbine, Colo. (12 dead); Amish school, Lancaster County, Pa. (five little girls killed);
public school, Craighead County, Ark. (five killed, including four little girls).

All these took place in gun-free zones, where there was no armed citizen to stop the attack. As a
result, lots of people got killed – and these killings were the only ones included in the Mother Jones
study.[18] Shame, shame on Mother Jones if this is true!

“In every one of these mass shootings, there was someone in a position to say before the attack,
‘Trust me, this person is a psycho.’ Try getting Jared Loughner (Arizona shopping mall) or James
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Holmes (Colorado Movie Theater) through any mental illness hearing in which they’re required to
speak.

“… If someone was brought back from the 1950s to today, he'd tell us: "I couldn't help but notice
that all the people who committed mass shootings were batsh*t crazy. (Please don’t call me ACLU
– it wasn’t me, it was Anne Coulter.) Why were they not locked up or forced to take medication?"

It appears that Congress will not address the issue that these mass shootings are being committed
by the mentally ill. We can’t medicate them (and we’ll fight to the last ditch to protect any crazy
person’s right not to take his medication), and we can’t lock them up because the ACLU has
handcuffed society’s ability to deal rationally with the mentally disturbed.

Ms. Coulter puts most of the blame on the Liberals. She says that they are “…so determined not to
stigmatize anybody that their solution is always to make all of society suffer instead:
– To avoid hurting Muslims’ feelings, everyone has to strip to his underwear at the airport.
– So no one feels excluded, we’re not allowed to say “Merry Christmas!”
– To avoid singling out gays, the government and media lied to Americans for a decade about the
coming explosion of heterosexual AIDS. (We’re still waiting.)
– To stop people from noticing patterns, the media bends over backwards to avoid telling us the
race of dangerous criminals are on the loose.
– To prevent hurt feelings, everybody gets an “A.”
-

“And to avoid ‘stigmatizing’ the mentally ill, society has to live with the occasional mass
murder.

Of course, we don’t want to tick off the ACLU or soccer moms— as well as all of sane America.
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“We owe it to the memory of these kids to unclog the regulations that prevent us from forcing
psychotics to take their medication.”[19]

I know I’ve quoted Ms. Coulter a lot here, and I hope she excuses me for paraphrasing in some
areas (I don’t think I change the meaning or watered down her thoughts, though.). Still, you might
ask why I have this as a topic at all. The fact is, that although some States are changing the
concealed weapons laws (e.g., Georgia, etc.), some states like New York are passing laws limiting
the use of guns to the general public as a response to the terrible killings being done by the
mentally deranged. I don’t know what I would think if I lost one of you to a mass murderer. It
just seems so wrong to ban guns for everyone so we can keep guns out of the hands of the
mentally handicapped. That’s one way of doing it, of course, but it shouldn’t be THE way of doing
it. Why don’t we just limit the sales of guns to them and be done with the issue? The ACLU says
we can’t target them. But how do you answer those who point out that if the government
“confiscates our guns, they confiscate our freedom.”

TOPIC: ABOUT THE RICH
I have heard it said that politicians are like tweenies with money. They’ll spend every cent they
get. I’ve also heard it said that a fine is a tax for doing wrong. Au contraire, as Nana would say. A
tax is a fine for doing well. And if that is the case, then I don’t want to belabor the point about
making money or paying taxes. We need it to govern and we need it to protect our interests. The
question I raise here is very simple. Are the rich getting richer? The answer is, of course, yes.
That’s not necessarily a bad thing unless they are cheating their way to the top. If they are,
hopefully the SEC and the FBI are keeping a watchful eye on their financial activities for us. Aside
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from the Madoffs in this world who are stealing us blind, there is a big misconception that our tax
structure caters to the rich. They don’t. If you look at the 2017 and the new Trump 2018 tax table,
you can see that for someone making 10K a year, they paid 15% in 2017 and 12% in 2018. If you
made 500K you paid 39.6% in 2017 and 37% in 2018. So, the tax table is fair and, if anything, it
caters to the person who made less money, percentage-wise. Still, people are clamoring that Trump
reduced the tax structure for the rich and that’s all you hear about. If you look at the structure,
someone making a half a mil pays 25% more than someone making $15K. How does that equate to
catering to the rich?

I don’t have any stake in this, because I don’t make that much money. I’m just trying to be
objective here. Where exactly does the table say the rich are not paying their just dues? It doesn’t.
The claim of injustice should not be levied on the tax structure but, rather, the focus should be put
on the deduction schema which outlandishly favors the rich. I’m not a tax guy, so my opinion is
just an opinion. All I know is if I tried my hand at business, and truly spent $100 to make $102
dollars, I would want to be able to deduct the $100 from my expense account, and then show a $2
profit. How else should you do it?

I may be off base, and I don’t like opining when I don’t have all the facts, but if a rich guy can
deduct a lunch because he’s having a business meeting, then I should be able to deduct my lunch
costs in the cafeteria at work if I discuss any kind of business when I dine. I should be able to
deduct a fax machine at home if I use it at all for work. I should be able to do a lot of things that
rich people do without fear that my house may be taken from me.
&&&&&&
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I have to ask, why does billionaire Warren Buffett pay a tax rate less than his secretary? I’m not
suspicious of Mr. Buffett’s integrity at all here. But I do have a concern that the tax deductions
favor the rich as it pertains to paying Federal taxes. We don’t have to look any further than Mr.
Buffett’s returns to know that he uses the tax laws (legally) to avoid paying Federal taxes.

Another issue of why the rich are getting richer is because the tax structure for investments is less
than ordinary income, and that’s where the very rich make most of their money. If the rich have
more disposable income, which they do, then they can take advantage of investments that most of us
cannot. Americans can’t afford to buy and sell stocks and bonds during the year where we can take
advantage of the lower tax structure, so it stands to reason the rich benefit from the capital gains
side of the ledger simply because they can afford to buy stocks, bonds, or land, etc. They can take
advantage of those kinds of investments when we can’t.

The fact is I don’t have disposable income and every cent I make goes towards living my life, so I
sit back and watch the rich getting richer, unless there’s a stock market crash of sorts. A rich
person will get no tears from people who live paycheck to paycheck when the market goes bust. And
maybe that’s one of the reasons why the smaller guy revels when the bigger guy falls. Sympathy is not
something the smaller guy gives to the one who takes advantage of the stacked deck.

To quote my surrogate mother, Ellie, “Now, Bobby, you won’t get sympathy from me. You know
where it is in the dictionary. It’s between shit and syphilis.”

Anyway, I haven’t met Mr. Buffet. I’m sure he’s a nice guy, and I have nothing against him. I just
wish I had a fraction of him money, that’s all. So, let’s move onto another topic.
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TOPIC: ON ABORTION:
Abortion is an issue that transcends politics, I believe, even though politicians win and lose based
on what they say on the topic. It’s a quandary we embrace in our search for the absolute truth
because … well, there are just too many reasons why this topic is important to us. Aside from the
issue that killing another human being is wrong, if we believe the fetus is a human being from
conception, then abortion is killing a defenseless human being. Probably the biggest question we
have is when the fetus actually becomes a human being. Some say at conception, and some say at
birth, but both most people believe the event takes place somewhere in between. Some say without
a brain you don’t have a soul. There’s definitely a moral complexity of putting a stake in the
ground about when life actually begins. I know that. Still, I’m in favor of the government
determining the fate of a newborn, only I disagree with what it currently says.

Today, by law, the fetus is not a human being if it cannot survive on its own. As in most states in
America, a woman has the right to choose her motherhood fate up to a certain point in the gestation
period. In a Gallup poll, over 60% of the people think it’s okay to abort in the first trimester, 25%
say it’s okay in the second, and 10% say it’s okay in the third trimester, most commonly referred to
as ‘partial-birth’ abortions. I guess the rest believe life starts at conception. But the courts have
ruled emphatically on this. Wikipedia, explains that “…when the fetus is ‘viable’ outside the womb
is the point when the ‘life’ of the fetus begins (and therefore subject to being protected by the state).
In the majority opinion delivered by the court in Roe v. Wade, viability was defined as "potentially
able to live outside the mother's womb, albeit with artificial aid. Viability is usually placed at about
seven months (28 weeks), but may occur earlier, even at 24 weeks.”
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I flipped-flopped on this principle plenty of times as have many people. For me, as I write this, I
don’t know when the fetus is a human being. Is it at the moment of conception? Most people in the
‘right to life’ side of the ledger believe so. I’m not one of those people. To be honest, I don’t
know when to call the fetus a him or her, but I don’t think it’s at 24 weeks. It’s sometime after
conception and before the 24 week mark.

There’s really nothing cerebral we can bring to the table on this discussion other than the above.
We have elected our officials to decide for us when we become a human being in the womb. And
they have decided, but I think they have dropped the ball on this. I suppose we can emotionally
tackle the issue and then maybe we can get some headway. For example, here are two pictures to
compare and ask yourself, ‘what do they have in common’.

The answer is, the small tiny hand you see in the photo on the left belongs to the boy on the right.
The “Hand of Hope” photo on the left was taken by Michael Clancy, a veteran photojournalist in
Nashville, Tennessee who was hired by USA Today newspaper to photograph a spina bifida
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corrective surgical procedure of 21-week-old unborn baby Samuel Armas's, which is about the
same time doctors perform partial birth abortions.

In Mr. Clancy’s own words, “…The tension could be felt in the operating room as the surgery
began. A typical C-section incision was made to access the uterus, which was then lifted out and
laid at the junction of the mother's thighs … As a doctor asked me what speed of film I was using,
out of the corner of my eye I saw the uterus shake, but no one's hands were near it. It was shaking
from within. Suddenly, an entire arm thrust out of the opening, then pulled back until just a little
hand was showing. The doctor reached over and lifted the hand, which reacted and squeezed the
doctor's finger … And Mr. Clancy finally says, ‘It's the most incredible picture I've ever seen.’”

“The picture unambiguously illustrates the humanity of an unborn child at approximately the same
stage of pregnancy as most infants who are killed by partial-birth abortion," Brad Clanton, counsel
for the House Judiciary Subcommittee on the Constitution, told USA Today."No reasonable person
could look at that picture and deny that that is a tiny member of the human race, with an arm, a
hand, fingers, and a sense of touch."

The photos of Samuel's fetal surgery, which took place August 19, 1999, at Vanderbilt University
Medical Center in Nashville, Tennessee, were shown during debate on the Partial-Birth Abortion
Ban Act. The bill passed April 5 by a vote of 287-141.[20]
&&&&&&
To some, partial-birth abortion is murder. NY Times says in 2014 there were 926,200 abortions.
Since it is believed that .2% of those abortions are partial birth, then that means about 1850 have
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been performed just in 2014 alone. If it is murder, then you figure how many ‘executions’ occurred
since Roe Vs. Wade in 1973.

Let’s take Brenda Pratt Shafer as a final example. She was a registered nurse who accepted a job at
an abortion clinic. Even though she was pro-choice, she didn’t think she’d have a problem until she
witnessed the horrors of a partial-birth abortion. As she stated in a book she wrote titled, “What the
Nurse Saw”, she watched a 6-month pregnant woman go through the harrowing experience of a
partial-birth abortion. She saw the heartbeat of the baby on the ultrasound screen as the doctor
began the abortion. She saw the baby’s fingers move as he was kicking his feet. The doctor then
inserted a pair of scissors into the back of the baby’s head, and the baby, startled at the intrusion,
“jerked out in a flinch”. Then the doctor opened up the scissors. I want to stop there because I can’t
read the rest of it without getting upset. This is such a volatile issue, and I didn’t get it until a
doctor who performed partial-birth abortions was gun down by an anti-abortion militant, an act that
was committed in a church, by the way. It’s a tragedy in our society that needs to be addressed, as
much as stopping mass murders, and capital punishment.
&&&&&&
I don’t think we want to go back to a point in our history when a woman did not have the choice to
continue or terminate a pregnancy, or where women were in dark rooms, sometimes bleeding to
death by wanna-bee doctors who didn’t know how to wield a knife except to terminate a life of a
fetus. Listen, I don’t want to be considered out of touch with reality, or unwilling to change, and I
know that others have struggled more than I, and are more in touch with the real world than I, if the
word ‘real’ means a life of hardship. But I’ve eaten breakfast food at night, and I know the days
when a $4 bottle of wine was ‘pretty good shit’. I can remember a time when I found out a friend of
mine was pregnant I’d say, "I’m sorry, what the hell happened?" And then the guy would say,
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“That’s okay, I know someone who knows someone.” Those were ugly days, but let’s face it.
What’s the alternative? Today, I go to the drug store for Tylenol and TUMS, not condoms and
pregnancy tests. Even so, I’d like someone of authority to convince me beyond a doubt when the fetus
is human, and then maybe I’d move on this issue. For now, I certainly know the current definition
of ‘viability’ is wrong. I know in my heart that that little hand in the picture is a human being as
much as we are human beings. So, if a fetus is human at 21 weeks, then what about 20 weeks? A
show of hands for 18 weeks. How far back do we have to go? If you don’t have an answer to that,
then I hope you’re a pro-life advocate. Right now, what I do know is that when that picture was
taken, Samuel Armas was a person. So, I believe our courts need to determine a more reasonable
definition of when a fetus is a human. If someone can say a life begins at conception (religious
arguments aside), then they probably say contraception is wrong as well, and we probably don’t
want that. But please, remember this: we can defend ourselves, the unborn cannot. So, you better be
right on this issue else … you finish this sentence on your own, because I can’t.

TOPIC: I WON’T SAY ANYTHING BAD ABOUT THE DEMOCRATS
Although my first political memory was of me rooting for Eisenhower, I loved JFK while growing
up in Levittown, Long Island. In fact, my first political leanings were for the Democrats. I found
myself saying for many years that I wouldn’t say anything bad about the Democrats until
Chappaquiddick happened, and then I found myself converting to the Independent Party. I guess I
got discouraged with politics early on. But there was nothing to root for in George Wallace or
Ralph Nadar or Ross Perot. I think Soupy Sales might’ve even tried getting a write-in vote at one
time, that’s how disenfranchised we were.
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Anyway, I guess talking about politics is a graveyard topic in that I make more enemies than
friends when I engage in political discussions. Oftentimes, a discussion might start out nicely but,
invariably, it turns into an argument. I read a T-shirt the other day that said ‘talking to a liberal is
like talking to a drunk’. I wouldn’t go that far, but I’d say talking to a liberal is like trying to
explain social media to a 70 year old.

My neighbor asked me once when I started a political conversation, “What's the difference
between baseball and politics?” I didn’t know, so I asked him what, and he said, “In baseball
you're out if you're caught stealing.”

Well, I’m a Patriot fan, so I have to say that joke is funny. What bothers me, though, is that people
get so anal about their political leanings. Maybe I do too, but I was perusing the internet the other
day and I found this one man who put in his blog (let’s call him Bob) the following: “Being a
Liberal (i.e., Democrat, I assume) means I care about my country; its people, its safety, its health,
and its future. Being a Liberal means that I make choices with both compassion and reason; not out
of bigotry, anger, or ignorance…”

He went on and on about what it means to be a liberal, all general positive qualities which, by the
way, I’d pick if I were a member of any political party, gang or group who had special interests. I
was quite outraged because I felt I could make the same claims as a conservative, or an
independent, or a catholic, or an atheist. Really, Bob? Were you really saying that conservatives
(republicans) don’t care about their country; its people, its safety, its health, and its future? Are you
saying that being a Republican means that I’m less compassion and maybe unreasonable, and that I
make choices when I’m angry, and that I’m ignorant and a bigot? Wow! If that is the case, then “a
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liberal is a conservative who's been arrested. A conservative is a liberal who's been mugged.” [21]
In my heart I don’t want to single out this guy for how he thinks because I fall into that same trap at
times when I want something to be true so bad that I’m blinded by the rhetoric, or semantics, or
sound bites that I craft so others might agree with me. Almost everyone believes in the right to live
a decent life and care about the people of the world. Truth has no bias. When someone says being a
liberal means I love my country, that’s like implying that being a conservative means I don’t love
my country. We all love our county.

The list given by Bob could very well have been given by a conservative point of view, but I’m
inclined to think I might have missed the point being that so many people gave replies to the blog
congratulating Bob for his astute observations as to what it means to be a liberal. Still, this is not
the kind of search for the truth we want. I’m sure if Mary-Jo Kopechne, or her parents, were alive
today they’d agree.
&&&&&&
We all seek truth in our own ways. All of us, male/females, liberals/conservatives, all races and all
religions, seek stability in our country, and we want the best for all citizens and their futures. I love
America and, of course, that does not mean I hate France. My favorite food is pasta but that doesn’t
mean I’m a vegetarian. I hate the act of killing an entire people (as in a flood) but that doesn’t mean
I don’t believe in God. We all live with compassion and reason and we all try to free ourselves
from ignorance and anger because they serve no harmonious purpose. So, be careful about drawing
conclusions because they ‘sound’ right, or lean towards the way you think. When you live in a
vacuum, nothing sounds right. We do strive to understand other people, but we carry a lot of
presumptions with us, don’t we? I believe that’s why conservatives stay with conservatives, and
liberals stay with liberals, and why Christians marry Christians, and Jews marry Jews.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

TOPIC: NEGATIVE PROJECTION
I laughed when I first read the Irish Toast: As you slide down the banister of life, may the splinters
never point in the wrong direction. I like to keep that saying close to my heart because sometimes I
feel like I’m spitting into the wind on certain issues only to realize I’m spitting in the wrong
direction and all I have to do is turn around, or change my direction, or more to the point, my point
of view. On inconsequential matters, that’s fine. But where do I draw the line on important issues if
I can’t make up my mind. Do I appear egotistical if I hold firm, or do I appear cowardly if I
capitulate? Do I keep score, even?

Most trials and tribulations in my life were the result of my actions, or negative projection, or the
way I perceived things, which could be distorted, or outright wrong. I often say I’m right 50% of the
time, or I might say ‘Beauty is in the eye of the beholder’. Certainly, on occasion I perceive things
differently from the norm. And you’re the same way. That’s why it becomes so important not to
negatively project. We do have a tendency to create our own negative reality based on perceptions
that are flawed. Negative projection can be a controlling force in our lives when we might not even
realize it. Oscar Wilde was famous for his quips. One paraphrased William Butler Yeats: "An
Irishman has an abiding sense of tragedy which sustains him through temporary periods of joy.”

I’m Irish, and I’m hoping that negative projection is not in any way in my genes, but sometimes I
think it is. I’ll give you an example. I remember a long time ago, a guy at work was an excruciating
pain-in-my-ass. He was loud, obnoxious, and sort of a Don Rickles kind of character, the stage
character, that is. They called Rickles ‘Mr. Warmth’ in a sarcastic way because he had great one190

line insults, but actually he was a wonderful human being, or so I’m told. Anyway, this guy always
seemed to be berating and never complementary. I felt the only reasons he remained alive all these
years was because he was big, and because it’s illegal to kill him. He was pretty smart, though. If I
went toe to toe with him verbally, sometimes he’d get the better of me – or that’s the way I
perceived it. Now, he had that Don Rickels personality, as I said, and he was able to sustain that
way about him all day long. All … day … long … he was in your face with a seemingly unlimited
supply of one-line insults that he could probably take on the road and be quite successful as an
insult comedian. On the other hand, I could last a couple of rounds with him, but it took too much
out of me to go the distance. I got tired trying to keep up with him.

I have to say this guy was a 6 foot 3 palooka, and I was a five nine pushover. My body bruises
easy, and he was always coming up to me, and hitting me in the arm, and saying in his Joey
Tribbiani voice, “how yoo doin?” Then he’d go into some kind of dissing routine, like “If you were
twice as smart as you are now, you’d still be stupid,” or “You’re so ugly when you were born the
doctor smacked your mother instead of you.” Okay, that last one was funny, but he’d be that way
ALL DAY LONG, and I got so tired of trying to keep up with him that I hated going into work to
face him. Then the day of reckoning happened. That morning, while showering, I projected how he
was going to greet me when I arrived at work. I figured if he’d punch me in the arm, like he usually
did, and say “How yoo doin?” like he usually did, or something stupid like, “Hey, why don’t you
slip into something more comfortable … like a coma”. Then I’d come back at him with something
like, “I thought a guy with your IQ would also have a low voice too.” Of course, that’s my negative
projection working overtime. Still, I figured I wouldn’t let him get the better of me, so I rehearsed
some responses and visualized how our encounter would end, and I remember that morning
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thinking that I would sock him in the solar-plexus and say, “I’m doon fine. How ‘yoo doin’, dumb
ass?”

If I had the internet at that time, I would’ve had an 8 ½ by 11 sheet of one-liners ready to throw at
him, but I didn’t have the internet. So, in my car on the way to work that morning, I prepared to
mentally dismantle this jerk by rehearsing one-line zingers like, ‘If I agreed with you, dumb-ass,
we'd both be wrong’ and ‘Any similarity between you and a human is purely coincidental.’

When I finally did arrive at work that morning, I walked into the office and there he was in front of
me, smirking like he usually did, and all he said was “Good morning, Bob” and all I remember was
being filled with rage and said real loud “What the Hell do you mean by that?” His response was a
little chuckle and he said, “That was funny, Bob.” He thought I was joking around. And then he
smacked me in the arm, like he usually did, adding to the seven thousand black-and-blues he had
given me. “You’re a funny guy,” he said, as if he really meant it.

Here’s my point with this story. There’s two, actually. First, negative projection creates a reality
that is not only imaginary, but emotionally debilitating. It drains you of the good qualities of the
human condition. But the main lesson I learned here was not to get myself so worked up on trivial
matters that I invent a truth or reality that does not exist, except for the foggy stage show I create in
my own mind. I mean, how often do we make a mountain out of a mole hill? For example, people
laugh, and we think they are laughing at us. People whisper and we’re convinced they are gossiping
about us. Someone gives us a big ‘hello’ and we think they are grandstanding at our expense. Or
someone can just be kind to us, and we think they have a hidden agenda.
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We spend so much time allowing our minds to creatively jump-start a new reality in our lives that
we become this neurotic person whose feelings and projections run contrary to who we want to be,
what we want to say, and what we want to do. We want people to look at us with respect, but our
demeanors are contrary to what is needed to gain that respect, and we give such a colorful life to
this negative projection that we find ourselves in a miserable condition. So, that[‘s a long-winded
way of saying that negative projection is bad.

And the second lesson of this story is we should embrace and understand our own frailties and be
able to make amends once you do understand. For example, once I realized I was in this negative
mode I wanted to tell him my shortcomings, not his. So, that afternoon I asked him if he had some
time to talk with me. He did, and we sat down in the cafeteria real pleasant-like without any kind of
verbal jousting, or smartass innuendos, and I told him the truth of how I felt. I told him I was
exhausted trying to keep up with his verbal jabs, and I was tired of him hitting me so hard on the
arm every day that it actually resulted in black and blues. I showed him the bruises, and he was
amazed. I said I thought he had negative attitudes, real or imagined, and I was tired of dealing with
his daily demeanor and allowing him to park in my mind for free. I told him that was my issue, not
his. And after I finished telling him what was on my mind, he was absolutely flabbergasted. He had
no idea that I was feeling these negative feelings, and he was extremely upset that his behavior had
such a terrible effect on me, including the black and blues. He was very apologetic, and was
actually concerned that his behavior caused my distress and wanted to do something. I swear, I
thought he was reaching in his pocket to give me money, but as if turned out he wanted to just buy
me a cup of coffee.
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I was very moved by his sincerity. He was not the person I thought he was. I know this sounds
melodramatic, but he became one of my best friends after that, and I became a little bit wiser and
little less paranoid. He was eventually transferred somewhere out of State and I haven’t seen or
heard from him in over 45 years.
&&&&&&
As I’m writing this now, my mind has gone to a story that I read a long time ago which I loved. I
wish I could remember who wrote it. It’s representative of how easy it is to make someone’s day
good just by thinking and acting positively. Pay it forward, so to speak. It goes something like this.
Two women were walking down the street in opposite directions, but approaching each other. One
was distraught and crying. The other was calm and compassionate. As they passed each other, the
calm lady said to the distraught lady, “That is a beautiful dress you’re wearing.” They stopped and
sat at a near-by bench. They said a few words to each other, but mainly they sat there and
remained quiet. After a few minutes they got up and continued on their way. Two weeks later, the
same two ladies were walking down the street, and the one who was in distress weeks earlier
looked much better and stopped the calm lady saying, “I want to thank you so much for what you
said two weeks ago. You see, I was walking back from the grave site where I just buried my son,
and while I was walking home I was trying to figure out what went wrong and I was convinced I
should kill myself. In fact, I was trying to figure out how I was going to do that when your kind
words stopped me. And I wanted to thank you.”

And so, Joey, even though I forgot you’re real name, I’ll never forgot the lesson you taught me
about negative projection, and the value of just ‘talking it out’ before life’s little play gets legs. I
say, “Joey Tribbiani, God bless you. I hope you’ve had a wonderful life.”
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TOPIC: FORGIVENESS
Trying to understand how to forgive is very hard, indeed, and when people say forgiving is
forgetting, well, that’s not exactly true, either. Forgetting is just a jail cell where you lock up a
memory and force it into submission. I may forget today, but I’ll remember tomorrow.

Let enough time pass and you’ll forget what you’re trying to forgive and the feeling of resentment
surfaces and you don’t quite know where it came from. Normally, though, trying to forgive
someone of something is a cerebral thing where you’re forced to understand why you’re forgiving.
It’s not surprising that you can’t because emotions like negative projection, hate, envy and who
knows how many other negative emotions surface. That’s why I say it’s a cerebral thing because
you have to ‘know’ why you’re forgiving if it’s to work long-term. The emotional part of this
process controls our behavior, so I believe the topic of ‘forgiveness’ is worth exploring. Let’s toss it
around until we can understand it a bit better, and I promise you by the end of this chapter we’ll be
able to deal with forgiveness, if not better, than differently.
&&&&&&
Some wise folks, celebrities in their own right, gave us ‘how to’ advice about forgiveness and how
to achieve it successfully. However, I have never found their help to be very helpful. Let’s take a
look at a few statements from the gurus and see what I mean.

One of my most favorite people in history is Mahatma Gandhi. Far be it for me to disagree with
any of his teachings, but he has said once, “The weak can never forgive. Forgiveness is the attribute
of the strong.” C.S. Lewis said, “To be a Christian means to forgive the inexcusable because God
has forgiven the inexcusable in you.” Both of these wise men offer a poetic description of a truth,
but it adds little to the idea of how to forgive, or it does very little in giving me that life-changing
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tool that I need to step up to the plate and grunt out my anger or pity or whatever the emotional
anguish is that is preventing me from truly forgiving without any reservation.

Steve Maraboli says in his book, Unapologetically You: Reflections on Life and the Human
Experience, “The truth is, unless you let go, unless you forgive yourself, unless you forgive the
situation, unless you realize that the situation is over, you cannot move forward.” Now this is true, I
believe but, again, it’s not the tool that purges the emotion that is holding me back from the act of
forgiving. It’s just words that mollify my inept ability to ‘forgive’ - not very helpful in making it
happen, though.

Alexander Pope says in his An Essay on Criticism, “To err is human, to forgive, divine.” Ooh, I
love this one, but it’s just a nice sound-bite that has some nudging power at a pool-side barbeque,
but does little to remove the ‘feeling’ I want to feel, the lessening of the anxiety in the forgiving
process that I’m looking for.

Oprah Winfrey says, “True forgiveness is when you can say, "Thank you for that experience.”
Okay. I believe that is true, and we’re getting closer to where I’m headed, but I just can’t imagine
myself forgiving my son who just stole $20 from me to buy a bag of marijuana, and ridding myself
of this anger I have by saying “Thank you for that experience.” I might do that while dialing 911.

Martin Luther King, Jr. said “Forgiveness is not an occasional act, it is a constant attitude.” This is
just a dictionary definition, and I believe it’s true, but, again, it does nothing to help get me to that
attitude Dr. King is presenting. It’s not really a self-help step.
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Confucius says: “To be wronged is nothing, unless you continue to remember it.” That’s similar to
“forgiving is forgetting”. For me, this is a reminder that I’m great at forgetting or stuffing things.
However, the problem with stuffing is that I’m hiding from the issues, and sometime in the future
it, whatever ‘it’ is that I’m trying to get rid of, will eventually rear its ugly head later when I least
expect it. If it is anger I’m stuffing for something someone has done in the past, and it has been
laying there for a while churning away like an emotional cancer, I never quite know why I’m
harboring resentment for that person whenever I see him or her. That ‘feeling’ of anger has turned
into something else – resentment, perhaps.

Imagine a child stuffing the emotional feeling she had when her father beat her with a belt or yelled
and screamed at her when he wanted her to behave. As an adult, her temper issues have gotten her a
divorce, or a loss of a job, or maybe even landed her in jail. She is asked why she is so angry by her
shrink, and she can’t explain why. Then she remembers …

Let’s take another example Nelson Mandela once said, “As I walked out the door toward the gate
that would lead to my freedom I knew if I didn't leave my bitterness and hatred behind I'd still be in
prison.” Okay, now we’re getting closer. Let me not go any further and talk about the tool that has
worked for me – one that has taken a lifetime to develop.

First, I’m going to use an example in my life and talk about a relative. I’m going to arbitrarily call
this relative my son so not to embarrass or cause discomfort to anyone if, by chance, this story
reaches them through the miracle of publication. To be clear, he is not my son, but I’ll use him as a
tool to get on with the story. Okay, so my son at an early age got involved with a group of peers
who did drugs. He became an addict as a result, and we went through all the classical and
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traditional hardships a family goes through when one of its members is an addict. My son at first
went from a grade ‘A’ student to a ‘C’ or ‘D’ student. All of a sudden he starting coming into class
late or he missed school altogether. His failure at school was followed by truancy, scrubs with the
law, missing jewelry, money, etc. Drugs were discovered on his person and he was sent to his first
rehab when he was 17. He got kicked out of the house and became diploma-less by the time he was
19, and he eventually landed in jail for stealing from others to support his addiction. When he got
out of jail, he denounced his ways and promised to restore his life in a God-fearing way. But, it
wasn’t long before jewelry and money began disappearing again. He got three women pregnant and
he landed in jail for the third time. I bailed him out for $2000, based on promises and conditions
that were unenforceable, and in my clouded hope that he would change, I was let down again.
Although he kept with his probation agreements for a while, and he found God, and even got a job,
he didn’t go to probation one day, and I lost the $2000 bail money. It wasn’t before long that I
began missing valuables again. I was upset and angry. I couldn’t forgive him for what he did to the
family over the years.

I sought help through Al-Anon, a psychiatrist, and searched the internet for self-help. Nothing
worked. There were lots of words of solace, but little in the way of helping to find a path that
allowed for the heart to forgive. Then, one day a friend of mine in Al-Anon called me up crying
hysterically. His daughter died of an overdose. He’d been the classic enabler, like me, and even
though I had gone to Al-Anon, and had heard the words he had over and over again, I did not
integrate that fact that my son was sick. I realized that if he did not get the appropriate help he
would die. I was given a most holy experience of knowing and feeling powerless over my son’s
condition through this man’s hardship. I realized that if I wanted my son to survive, I had to accept
my son for who he was – an addict, and a hopeless, powerless, sick one at that. I realized for the
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first time that acceptance was the only way I could deal with my son. Acceptance! That was the
key. And I had to accept me for the part I played in his life, and him for whom he had become.
ACCEPTANCE was the key.

What a ‘wow’ experience that was. I was trying to grunt out forgiveness and I couldn’t do it, not
until I realized I had to accept my son for who he was. From that day forward I was able to forgive
him easily without stuffing or getting all gnarly with negative feelings like self-pity or anger. My
son was a sick addict, and once I realized that, forgiveness came easily, which did not mean I had to
accept his behavior in my life. Quite the contrary; it allowed me at last to deal with the situation
without anger, and apply logical consequences which could help save his life. It took me a little bit
of energy to come to the level of acceptance that I needed to forgive him, but at last I was able to
do it through the tool of acceptance.

Today, life looks good for my son, but I’ve been through too many cycles to think this is the last of
it. The point here is I always thought forgiveness was something to tackle head on and grunt it out
like I was sitting on a toilet. I didn’t realize I had to get to that plateau through a back door process
called acceptance. I also had to accept the fact that I was a co-dependent parent, and I needed to
forgive myself for the mistakes I made as a father. That was the closest I was going to get to
absolute truth concerning forgiveness.

I can’t say it enough. Acceptance is the key.
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CHAPTER TWELVE

TOPIC: I ONLY SWEAR WHEN I DRIVE and WORDS ARE MIGHTIER THAN THE SWORD
You never really learn to swear until you learn to drive. That’s when both attributes become
inexplicably drawn to each other. I often wondered why I shout out unacceptable adjectives when
someone cuts me off when I don’t do it at any other time. I mean, I’m constantly looking in the
rear-view mirror looking for one of you in hopes my tirade lands on deaf ears. I don’t pop off like
that anywhere else. Using vulgarity has always been a no-no for me.

For example, one of my trigger words in life is the word asshole. What does that mean when
referring to a person’s behavior when you call another person that word? We hardly ever express it
for its literal intent, unless we go to a proctologist who tells an off-color joke. In a literal sense, it’s
meaningless to call someone that word. And if we take it metaphorically, like most everyone does,
it means … well, I don’t know what it means. It could mean ‘jerk’ when I say it after someone cuts
me off in the car. Depending on the situation, and the person who is saying it, could simply mean
silly.

Sometimes I call my wife Jelly Bean. It’s an affectionate term that she likes. She loves it, actually.
But, it really has only one meaning in a literal sense. When I refer to her as Jelly Bean she basically
knows I’m in a good mood and all is well with her and I, and that’s about it. To her those words are
more affectionate than Sweetheart. On the other hand, my wife calls me Turd Man, which I took
offense to when she first started calling me that way back when. But she said it’s her affectionate
term for me, like Jelly Bean is when I call her that. To this day, I don’t understand why she likes
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calling me Turd Man, but I guess I accept it, and so now I sign her Mother’s Day Cards and
Birthday Card as Love Forever, ‘TM’.

But asshole??? It’s meaningless. I looked it up on the internet under dictionary.com, and as a noun
and adjective it means ‘anus’. So, I suggest if you want to use it, discover what it is you really want
to say and find a more direct way to express your feelings. You accomplish nothing when you call
someone an asshole except that you are displeased in some way. It’s better to explain why you are
displeased. Of course, it would sound ridiculous if you yelled out “I’m displeased with your
driving skills” at someone who cut you off while driving the car. But you can say something else,
or better yet, nothing at all. How about that? Say nothing at all.
&&&&&&
I remember a movie I saw at 12 years old titled, “I Accuse”. It was a life-changing experience for
me because the movie gave me an emotional understanding of the phrase “words are mightier than
the sword.”

I Accuse was a story about a Jewish captain who was sent to Devil’s Island for life for being
wrongfully convicted of the crime of espionage. He spent five years before the real culprit, a major
in the French army, was exposed in an open letter in the newspaper L’Aurore by the editor, Mr.
Zola. When Mr. Zola got to accusing the real culprits, he simply wrote: “I accuse the Minister of
War of having concealed (etc.) … I accuse the Chief of Staff and the Assistant Chief of Staff of
being accomplices … I accuse (etc., etc., etc.).

I learned from that movie that choosing appropriate words is a powerful tool to have. And don’t
underestimate the power of silence. I’ve learned that silence is just as powerful at times. I had to be
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comfortable with silence, especially when it’s so easy to lambast another with an arsenal of
nonsense words when I’m angry or upset. Like asshole.
&&&&&&
Since I reached the age of reason I’ve noticed some disturbing behavioral issues in people –
including in myself. When there is conflict, for example, people have a tendency to lie, or at least
exaggerate. I do realize the reasons for this could be many; denial is one. I could be trying to
preserve my reputation. Or perhaps I just want to be liked by others, or maybe I don’t want to be
perceived as stupid, or maybe I have a need to shift attention to someone else because I can’t
accept the blame myself for ego reasons. I guess as human beings we follow a disturbing pattern of
reckless thinking that sometimes justifies selfish and/or stupid behavior, but at this late stage in my
life it has become harder to accept the negative side of human behavior. Or at least I have a hard
time because negative behavior in human beings has gone far beyond my ability to understand it.

I do believe we all are capable of good deeds, but we are also capable of doing the opposite given
the right circumstances. The operative word here is ‘capable’, and it goes without saying that if I
don’t take a stand against the atrocities that I have grown to profoundly hate, then I cannot free
myself of the guilt of what others do in the name of humanity or, more disturbingly, in the name of
God.

On a more humorous note, I read a T-shirt the other day that said, ‘Jesus loves the Phillies’. I
suppose if I saw an advertisement that said “God loves Pepsi”, it wouldn’t surprise me if Pepsis
sales rose that week.
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TOPIC: MOB RULE
Some people say democracy is a form mob rule since it takes, in most cases, 51% of the people to
vote on things we want. Anarchy is another word we can use, and it happens to be my favorite
substitute, when we are talking about what happens when there is no law and order. I often
wondered how I would behave under such circumstances. Would my Freudian ID take over and I’d
simply do what I want whenever I wanted. If I wanted to pee in the middle of the road, I’d pee in
the middle of the road without any checks or balances to stop me.

I don’t know why, but I feel it’s important that searching for the truth in controversial issues matters to
me. I read in the paper how truth has nothing to do with the consciousness of a mob when it takes over.
People surrender to their basic instincts. And I guess this is, in part, why we have “checks and
balances” as an integral part of our government, so we wouldn’t have mob rule. The Constitution
installs many safeguards to prevent, as Madison referenced, one man, or a group of men, or a mob
from holding too much power, and abusing it. The mob mentality is antithetical to our system of
governance. It’s actually a paradox that in the United States the rights of the individual is
safeguarded, rather than the collective, however the mob does rule in one area of business, and that
is at the voting box.

I recently read an article written in the Morning Call by Jocelynn Cordes that has some merit in
connection with mob rule. She talked about it on a number of fronts, but stressed that “these self-righteous
demonstrators have successfully interfered with presentations by wreaking varying degrees of havoc —
from shouting epithets to injuring attendees, to committing vandalism.” She cites three cases to back up her
assertion. One was a mob who gathered at the University of California, Berkeley, in February 2017 to
protest the visit by a conservative where thousands of dollars in property damage occurred. Another mob
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gathered to protest the author of a book that made connections between race and IQ. Many found it
offensive and disliked his message so much that he “experienced the full force of the angry mob at least
three times, the most violent being his visit to Middlebury College in Vermont where … a hundred
students filled the auditorium chanting insults.” The last example “…occurred during a recent visit to
Queen’s University by a Canadian professor of psychology, Jordan Peterson, infamous for asserting the
differences between the two genders, among other things.” Chaos did follow and this prompted Mr.
Peterson to tweet, “The mob neglected to bring torches and pitch forks, but the sentiment was there.”

Mob rule is a phenomenon where we might say we wouldn’t take part. We wouldn’t riot. We
would stand up for what is right. In fact, we would stop the rioting. But in our search for truth we
have become open to so many lifestyles, and have adopted so many exceptions to the rule that we
become politically correct by trying to accommodate all opinions and attitudes as it pertains to
sensitive matters involving race, color and creed, so how can we be sure. Some of us have, on the
other side of the coin, become so angry of the biases we perceived, so much so that we shout
obscenities at the opposition because we want to keep our flags and statues, and how dare you tell
me and what I can say if I want to keep them.”

We shoot at doctors who perform abortions. We burn the president in effigy. We might let our
emotions get the better of us when talking about today’s atrocities, and wonder why people are
casting the first stone, so to speak. I have to say, it wasn’t long ago when we had ‘lynch mobs’ who
came to closure on issues that meant a lot to them. Today we scoff at them for hanging people in
the town square because of the color of their skin, or because people thought the offenders were a
witches or because they stole a horse. In my father’s day millions were killed because of they
didn’t belong to the Aryan Race, and recently a girl died because she dared not to wear a scarf over
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her head. Depending on where one lives, that person could be killed because he or she professed
being a Sunni or Shite or Christian. Today it’s ISIS killing for their chance to rule the world.
Tomorrow … well, if history has shown us anything, eople will continue killing people for being
different. Stay vigilant my dear ones, and watch out for that new bully on the block spouting off
their ideas as if it’s their way or the highway.

TOPIC: ON BEING POLITICALLY CORRECT
We don’t want to insult anyone so we have a few do’s and don’ts in order to be ‘politically correct’
whenever possible. No doubt putting forth alternative points of view can be harsh, unwanted, and
sometimes downright cruel. It also can be helpful, even healthy. But being politically correct is a bit different.
It is rapidly becoming a nonsensical way of expressing oneself. Wikepedia defines politically correct as a
term: “… used to show differences between people or groups in a non-offensive way. This
difference may be because of race, gender, beliefs, religion, sexual orientation, or because they
have a mental or physical disability, or any difference from what is considered the norm.”

I like to be politically correct when it matters. This feeling prompts me to say ‘police officer’ rather
than cop, or try and be neutral and write ‘they’ or ‘them’ when it makes perfect sense to write ‘he’ for he/she.
Or I will go out of my way not to make a reference that someone is ‘Black’, or ‘White’, except in one of my
screenplays because the ‘Black’ race is thought to be underrepresented in Hollywood. A ‘Black woman’
would be even better, I suppose. However, that’s how Donald Trump got elected, I believe, by having
contempt at being politically correct when we all have the same disapproval and were afraid to speak up. It
struck a nerve because everyone is so sick and tired of being ‘politically correct’. People voted for him because
… well, he’s anything but a politically correct politician. He has proven, though, the President of the U. S.
needs to have some political savvy. I mean, you wouldn’t want someone to hand the United States President
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the Mexican flag as a gift and have him/her say, “Thanks for the poncho.” Although this statement did NOT
pass President Trump’s lips, I think he’s guilty of being capable of saying it.

If you said to me that ‘I’m an old, bald-headed, fat nerd’ I would take offense to your choice of words. I would
much rather you say something like “I’m a full-figured, mindfully-gifted person from the previous
generation who is follically challenged. There! That’s how you make a politically-correct statement.
And they say you can’t teach old dogs new tricks. Ha!
&&&&&
I believe people’s characters have been shaped most by their environment or their experiences. I
think that’s why I love children so much. They haven’t been influenced by the real world yet, at
least not as much as I have. They can be selfish, but they have an inherent desire to please others.
Primarily, kids do what they’re taught to do, and I suppose we can argue that there’s a personal
payoff for being selfish that one learns early in life regardless of what is taught. For example, I feel
good when I eat vanilla ice cream and I feel even better when I eat chocolate. And I feel good if I
make someone else smile by complimenting them. So I’m nice, maybe for the wrong reasons, but
I’m nice, nevertheless, because it makes me feel good. That’s something I learned early on
associating ‘feeling’ good after ‘doing’ something good. It’s something like Pavlov’s dog scenario
where I get reworded after ‘doing’ something. Still, all I know is I feel good after I see a frown turn
into a smile if I caused the change, and that can be the only payoff I get, which helps me develop
my personality and character early on if I make that association.

So, it’s not surprising that I maintain a child can learn to be selfless for honorable reasons. For
example, I remember asking you to do something for me and you shouted back and I told you to
stop yelling at me because you were hurting my feelings. You continued yelling and when I said
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‘please stop, you don’t want to hurt the people you love’, you immediately became still, and your
eyes welled up because, in my opinion, you had a primal understanding that you were hurting
someone you loved and you didn’t want to do that. In other words, you felt ‘bad’ and you made
the mental link that in order to stop feeling bad, you needed to stop yelling. You were too young to
express it, but you felt it. You probably associated my hurt with you own, and from knowing this,
and feeling this, your soul became more teachable, and your path to righteousness became more
comfortable. You were able to make that mental connection from ‘feeling’ to ‘doing’.

TOPIC: WHAT IS NEWSWORTHY
It is hard keeping a positive attitude these days, especially when we get bombarded from the media
with sound bites and visuals about poor behavior around the globe. For decades I have been
inundated with humanitarian insults of sorts. Ever since Watergate the news people pound the beat
for anything out of the ordinary, and usually they settle on negative things that insult or shock my
psyche. They want to say it’s entertainment, I guess. These days the news that is fit to print has a
‘like’ vote or a ‘viral’ rating next to it to gauge its acceptance, or importance in society, at least
from those people that use the internet for their news. But it’s a bit more than that, I think. You can
actually make money if something goes viral. A sponsor can attach their commercials to a person’s
clip, and if a picture or video is has a lot of ‘hits’, the owner can make a fortune.

We are in the midst of a cultural change, and for people like me, the change is obvious as I struggle
to understand the social networking process. It started in the 40s with television, or maybe before
that with radio, but it was certainly well before you were born. We went on our merry way taking
in what the networks thought we wanted to view, and then it began to change again with the
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internet, and let’s say that started in the 70s. But the internet’s potential wasn’t tapped into until the
90s where you and I can actively create or film news. We might even say we’re recording history.

I guess our ability to take pictures or film, and post it on the internet, is both good and bad at the
same time. For example, it has become acceptable to video police, or anyone in the public eye for
that matter, and post it on the internet for scrutiny. YOUTUBE or FACEBOOK is considered a
sanctuary for news today, even if that news was taken out of context. What you see on those sites
is blatantly biased most of the time, especially when those videos or pictures are altered and passed
off as ‘truth’. One can photo shop anything these days making still pictures or moving data appear
to have different intention from its original purpose. For example, you can have a crowd yelling
obscenities at the Pope, when in actuality they are outside a town hall somewhere in Minneapolis
on voting night picketing against capital punishment. I saw a picture recently of a medical unit
emergency responders ushering a car accident victim into an ambulance, and there seems to be a
spirit hovering in the trees looking down on the gurney giving the impression the victim has died
and his spirit is watching the action below him unfold.

I think the worst misuse of media resources was on our network news which showed a video after
the attack on the World Trade Center on September 11, 2001, and where the images of Palestinians
dancing in the street after the calamity was really from another incident, reportedly of Palestinians
dancing in the street after the invasion of Kuwait. Shame on the news media if that is true.
&&&&&&
For me, the pre-Watergate time period was a much better time to watch the news on TV, although I
remember my parents complaining about the same thing we complain about today. It’s just gotten
worse – much worse. I didn’t realize it at the time, but I was perfectly happy not knowing about the
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extra-curricular activities of John F. Kennedy and Martin Luther King. Although I thought the
world was imploding, what with the Vietnam War, the assassinations, Watergate, Agnew being
deposed, the Israeli 6-day war, Armageddon had arrived and the TV and print news were reporting
every step of it. Then I turned 30 years of age when the news media taught me I would be much
better off knowing the depraved part of humanity, usually celebrities, in 6-second sound bites. I
guess that stuff was more entertaining, and interesting. It was like a road show every night where I
got to see the world up close and personal in all its corruption and sleaze. In actuality, I was being
tutored by the networks. The news was a business, and it was there to entertain and maybe inform
if it got lucky. Decadent behavior sold newspapers and made TV news networks a bundle of
money, which at the time depended on the Nelson ratings for their revenue stream. This was before
the cable news. Still, all the news today depends on the Nielson Ratings to make their outrageous
claim that they are the best news network around. Also, I guess the ratings were a way to determine
how much a network could charge their sponsors. Still, they carefully nurtured my appetite for
snippets of data, whether it was misinformation, or half-truths, or truths taken out of context.

Now, I’m not saying the broadcast news purposely manipulates what happens, although there’s a
fine line between doing something consciously and doing it unintentionally. It’s like letting the
president know things that make him culpable versus keeping him in the dark during times when
it’s better not to know and to deny ever knowing, versus knowing and lying about it. The news
networks just wanted me to watch their show at 6 P. M. and, although the evening news is where
they begin with 'Good evening', they usually proceeded to tell me why it wasn't. Cable news
changed the landscape, as did the internet, and other methods of reporting the news of the day. The
FCC treated cable news a little differently than the networks. You were able to do or say things
you couldn’t while ‘on the air’ where the FCC had more control.
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For example, cable news didn’t have to use the buzzer to mask out ‘what’ was being said by those
who were in the news. As a consequence, somewhere along the line civility went out the window
as it pertained to reporting what was going on in the world. For example, “In April 2012,
Republican Senator Chuck Grassley used the social networking site, Twitter, to call President
Obama “stupid” on matters of constitutional law, the president’s area of expertise... A few weeks
later, Republican Representative Allen West told constituents that a majority of his Democratic
colleagues were closeted members of the communist party... And more recently, Republican House
Speaker John Boehner told Democratic Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid to “go fuck [himself]”
in a face-to-face confrontation that resulted in considerable national news coverage...

“The above are just a few examples scholars, pundits, journalists, and members of the public point
to as evidence for recent increases in political incivility… Based on these and other anecdotes, it is
now widely suggested that American politics is entering a new era of incivility …characterized by
the rude and offensive language of elected officials. [22]

I don’t think the language presented in those news casts would be reported the same way had it not
been for the rise of the social networking sites as a means to disseminate the news of the day, like
the way Presidant Trump does when he conveys what he thinks by using twitter. And I guess the
powers at be tried their best to put meaningful events in the TV news, but how does an editor of a
news show ignore such rude behavior of politicians when it’s so entertaining and falls into the ‘6
second’ sound-bite category. And what does a TV News editor do when a piece of news might stay
with us for weeks, as in the OJ Simpson murder case when the news became a reality show that
had a beginning-middle-end of a story line (don’t forget about the money the commercials bring
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in). A news editor would be neglectful not to cater to such news. How many of us, for example,
were glued to the TV wondering when that white Bronco would run out of gas.

But I think the Trump campaign was the biggest ‘reality’ event in months. What a bonanza that
was to the networks and cable news! I watched the news whenever I got a chance because I
couldn’t wait to hear or see what Trump would say or tweet next. He was so apolitical and it was
entertaining.
&&&&&&
Some say the mainstream news stations must pick and choose the news based how the editor feels
it will do in the ratings. That is, the editor must decide whether a newsworthy event will keep their
sponsors reaching deeper into their pockets. And that may be true, but it’s a matter of degree, I
think. I say the networks and cable news also search for the most significant news of the day, those
tidbits that are the most newsworthy and entertaining at the same time. And maybe they get lucky
when a news event is actually both, like on January 15, 2009, when Captain Chesley “Sully”
Sullenberger landed a commercial plan in New York's freezing Hudson River when he lost power
to both engines of an Airbus he was flying.

The process of reporting the day’s news is weighed down with bias simply because someone in the
news room must choose what is aired, and dumps the rest because there’s not enough time to air it.
At times I’m sure there are heated arguments on what a TV news station will lead with on the 6
PM news spot, and I wouldn’t be surprised if they flipped coins on what they put in as the front
page headlines in the print media.
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I’ll give you an example. It’s about horseracing. In case you don’t know, I’m a big racehorse fan,
and I’ll never forget what happened to the greatest filly of all time. Back in the ‘70s, and being that
Secretariat was already retired, a filly by the name of Ruffian was considered fastest horse around
– male or female. The owners and trainer of Foolish Pleasure, the best male horse actively racing at
the time, contested the bravado of the Ruffian contingent. The only way to settle the argument was
a match race, of course. But during the match race Ruffian broke her leg and was euthanized
shortly afterwards. It made front page news, and when I went to work that day I was in near-tears
waving the newspaper. I pouted about the horse’s demise and pointed to the front page picture of
Ruffian. A friend at work angrily grabbed the paper from me, and shuffled through it to page nine
and pointed to a picture of a little girl who was a victim of a hit and run homicide. He lectured me
as to why I should be more distraught over a death of 7 year-old girl who lay in a morgue, a human
tragedy, which was a newsworthy event that barely got mentioned in the newspaper.

He had a point, and I didn’t have the heart put forward the argument that the NY Post was a
business that relied on people buying the newspaper. I tried my best to tell him that some
newspaper editor headed a team who is charged with the task of deciding what makes front page
news, and what doesn’t. Being that this happened at a New York racetrack, and this was a NY
newspaper, the New Yorkers wanted to know about the death of the most famous female racehorse
of all time. Of course, he didn’t like that argument at all.
&&&&&&
What strikes me as funny, sometimes, are the headlines that are selected by the print media.
Sometimes the people who select the articles are rushed and they haphazardly select titles that
don’t make sense if you analyze the grammar. Here are a few headlines in newspapers that I’ve
picked up over the years. “Homocide Victims Rarely Talk to the Police” and, “Barbershop singers
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bring joy to school for deaf’, and “Miracle cure kills fifth patient”, and “Bridges help people cross
rivers,” and “City unsure why the sewer smells,” and “Starvation can lead to health hazards,” and
“Parents keep kids home to protest school closure,” and “Federal Agents Raid Gun Shop, Find
Weapons,” and “Diana Still Alive Hours Before She Dies”, and “Marijuana issue sent to a joint
committee,” and ”Study shows frequent sex enhances pregnancy chances.” I could go on, but I
won’t except to say the sports are not immune to these mishaps. Consider: “Rangers get whiff of
Colon” and “Tiger plays with own balls, Nike says”.

Okay, I’ll stop. There’s no accounting for taste of humor, which I’m sure played a part in some of
the selections of those print banners. Some of them were honest mistakes made because humans
rushed their decisions. When you think about it, though, the way news gets printed or shown on
TV is part of the unavoidable process of bias-selection. You can imagine, even with the best of
intentions, how a person’s inner sanctum of beliefs can control what we see on the newsstand or on
TV. I might be home, for example, where I want to sit back and watch the lead story on TV nightly
news, which tells me ‘how Bin Laden was killed’. In the sports section of a NY paper, I know the
sports editor graduated from Boston College, so there, next to my chair, are two newspapers I
purchased to get a balanced report of my team’s progress, which might be a Philadelphia based
team. In the world news, the editor might be an ardent Democrat or Republican, or a Catholic or
Jew, or Rich or poor! Young or old! Should it matter? No, it shouldn’t, but it does, at least at a
subliminal level. It’s an unavoidable bias, especially if there’s only one person who calls the shots,
and is pressured on days where there’s plenty of news. He or she will have to decide what stays
and what goes, or what is put on page one versus page nine. Bias is built into the process. It’s
unavoidable, and I can’t help it if the Sports Editor of the NY Post was an ex-announcer at New
York’s Belmont Racetrack.
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Thanks to social media and 24/7 cable news, today all of my children, grandchildren, and greatgrandchildren are growing up in the electronic age where short snippets of data and buzzwords rule
the news media. We have become desensitized to bad behavior because that is what we have been
told we need to know. Whether it is beheadings, police brutality, or who is divorcing whom, people
make thousands of dollars in the reporting of unacceptable actions of others. We only need to look
around at any news rack to know the onslaught of naughty or unusual behavior is what sells. The
headlines blitzes its way into our lives, and we love it: the more sensational the better.

During our down time we love reading the divorce headlines of famous people, which sells over
the reporting of a draught which is causing the price of tomatoes to skyrocket. It’s not a stretch to
believe TV News perpetuates, and maybe even encourages, bad behavior as it saves the most
bizarre or worst of human conduct for the page-one headlines. You’ll have one foot in this world,
and the other will be doing a balancing act as to what really matters in making you happy.

I admit I’m partially to blame for this dilemma. While waiting on the grocery line I always sneak a
peek at ‘The Inquirer’, or another tabloid magazine, because I can’t wait to read why Angelina
Jolie is divorcing Brad Pitt, or why one of my favorite actors was in a drunken stupor during a
CNN interview, or worse, what’s a certain celebrity’s net worth. I mean, I can’t wait for election
time to hear the onslaught of nasty remarks and the political conflicts that will take center stage.

It wasn’t always that way with me. I remember growing up listening to what I now consider benign
remarks about Eisenhower, Kennedy and Nixon in their campaigns for re-election. I can’t say we
were actually ‘entertained’ in the 1950’s. Eisenhower was a gentle lamb compared to the nasty
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quips of the candidates today. Seeing Nixon sweat during the televised debates with Kennedy was
something that grabbed attention because we thought it was … entertaining. By today’s standards,
it was benign. Just look at what happened during the 2016 presidential race. It heated up absurdly
early, and I couldn’t wait for Hillary and The Donald to go at it with each other at the podium. I
had been conditioned, I suppose, in a two-party system where the two candidates go at each in a
furor. For me, it got worse and worse as the years went on, which brings to mind a question I
raised a long time ago. Why do Americans choose from just two people to run for president and 50
for Miss America? Go figure!

Anyway, I wasn’t disappointed during the 2016 campaign. I mean, ‘the Democratic nominee was
already under attack by the Republican clown-car of nominees as being elitist, out of touch, old,
dynastic, dishonest, and untrustworthy. We could be sure it wouldn’t be long before Whitewater,
Travelgate, Lewinsky, and god knows what else will be dredged up from her husband’s past. [23] I
was shamelessly waiting for the best the news media could offer with great anticipation.
&&&&&
Whatever happened to ‘normal’ behavior where just being ‘nice’ was the order of the day? Hey,
wait a second. I don’t ever remember such a day but, then again, I don’t ever remember someone
being sucker-punched for sport while crossing the street as was being done, and recorded, in many
U. S. cities recently. It was too long ago that I saw two girls fighting on the internet, pulling out
each other’s hair in a rage. Some girl filmed it on her cell phone, and when she put it on the
internet it went viral in a matter of hours. Nor do I remember a neighbor’s son taking a gun to
school and killing 30 people. I can’t ever remember a group of grown men beheading a group of
other grown men just because their beliefs were different. And I don’t ever remember suicide
bombers setting off explosives in busy streets, or a sixteen wheeler buzzing down the sidewalk of a
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busy street in France killing dozens of people. Planes crash into tall buildings killing thousands and
causing elation among some radicals who believe differently than us. Home grown killers are all
over the place, and we are in a world of chaos for no other reason than one set of people believe
differently than another. Violence and fanatics have always been around, but the internet brings
them into the living room now. Times have changed, at least the way news appears on our
doorsteps.

TOPIC: YOU CAN CHANGE THE WORLD FOR THE BETTER
My generation and my father’s generation had our share of rogues. I’m horrified at the behavior of
the Nazis (and others) in WWII, for example. I don’t want to minimize the importance of never
forgetting the Holocaust, or what bad behavior of humans can produce, and what our future holds
if ‘good men do nothing’ to throttle that bad behavior. We’re constantly in throws of examining the
need to be big brother in this world, but if we don’t do it, then who will. At the same time, I don’t
want any of you, my progeny, to be exposed to the ‘truth’ of human behavior at such an early age,
if that truth is disgusting. Your characters and souls are pristine in my book, and I’m battling
within myself today whether the truth will set you free, or whether ignorance is really bliss.

The world is scary, ugly even, so I opt for ignorance for the moment. But I don’t want you to think
you’re stuck in the mud, because you also possess the tools and knowledge that can make a
difference in how the world progresses. You can change the world for the better. When I started
writing this book, I wholeheartedly believed that we all should search for the truth in all aspects of
human endeavors so that we could reach that glorious position where we would know ourselves
and what we stand for on all matters of good and evil.
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I still believe you can reach that plateau by being fearlessly truthful in your search without being
contaminated by the real world. In order to change it, you’ll need to know it. In order to know it,
you must comply with a few rules. Please, don’t be swayed by bad behavior. Be gentle, like
Eisenhower. And be inquisitive, like Einstein. And be polite, like Mahatma Gandhi, and know that
there’s a fine line between political correctness and politeness, and between the need to spare
someone’s feelings versus ‘telling it like it is’. My grandson quotes Ben Shapiro here, “Facts don’t
care about your feelings”, and I’ll respectfully say that we can be gentle with the facts and get the
same point across. Yes, Nana’s dress may be ugly and makes her look fat, but ‘there are other
dresses that compliment you better’ gets the point across just as easy, and it’s a nicer way to put it.
&&&&&
In closing this topic, let me just ask a few questions. Why do people like to see the big guy fall?
Why are they drawn to the stories of others maiming or killing others in the name of G(g)od? Why
are others drawn to radicalism? Is it because they are so disenfranchised, and the loss of hope runs
so deep that nothing meaningful in life can ever be achieved, and their prevailing sentiment propels
them into an untenable position or idea? How can anyone possibly think that killing others in the
name of G(g)od is ‘good’? Are Jihadists good just because killing others are done in the name of
God, and this somehow exonerates them from any wrongdoing?

TOPIC: IF I DIE FOR MY COUNTRY
I can remember a few decades ago when I believed if I died fighting for my country I would get an
express ticket to Heaven. This was one of the mantras people of the WWII persuasion were telling
us. Whether I was male or female, even if ate meat on Fridays, I’d buzz right past purgatory and go
straight to Heaven if I died in war. I’d be with God for all eternity and would be magnificently
honored if I died in war. So I have to ask, is there a difference in today’s Muslim claim for honor?
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I know that sounds like a heretical point of view coming from a religious conservative, but I’m
conflicted when I think about what I believed early on in my life. I must examine this closely,
because I remember praying for good fortune when going to war, regardless of what I was fighting
for, and chanting to my God for His help for my friends who either would be killed, or would kill
our enemies in battle. I’ve talked to WWII patriots who prayed to God for protection and prowess
over the enemy, and the power to kill them, if necessary. Some believed, as I did, they would go
directly to Heaven if they died for their country. And that is exactly what I’m hearing today from
radicals. I truly have a conflict here that I need to address. Let me think about it.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN

TOPIC: ON REINCARNATION: FACT OR FICTION
Since we are close to the final stage of my musings, it seems appropriate to quote Mahatma Gandhi
one more time. “Each night, when I go to sleep, I die. And the next morning, when I wake up, I am
reborn.”

Of course, I think he was trying to be funny, or rhetorical, if nothing else. I mean, he wasn’t a
follower of a structured religion since he was critical of the hypocrisy in organized religion. But I
do believe he lived more on the principles on which Hindu or Christianity were based. As
Wikipedia says, “Later in his life when he was asked whether he was a Hindu, he replied: ‘Yes I
am. I am also a Christian, a Muslim, a Buddhist and a Jew’.”

Since he believed in the doctrine of karma, which is inextricably connected with the doctrine of
reincarnation, and was enamored with the good in all religions, I’ll stick my neck out and say that
the topic of reincarnation would be important to him as it is to me. The way I see it, reincarnation
is part of a Divine plan, offering plausible reasons why we are here and why we must attain a
certain level of understanding of our natures before we experience the joyous reunion with the
Devine One and have the relationship we used to have with Him in a place we call Heaven.

Our disconnection to the Devine in the beginning of time is a matter of conjecture. For now, let’s
just say our beginnings were spiritual in nature and we were created by an Entity we call God, the
One we discussed in Chapter Five, and elsewhere.
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I asked Nana if she believed in reincarnation, and she said, “No. But I did when I was Henry the
Eighth.” Okay, okay. She really didn’t say that. The fact is she possesses a belief structure
(Judeo/Christian) that does not have reincarnation as one of its dogmas. But just so you know, this
belief did flourish one time in the early Catholic or Christian movements. Today, many, if not most
of the people of earth, believe it as truth mainly because it’s a major tenant in Indian religions
today, such as Buddhism and Hinduism, and many Christians have secret leanings to such dogmas.
The idea of rebirth was a strong force in some ancient cultures, such as Greek (e.g., Pythagoras and
Plato), Egyptian, and maybe even the Sumerian cultures. But today, aside from the general purpose
of promoting harmony in this world, I think it possesses the most profound explanation as to why
we are here, and why some of us are born with deformities or profound physical disadvantages or
advantages. These maladies or advantages can be explained extremely well by reincarnation, or at
least better than any other explanation the creationists, mainstream religion, or scientists can
produce.

But before I get too deep into this topic, let me explain reincarnation at a very high level, which
is the way Edgar Cayce explains it. I’ll paraphrase a bit and, hopefully, I’ll get it right. He
believed that we, as spirits, lost our way a long time ago when we abandoned God for more
earthly experiences and, realizing our mistake, we began our journey back to Him which is a slow
process of living and dying and progressing towards our original state of spirituality, which we
shared with God. The karmic resolution of our faults is a major principle of this doctrine.

I’m not going to get into what he says about ‘how’ we lost our way except to say in the
beginning we were principled spiritual beings that lowered ourselves to a place of darkness for
egocentric and/or carnal reasons. Here’s another way to put it. Imagine being away from home a
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long time, where you would do anything in your power to take that long journey back to your
spouse and children whom you miss terribly. In reincarnation, you take your journey back to God
by living through a series of lifetimes where you gain karmic resolution, which is a purification of
the soul, actually.

So, my guess is, after we die, we must then choose our next life, and we base our choice on what
we need to accomplish on our journey back to our original state with God. Having said that, maybe
Free Will has more of a part to play than I thought, and my actions are not random but calculated as
one calculates an itinerary for a trip. If I need to work on my anger or ego, I pick my next
incarnation accordingly. I feel homesick, hungry to get back to that original spot where everything
started, so I must pick wisely, and not waste a lifetime. Maybe my next life is being this rich dude
who must gain the value of money because my spending practices of previous lives were atrocious.
Hmm. I can only wish, right?

Life seems so much simpler with the reincarnation scenario in the picture. For example, it might
explain what might happen to King Herod who killed hundreds of babies in his search for Jesus.
Maybe King Herod needs to learn that all life is sacred and he simply comes back hundreds of
times as a still-born, or experiences crib-death multiple times, or maybe even partial birth abortions.
He slowly learns that the act of killing another human being is morally wrong and provides
disharmony of the worst kind. These revisits, or journeys, become filters of sorts for his spirit until
he is cleansed enough to be back with his spiritual Mentor.

For me, learning the nuances of reincarnation, and the karmic laws that drive it, have become a
journey of seeking answers which have led me to the person I am today. However, hopefully, I
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haven’t sidetracked anyone from their journey back to our Creator. I don’t know why, but current
day religion has done much to prevent this philosophy from being an important dogma of life. And
that’s why I’m devoting a chapter to it in hopes that I might get you, my progeny, to at least to think
about it.
&&&&&&
In grammar school I was taught that this life I’m currently living is the one and only time I get to
express myself to the universe. Any mistakes I make, I need to resolve them right here and now.
No second chances, no revisits. I remember telling my second grade teacher that this wasn’t my
first life. In fact, I told her I remembered waiting in line in front of St. Peter for my next
assignment and he told me he had openings for a Dung Beatle, a tapeworm and a Nun. I told him
I’d wait and went to the back of the line.

Of course, that’s not true. I was just trying to be funny. Still, half my catholic captors were
perplexed that reincarnation was never fervently mentioned in the bible, or denied for that matter,
yet they looked at it as a profound obstacle to their beliefs. I believe it was scrubbed out in the
Bible early on, as much as could be possible, and only remnants of it remain. In order to explain,
I’ve explored the Bible a bit to see if there was any supporting information on the matter. I’ve used
the internet to search some particulars, or clues. With caution, I threw my cyberspace dart out there
and found some useful information in http://reluctant-messenger.com/origen3.html.

Let’s keep in mind that Jesus was an Essene who believed that the soul is not only immortal, but
also preexistent, which is the quality necessary for belief in reincarnation. At least the one I believe
in. And this was according to Titus Flavius Josephus, the first century Jewish historian.
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At the risk of being a bit boring, let’s explore the Bible and see if we can make any headway. We’ll
start with John 9:1 where it says, “And as he was passing by, he saw a man blind from birth. And
his disciples asked him, ’Rabbi, who has sinned, this man or his parents, that he should be born
blind?" Jesus answered, “neither has this man sinned, nor his parents, but the works of God were to
be made manifest in him.'"

Okay, this is a little obscure, perhaps, but the fact that the disciples even asked Jesus if the man
himself sinned, which led to his blindness, suggests that if he did sin it wasn’t in this incarnation
because he was blinded from birth. So, for all practical purposes, the disciples were asking if the
man sinned before he was born, which doesn’t make sense at all unless they believed in rebirth,
because no one can ‘sin’ before they were born, unless it was a carryover from a previous life. And
why did Jesus answer the way He did (“Neither he nor his parents sinned”)? If Jesus really
believed in one life his answer would be more like, “Why are you asking me such a dumb
question?” But He did nothing to dispel or correct the presupposition. No, this passage only makes
sense if the disciples and Jesus believed in reincarnation, or at least had a predisposition towards a
prenatal existence.

Another place in the Bible that suggests reincarnation is in Matthew11:13-14 where Jesus identifies
John the Baptist as Elijah. "For all the prophets and the law prophesied until John. And if you are
willing to accept it, he is Elijah who was to come." Now, if I take this literally, this can only mean
one thing: that John, in a previous life, was Elijah.

Similarly, in Malachi 4:5 it says, "Behold I will send you Elijah the prophet, before the coming of
the great and dreadful day of the Lord." Now, this Old Testament promise is a doozy because it
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promises Elijah in the flesh and taken with the Matthew quote, Elijah came back as John the
Baptist. And to further explore in Matthew 17, “Jesus declared that John the Baptist was Elijah who
had returned, stating bluntly ‘Elijah has come’.” There were no rebuttals. Can we not believe since
no one spoke up that everyone accepted that statement as truth?

Throughout Jewish history, the ‘chosen’ people believed their prophets were reborn. In Jesus’ day,
the Samaritans believed that the spirit of Adam had reincarnated as Noah, Abraham, and Moses.
Even in today’s orthodox Jewish teachings, reincarnation has a prominent hold. So, I guess it’s not
bewildering that the New Testament Disciples innocently wondered aloud if Jesus himself was the
reincarnation of some earlier prophet, or that John the Baptist was Elijah. My curiosity is peaked as
to why the early church allowed such musings to take place in the accepted gospels unless it was,
even then, accepted beliefs. I mean, considering how these lines in the scriptures passed through the
filter process of some of the early Christian councils, Nicaea being one of them, it’s baffling, unless
it really was the established beliefs of their time.

Let’s continue in Matthew 16:14 (and Mark 8:27) where Jesus asked his disciples, "Who do people
say the Son of Man is?" Well, first of all, the words “Son of Man” is very controversial, even
though it appears 81 times in the Greek texts of Matthew, Mark, Luke and John. That aside, in
this passage, Jesus’ disciples replied by giving a list of dead people including Elijah and Jeremiah.
If Jesus didn’t believe in reincarnation Himself, why even ask the question. More puzzling is the
response. It’s apparent that Jesus, and everyone around Him believed in pre-existing souls.
&&&&&&
Let’s take a break from the Bible, and go to our early church founders who believed in rebirth.
Origen (circa 250 AD), who was an early church scholars, wrote extensively and taught
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reincarnation as one of the tenants of the Christian religion, and he believed Jesus taught it as well.
Origen’s teachings had been considered as profound spiritual wisdom for three centuries, and
survived the definitional era of Constantine and the Nicene Council. But Emperor Justinian came to
power in the sixth century AD, and things began to change.

In 543, King Justinian was convinced by high ranking cardinals that if people realized they were
the children of God, that they might never believe they needed an Emperor or the Holy Church.
Once Justinian was convinced that the teachings of Origen were against his interests as Emperor,
Justinian had the council produced fourteen new anathemas. The first one condemned reincarnation
and the concept pre-existing souls.

Given the church’s leanings towards dispelling one of the most profound beliefs of early Church,
it’s not surprising that the references in the bible leaning towards rebirth have strong contrary
points of view. Still, no matter what the argument, the idea of the pre-existence of the soul can be
found in John 8:58: "Before Abraham was born, I am!" I can’t imagine Jesus meaning anything
else but reincarnation here, even though traditionalists say that Jesus is telling us He existed always
as God and was making an esoteric statement about his divinity. Don’t forget, He was an Essene
who are known to believe in reincarnation, so if he was saying he shared a divine throne, he
would’ve just said it and avoided any confusion, don’t you think?

I think I’ll stop here for fear of boring you but I will ask you to take a look at other New Testament
passages such as Matthew 16:24-28 and Hebrews 7:3. Even in the Old Testament, reincarnation is
never denied. In Job 14:14, Job asks God, "If a person dies will he live again?" Job receives no
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answer, but it was thought important enough by the early biblical scholars to include that question.
Take a look at Ecclesiastes 1:4-9 as well, and see if you can solve that riddle.

TOPIC: GNOSTIC GOSPELS AND OTHER BOOKS THAT SUPPORT REINCARNATION
Now, if we take some of the secret teachings of Jesus from the Gnostic gospels, we step away from
the conventional religious thinking of today. Every time I read of the Gnostic believers I mourn
their passing, which didn’t happen in my lifetime, of course. I don’t know why I’m attracted to
them so much since they vanished from the scene a little over a millennia-and-a-half ago. I just am.
Maybe it’s because they believed, as Plato did, in the harmony of the universe.

Anyway, the Gnostics believed in precepts brought to them by earlier Christians who in turn
believed dogmas taught in the Old Testament, the Talmud and other pseudepigrapha books. I think
it’s important to explore their beliefs because of their early ties to the Jewish and Christian
followers, and not just throw them away, like the early Christians (Paulines) did. So, read the Book
of Thomas the Contender, and maybe you’ll get some wisdom. It certainly enlightened me.

If you get a chance, also read The Secret Book of John, written during the second century, which
has reincarnation placed at the heart of its discussion of the salvation of souls. It talks about how all
people live in forgetfulness and exist in a state of ignorance, and how some folks are able to
overcome ignorance and …" will be saved and will become perfect.”

Also, if you’re so inclined, read the Reluctant Messenger. It quotes the Gnostic texts often and
outlines an “elaborate system of reward and punishment that includes reincarnation. The text
explains differences in fate as the effects of past-life actions. It says that a man who curses is given
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a body that will be continually ‘troubled in heart’. It also says that a man who slanders receives a
body that will be ‘oppressed’. A thief receives a ‘ lame, crooked and blind body’. A ‘proud’ and
‘scornful’ man receives ‘a lame and ugly body’ that ‘everyone continually despises.’ Thus earth …
becomes the place of punishment.”

The doctrine of reincarnation is constantly spoken of in the

Talmud, and according to.the book of the Cabalists, or interpreters of it, only the highly developed
souls, the moral souls, like human beings, for example, come back for another round of … lessons.
&&&&&
Whether my thoughts about harmony arrived independently of reincarnation is hard to determine
since I’ve been influenced to it by the Bible, the Gnostics, and people like Edgar Cayce. They
taught me that weighing information for the purpose of seeking the truth, even misinformation, has
been, and will be, an on-going process. In my mind it’s a forever process. I’ve also been
influenced by a hundred sages like Nietzsche, Jesus, Nostradamus, Plato, Aristotle, etc. who also
influenced a lot of people on a number of fronts, including the idea of rebirth. The philosophy of
reincarnation makes incredible sense to me compared to the doctrines where I could be spending an
eternity of bleakness in Hades or elsewhere.

Yes, I know I use the word ‘perhaps’, sometimes, and ‘maybe’ a lot. Maybe too much, but that’s
because I feel I haven’t gotten to that stage where I believe I’ve reached that elusive ‘ah – ah’
moment where I can definitively point to the sky and yell out, “I know. At last I know.” I don’t
think I’ll ever reach that intellectual nirvana in this lifetime since misinformation is the curve ball
of my learning process. But I’ll have fun trying. I’m certain of that.
&&&&&
If I can leave you with anything before I finish up, it’s this: remember always that seeking the truth
and telling the truth are two different things. One creates integrity and the other sometimes creates
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chaos. Also, be comfortable with silence and know that your perspective may or may not have
anything to do with the truth. Of course, we may find ourselves at times in the throes of
controversy where you can ‘think’ you know what you’re talking about, but proceed cautiously,
because you may not. During those times you might be discussing issues from the likes of Mel
Brooks who once said, “I've been accused of vulgarity. I say that's bullshit.” Know and recognize it
when you see it. Bullshit, that is.

Be conservative in your views and liberal in your actions. I have spent the majority of my life
trying to find my way back to being the person I was before the world changed me. So, try not to
let the world change you much. You’re perfect that way you are. There’s nothing wrong with
dancing to a different drummer, but if you find yourself depressed, or in a bad space in this
glorious adventure called life, remember that whether you’re a soldier of the world, or treating the
wounds of the world, there is a karmic reward and karmic punishment that balances the scales of
the human condition, and it binds us all together in an effort to reach that glorious goal of why
we’re here – and that is, to be in harmony with nature, God, and ourselves.

Although I have this urge to say more, I can hear Sheldon Cooper warning me: “Hello, Gately. I
realize you are currently at the mercy of your primitive logic that has given us this … whatever it
is. But, as you have an entire lifetime of poor decisions ahead of you, may I interrupt this one and
say, please stop and say goodbye?”

Okay. I’ll stop and say goodbye, but first let me just say I know I can get more complicated than I
should, or pompous even. We live in a country where we can be anything we want, so if you want
to be anything, be kind. And seek harmony in everything you do. And please remember, my intent
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was to inspire, never to insult. I just question the world I live in, sometimes, and Nana helped me on
this journey. She’s a traditionalist in a sense, a Christian who believes the traditional dogmas and
precepts of the Bible. Even though she does NOT believe the way I do, she encourages me in my
endeavors and allows me the freedom of my beliefs without the nagging thoughts of a purist. She
comforts me during troubled times, and laughs and shares with me her hopes and dreams. Most
importantly, she keeps me level-headed during my most trying moments when I’m giving opinions
when no one has asked for them. She never once put me down for my ideas, but has never allowed
me to get my head too far in a cloud either. And whenever I questioned her on complicated issues
she keeps me grounded by simply stating the obvious, “Sometimes, dear, a cigar is just a cigar.”

THE END
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